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Travefiguréed spread the silent space :
The glamour leaped about the place,
And touched us, swept from face to face.
«~ We cried, “ Not yet too late!”
But one, who nearer drew than all,
Leaned low and whispered : * Suns may

full

“Tread bravely down life's evening slope.
"Befure ths night comes, do not grope!
Forever shines some small, sweet hope,
And God is nat ton late.”
—=8él.

(Editorial)

ha

~—8o far, we are not able fo see that any.thing is likely to be gained in the interests of
lost by capital, as the result

of the

great strike in Lawrence.
the American Commit-

teeof Revisers of the Old Testament has finished = first revision, except Ecclesiastes and
Solomon.

The

which

serves

also

as a school-house.

Some gave the bamboos, some the straw,

second

for four or

The women, too, lent a hand,

repairing the broken
There

had

been

sore

floor and
spots

in

these hearts and trials with one
but it was just grand to see how
spots grew sound and the trials
into thin dir as the heads and

revision

will take the whole of 1882, and the complete

in far] Loto submission
to God ; that bap- ‘scholar,

his place

ly and strongly than ever in favor of disestablishment in India. He seems to be

an earnest Christian man,
At the meeting of native

met some of the very noblest men the
Bengali church has within her fold. There
was the venerable Rev. .K.

M.

Banerjee

LL. D., said to be Dr. Duff's first convert,

now a minister of the church of England

and author of English and
Sanscrit
works. The Rev. Prof. Lal Behari Dey,
of Hooghly College, was alsofpresent, a
man who speaks and writes English with

remarkable correctness and elegance, and
is the editor of The Bengal Magazine, an
English- monthly. Both of these men

made

brief

addresses,

tisat is a formal
act of personal consecra-

and so did

Prof.

dodr
Su

is for the Lord's

disciples

aud

in the absence of any forbidding

wold
from Christ we should forbid no
Christian who comes to its celebration.
- The only disagreement is respecting two

poifits; careful inquiry into the genuineness of faith in one requesting baptism is
one; and baptism for the remission of sins
is the other.

And

on these points the di-

vergence is not so real ‘as often supposed.

The editor of the Christian Standard and

many of the leading teachers in

spegtiog qualifications for baptism, "and
the general tone of the denomination fa-

vors this. The danger

of accepting an un.

men, editors, lawyers, ministers, teachers, students, &c., were in attendance;

teacher to search into each case, for evi-

and it was a gathering of unusual interest.
Mr. Baxter's words at the close were few
and timely. He said that his main object

enforced.

hoped that men ‘like him in Parliament
will secure to us peace and prosperity.
The friends connected with Union
Chapel at Darjeeling sent me an. invita-

dence that

faith

is hearty ard

loving, is

The current sentiment is that

noné should

be baptized

who

have ‘not

first given themselves up to Christ in earnest penitence and loving trust.
3
On the other hand Free Baptists have
changed.
They attach less importance to
emotional experience than formerly, and

more importance to rational conviction
and intelligent faith. Hence the two bod-

tion to supply the pulpit for four months ies’ are very nearly one on this point where
during the absence of the pastor. 1 have trey WES once far apart.
On baptism for remission of sins, the dipromised them February, and am now on
verg
is serious as to words and trimy way to the hills. One month in the fling 'a8 to substance.” No intelligent Dis-

cold and quiet of that beautiful spot in the
lower Himalaya will be a grand prepara.
tion, I hope, for our hot and rainy seasons

on the plains.

Three

Darjeeling last year did

weeks of Feb.

at

wonders for me

months’

session

without

was such a lesson in Pastoral Theology
as Icouldn’t have learned from my beloved and revered teacher, Prof. Fullon-

sion, is now

ton, and be well

and I hope may be

break.

any

serious

ciple claims that baptism is of the least

value, without a preceding change of heart,
and po Free Baptist doubts that one who
has Sincerely repented and believed in
Chriss, and been baptized, is really forgiven. ‘Moreover, Disciples plainly teach

that baptiem is the formal act of devotion

The report of this, the third ses-: to Christ and that it relates to the formal
passing

through

our press:

assurance

of pardon, rather

than

to any

church herself, in her varied and varying

very soon.

spiritual change either in the state or feelBaptists beIn'it will be found facts suit- ‘ings of the heart. As Free,

phases

ed, I trust,

to cheer all our friends,

understands why,

and ' phenomena,

The

is, after all, a

spired Volume, and from its pages a
studious man may gather fresh experi.
: ences every day.
My dear brother Houghton, whose work’
at Lawrence I knéw only to admire, was

pg ted to our

friends
and

while they read will they also pray tor
God’s blessing oh the Bible School? In
(closing I may say that our countryman,
Rev. Joseph Cook, is now in India, and
‘is expected to lecture in this city a few

days hence.

dn intelligent and earnest friend of our
Foreign Mission, and his early death re-

“J. L.P.
a

HEALTHY SIGNS.

come familiar with
the real

ideas

the es

intemded, they

used, and

are relieved

of, fear that the old papal doctrine of sac-ramental regeneration is revived. with
slight variations by. the Disciples.
In’
some sense, baptism is for remission of
sins, , The gospel so represents.
Peter
commanded, ‘‘ Repent and be baptized every one of you in the name of Jesus Christ
for the remission of sins”; and Ananias

‘said to Saul of Tarsus, ‘“ Arise and be bapmoves one of the young and firm-supportBY THE REV. G.H: BALL, D. D.
tized ‘pnd wash away thy-sins calling on
ors of this enterprise, whom we could il] |*
sparePbut
God knows best. I was. not
The life and death of President Gar- the nate of the Lord.” In the senseof
aware till reading Mr. Ricker's admirable field is evidently affecting the status of Scripthre, baptism is therefore for resketch that he had given- five hundred the Disciples denomination before the mission.” If Disciples hold to that sense,
dollars to the endowment fund of our public. Its teachers are stating their Free Baptists are bound to accept. it.
Bible School. By this gift he has estab- views more clearly than formerly, and Prayerfully and honestly they are more
than willing to receive the exact teachings
lished
a permanent

mission

connection

in India,

and

with

the

his name and

memory,
with those of Adam Brown, Mrs.

Franklin, and others gone to

their rest,

Christian scholars are judging them with
more candor. On two points they have
been thought at fault; the work of the

Spirit i

:

:

of

the

Word.

They

do not

believe the

seuse (0 be that baptism literally washes
away

sins.

Sin is moral

and

baptism

is

——We are glad to know that our readers
appreciate the fare we are able to give them in
the line of contributed articles. We have an
unusually large number of worthy articles on

material. Water cannot remove sin, God
and many still with us in life's stern con- remission of sins. Their pioneers took
# can forgive and remove the gnilt of
flict, will be cherished with heartfelt strong ground against the error of regenis a spiritual act.
gratitude by many sons ang daughters of eration by the sovereign act of the Holy
onsecration to God is not only
this dark land. How strangely has the Spirit independent of the gospel, an
but formal; not inwardly only,
little home been broken up. His wife, seemed
iwardly
also; in heart and by conto deny His
personal agency
in
,
whom I knew during her sunny childhood conversion altogether.”
2
goney may { fesston, So pardon relates to the heart
Whatever
at Bath, preceded him to the heavenly have beén true then, the position now ‘aod the public life, just as sin is of the
home and soon after followed the only held is clearly in favor of the service of heart and visible in life. Why, then, may
child. Now they are united forever above. the Spirit both in and with the Word in not baptism be the act by which we make
Thank God for such a hope and such a conviction of sin and conversion to the formal confession, and by which God
home. The very promise of it helps us Christ. “ It seems to lookers-on that they makes the formal proclamation of pardon?
ou.
have changed and most decidedly im- In that sense the Scriptures represent it.
Who can object to it? This appears to be
In this connection, and in this my first proved in this respect.
| the view held by the Disciples, though it
communication for the new year, I wish
As to baptism, change has also been
is not always clearly expressed.
Yet it is
to call attention to the chief need of the noticeable, if not in theory, certainly in
now much more so than formerly, and it is
Bible School, which is the Lecture Hall. practice. Alexander Campbell always well to recognize and encourage this moveThe F. M. Soc., I believe, has voted to. insisted that a ‘‘ new heart" must precede ment towards a position that neither comraise five thousand dollars for a Memorial baptism, also that rite was worse than promises the words nor the spirit of the
Hall, but I have yet to learn that any plan vain; but in practice, his followers have gospel. The Disciple churches of Christ
has been adopted for raising this sum. often made baptism the chief condition of and: the Free Baptist churches of Christ
Perhaps thirty dollars have come to hand pardon. They have belittled faith and may greatly serve and encourage each othfor this purpose from a few personal magnified baptism, made faith include as er by generous recognition of each other’s
friends. Would that some benevolent little as possible, and baptism as much merits, and fraternal sympathy in each
person could move in this matter soon. as possible. Hence, multitudes have been other's work. God grant that they may so
’
!
We could accomplish much more and do baptized on a nominal faith, and promis- do.
it more easily had we the much needed ed remission of sin and the gift of the
lecture and recitation rooms.
How de- Holy Spirit, while yet *“ in. the gall of bit- NO VERDICT YET ON THE REVISION,
lighted I should be te receive communica- terness and in the bond of iniquity.”
BY PROF. J. FULLONTON, D.D.
tions on this subject from friends in
Judging from the tone of the Christian
America! "Are there not some who are Standard, their ablest and most represenA few weeks ago I called atténtion in
moved by the good Spirit to expend some tative paper, and from such facts as are brief to an article in the October number
of the Lord's money now in their keeping met with among their general ministers, of ‘the London Quarterly Review, in
for so worthy an object as this? Would there has been a marked change among which the Revised Version of the New
not money invested in this work of train- them on this point. The necessity of real Testament was severely, and at the same
ing a native Christian agency bring larg- thoughtful, loving faith, and sincere re- time ably, criticised. The January numer dividends than bank, mine or railway pentance, before baptism, is faithfully ber contains an article from the same
stock? The Lord hath need of it.
writer in continuation of the general subtaught, and the brotherhood are warned
ject.
The object of the former was to
against
the
baptism
of
such
as
lack
assurResting here over the Sabbath on our
way to Darjeeling,
we have met many de- ing evidence of this spiritual state. In the show that the Revisionists, by setting
voted Christian workers. Mrs. Phillips Standard of Jan. 14,and cf Feb. 4, the im- aside, to the extent they did, the commonand I are the guests of the London mis- portance of this is urged with force, c!ear- ly received Greek Text, and substituting
another ‘of their own invention, ” had
sionaries at Bhowanipore, in the southern ness and earnestness, both by the editor

how to get them all into our columns. We do
not wish they were fewer in number, though

eloquent Lacroix and the enthusiastic
Mullers (who died only last year in

hitely the publication of some of them but we

Africa) have toiled long and well. The
Missionary College here is educating

Bible will
published
be
ia 1883.
~The

bill

prohibiting

Chinese

immigra-

tion for twenty years bas been passed by the
House as it came from the Senate. This whole
piece of legislation we regard as indicative of
the increasing strength of anti-republican under-currents in our national affairs.
——Among the many considerations which
give to Home Mission work so much importance, we should bear frequently in mind the
fact that

those sections which are now calling

most urgently for hélp are destined in the near
future to be the greatest of moral battlegrounds. There, the problems of Education,
Government, Moral Reform, and even of For-

oign Missions, are to receive the highest solu-

tions of the twentieth

century.

Good seed

well planted in the South and Wes: will bear
the hundred-fold of the future.
=—The sorrowful event which we all knew
must occur soon, but which, nevertheless, we
could not feel prepared for, has come to pass,

and OUR LONGFELLOW [8 NO MORE.
Born
in Portland, Me., Feb. 27, 1807, he was graduated from Bowdoin College in 1825. Elected
the ensuing year, a youth of nineteen, to the

new professorship of Modern Langusges in his
Alma Mater, after spending three years in
Europe’he took his chair. In 1835 he succeeded Prof. Tickner as professor of Modern Lan-

guages and

Literature

in

This position he resigned

Harvard

College.

in 1834, since which

time, however, he has continued -to live in
Cambridge. His country-and the world early

recognized in him a rare genius.

He was born

a poet ahd sang because he must.
rejoiced

to sing

more

than all

men

He has not
to listen.

No poet in his own time was ever more widely
known and loved. Himself and his works are
a blessing to the world; and though he has
reached and entered
* the wayside inn
Where toll doth cease and rest begin”,

his pure spirit and ennobling influence are imperishable,

hand, and are not a little perplexed to know

We fear we shall be obliged to postpone indefi-

do wish “that quite 8 number were short
than they are. The W. C. Advocate is in ag

Same plight that we are. Here is what
Says:
¢ When will that article of mine ap-

Pear?”

If .it was a short one we will say:

In all probability soon.’ If it was long and al5 good, our answer must be: * As soon as we
can, and keep up our variety. Last week,
one single day’s mails brought #8 many articles
4 we could use in a whole issue. What, then,

could we do with those arriving on the other

five days? Aid us by writing more briefly.”
Other things being equal, and
sometimes
Whether they are or not, a brief, ome-column
article (or less) is far more

likely to receive an

early insertion than a longer one. Say what
You baye to say briefly, pointedly, clearly,
on

part of this great

metropolis.

Here the

hundreds of nafive youths for the earnest
work of life. Last evening we were

present at a most interesting meeting of
pative Christians.
The object of the
meeting was to meet Mr, Baxter, a mem-

ber of Parliament, who is. now making a
tour of these Eastern lands. Mr. Baxter
is a Congregationalist

and a hearty sup-

porter of missions. His visit has awakened much interest in Calcutta, particularly
in Dissenting circles, as he is 8 pronouneed foe of the State Church. He is hearing much here concerning the methods
and the evils

of the” established

church,

and"By correspondents.

The recent uble

discussion between Rev. Dr. Church and
theeditor, puts this matter beyond question. Dr. Church is a representative Bhp-

interference

“no new’ translation,” * ouly necessary

what

changes,” ‘¢ the correction of plain and

work has yet to pass its severest and

made

a mistake,

many and gross

which

errors.

led

them

The

into

general disappointment

and dissatisfac-

comfortable

and

he

Version
binds

says

forms

that

of

so unique

as

the

:

of a little help, and associations of charity, orcompetent, are obliged to pass
who cry for-aid; no help can be
there are no resources provided
Yet the world is full of riches;

by multitudes
given because
to draw from.
and churches,

colleges, schools, and charitable associations,
might all thrive and prosper if men more fully

recognized the truth that they are the stewards
of God and responsible to him for their stewardship. Man is only the custodian; God is
the owner. Now and then we get a glimpse of
a man or woman who recognizes this fact and

acts accordingly.

Another cause of complaint is the use

Sen

Years ago when

New

York

city

was away

down to the south part of Manhattan Island,
and the region where I now pen this was a

barren waste for miles around, and the more a
man had of it the poorer he thought himself to
be, a gentleman by the name of Burr was.
forced to accept quite a lot of this sort of land,
located on the island, for a debt.
He demurred and objected, but it was no use; he had

our writer maintains that the Revisionists
have violated generally, if not throughout,
the English idiom. Even if this be not to submit. But time works wonders,
and in this
80, how does one get nearer the truth, by case it so happened that there were ‘ millions
a hair's breadth, by reading ¢ I glorified ~in it.” Mr. Burrdied and left thisinheritance to

thee on the earth,” instead of * I have

his three maiden daughters. One after the other

glorified thee, &c.”
Again, the writer arraigns the authors
of this work for their uniform violation
of another rule prescribed for their
guidance ; viz., * Wherever they adopted

these Christian sisters died, each leaving her
interest to the survivor and providing for the
ultimate diposal of the estate for charitable

a reading, from the Greek, differing from

the commonly received text, such alleration Was'to be indicated in the margin.”
This, they say, was * inconvenient.”

purposes.

did not allow.”

here

in

to her re-

they can and leave it to their children and
heirs, many of whom will squander it to their
ruin, moral and physical; and churches and
institutions of learning and charitable associations will still languish and die for want of a.
little h¥ip. A few rich men in'this city are devising liberally while they live, and will pro-

is apparent.

For indtance, we find words

last ome has gone

work for God and humanity.
~~ Patold millions are now in ‘the hands of 4
Christian men and women in this city. What
will they do with it? Hold it as long as

Now, that there is rea-

son for dissatisfaction

The

_

ward and the entire estate is devised to a long
list of noble charities and benefactions.
Thus
some $3,000,000 will be made to do a noble

The reply is, ‘Yes, but only because
you saw fit to crowd your margin with a
record of the preposterous readings you

the re-

ie
wi
8.
vision very different from those —of the Vice Of ATgEC
Notably
among
this
class,
just
at
this
timesis
old version. We turn to the commonly
accepted Greek Text,

and find the

word

of the original wholly incapable of such
rendering. But the Revisionists would
say, In this instance we did not translate

from that particular text at all, and so
we have no means at hand of telling from
what they did translate, or whether they
translated well. It has been said that no
one isa eompetent critic of this work

who

has

not

access to the tools with

which it was executed. But suppose the
workers after using the tocls hid them,
what then?

The extreme to which they have pressed the rule that, *‘ As far as possible,

the

same Greek word shonld be translated by

the same English word.” is

the cause of

grievous complaint. One of the saddest
examples is the extent to which they
have eliminated from the New Testament
the word ‘‘ miracle.” The literal meaning of the Greek being sign, it is thus rendered ih the Revision. What possible advantage in reading, ‘ This again is the
second sign that Jesus did,” instead of
¢s second

miracle”?

Now,

the

word

miracle has been incorporated into all
the English literature of ‘the world,”
and without any contusion as to its seriptural meaning. Nay, it has found place
in the common vocabulary of every English-speaking people on earth, and even
when used by the skeptic and unbeliever,

is not used without its true signification,
at least by implication.
But it were- fruitless to attempt to enumerate with proper explanations, ' within
the narrow limits of this article, even the
classes of changes, which are alleged to be
either unnecessary or harmful to the sense
of-our Holy Scriptures. The writer in

question,

with unparalleled

arship

is

few alterations as possible into-the Au-

certain

from heaven ; that repentance is a volun-

ed the

average

.

ganized to aid the needy, the sick and the in-

emn Style,” as hath for has, giveth for
gives, &e., for which we thank them.

this respect,

ev-

avoidable. Churches are poor, institutions of
learning languish and almest die out for want

for so different peoples, and for generations on generations, might become a
stronger boyd of union were it to possess
1 e8riain crys alized forms as characteristic
marks of identity. This principle the
Revisionists themselves seem to hyve
recognized by preserving the form of
verbs which used to be called the ¢ Sol-

serving the Greek idiom in

may

OUR STEWARDSHIP.

destined

of the Greek Aorist. This has resulted
in unnumbered changes, slight to be
sure, but which should never have been
allowed without good reason. By pre-

breastworks

Everything thatis geod has to make an earnest and a continued sirnggle for existence
in this world.
Perhaps this iy best; at any
rate, in a world of sin and selfishness it is un-

English-

Bible,

to

Possibly:

NEW YORK CITY, March 23, 1882,

speaking men scattered over the whole
world.” 1t were obvious to add, that a
book

reckless
dared

NEW YORK LETTER.

out

‘the . Authorized

90,000,000

has

©0000

a religious link’ which

together

spared

the

formidable

obsolete words and phrases wouldn't
belp the matter much with our writer,
becapse

to a too
that

idences of . the cannonading bégun!
Whether they will in the end withstand
and survive the shock of this last assault,
remains
to be seen. Let
us wait.
2

in many cases, one having tasted the

The first

including

the

new, would say that the old was better.
To say that the'new version leaves

damage

soon, if not now, show unmistakable

use of the most improved glasses, while

and foremost was this: ¢ To introduce as

Nothing so generally reconcil-

this

the artillery is already being brought up,

ceptible ' by: the keenest ‘scholar, in the

of authority they acted ‘under.

people,

that

show itself above the parapet.

provement in style, would hardly be per-

that we are personally active in conversion ; that the gospel is the ordained .instrument of conversion ; that faith comes

special gift fulness,”

suggested,

head, here and there,

stances of change in whieh, as he would

insist that the gospel is free to all alike;

faith-:

been

the driving in of the picket line, and un

tion than the result in this very particular.
£5
Holi
The writer in the Review goes on to
crowd: whole pages with citations of in-

audacity,

ex-Governor and ex-Senator E. D. Morgan,
who has given $250,000 to the Union Theological Seminary, and $100,000 to Williams College. Governor Morgan says that ‘“ no better
use-of-money-can be made than in gifts to edacational institutions”, and the Tribune remarks that ¢ this statement ‘will furnish food
for profitable reflection for other rich men.*

world-wide,

he

might

contemptuous

have

epithets,

which withont -stint he hurls at them,
such as “pedantry,” «‘school-boy translations” &e. ,as well

28 ihe charge of igno-

rance of Greek, and the profounder obliv-

_

Let us hope so.
BATES

COLLEGE.

Speaking of colleges and their needs reminds
me that Prof. Chase is now here seeking aid for
Bates College among the rich and benevolent
men and women of this city. God grant that he

may find open doers and open hearts.

Where

is the Free Baptist that does not feel to pray for
Bates College, and also to give what he can for
this institution in this the hour of its deep need?
The Free Baptists and their friends can, if
they wills-put this institution upon a sound
and sure foundation.
It will he a lasting
shame and a disgrace if they do not doit.

And it should be done at once.
LOAN ASSOCIATION.
There has been for a year or so an association in this city whose object is to loan money
in small sums to the poor, and take security
from their employers.
Thus men and women
who need a little help can accept these loans
and avoid the thought that they are beggars or
paupers. The money is loaned without interest, and has been in almost every instance re‘turned after a short time, and the loss thus far
is inconsiderable.
THE

INDIAN

QUESTION.

An interesting meeting was held on Tuesday
evening in the Union League Theater by the.
friends of the Indian.
The object is to give
the red man a chance to see what he can do for
himself. Two Indian youths made speeches
that were well received. The speeches they
composed themselves.
They asked for their
race citizenship.
General S. C. Armstrong of
the Indian School, Hampton, Va., was present.
Prof. Hitchcock, Dr. H. C. Potter, Dr. John
Hall, Dr. Storrs, and others, spoke in their behalf and much interest was manifested in the
enterprise.
\

AID TO EMIGRANTS.

object of

thorized Version, consistently with

has

clear errors,”
&e., were almost ‘obtrugive- “riost fiery
ordeal. Till within ‘a few
ly reiterated in our ears for ten years. months, we have had, in opposition to it,
And yet nothing has occasioned more little else than the rattle of musketry,

strides through sixty solid pages of critithe latter seems to have been to point out cism, striking toright and left at every
the numberless defects
and inconsis- step. It is true that he subjects himself to
tist and he does not hesitate to endorse tences, ps the writer would call them, of the charge of playing the role of the adthe essential ‘correctness of the. Standard's the work in general, whether they are vocate by making the most possible of one
matters of re-translation or of attempted side and allowing the other to take care
position.
Free Baptists are especially interested correction, and improvement of the Aus ‘of itself. This arises from instances of
thorized Version.
hypercriticism and the use of too positive
in these developments. No two
He arfaigns the authors ot the work and unqualified statements. In dealing
‘of Christians arg. more nearly alike in
doctrinal views than the Disciples and before the tribunal of their own accepted with men such as are found among the
Free Baptists. They are really more rules, as furnished them by the Convoca- members of the committee of the Revisnearly in unison than they suppose. Both tion, from which they received whatever ion, whose reputation for Christian schol-

by hearing rather than by

ion of the idioms of the English language.

with
the torms
of te dear old Bible of

the denomination are urging greater care re- allege, the difference of sense, for im-

Kali Charan Banerjee of the Free Church:
explshed af irmative wi. she question, * Do
of Scotland College and a very prominent you
believe on the Lord Jesus Christ?” is
pleader in the High court. Other literary con
1, and the right and daty of ‘a

in visiting India was to learn what he
could do to help her interests. It is to be

to the proposed

13.

But still, the more considerate and
her than an organizing
sot or a their fathers,as this promise and assur- splid criticisms of this review constitute
into the church; that the Lord's ance, which, with certain catch words, as a tremendous arraignment, and confirm

Christians, I that

It in enabling me to work through ourseven

and toiled together.

pastor’s chief text-book, next to the in-

Or flash; dear heart! 1 speak and call
Your soul unto its fate.

of

false witness in the magistrates’ court at
Midnapore to die very suddenly. So the
Lord has heard our prayers in a way we
little thought of and sent deliverance to
his people.
It was good to see how resolutely the
brethren went to work to roof the chapel,

hands planned

When, lo! the miracle came on.
+ A road-gide turn—a moment gone—
And far the sud low-lying shone;
‘The forest stood in state.

the Song

and the respectable Babu, whose tool the
poor sinner was, came home from giving

some of
_| another,
the sore
vanished

While panting grass-tops wait.”

that

utmost to drive Christisns from the village has been completely vanquished,

walls.

To see, und then to wonder how

is stated

M. has had two

uniform distress, but,

thank God,a brighter day begins to break.
The poor old sinner who has done his

eagerly

. The glory pauses on the bough,

——It

entertained the Q.

five years.

“ To see the leaf take fire now,

labor, or

and

years of almost

‘| will now be quite - sufficient

“ The sun has dropped into the west;
The mountain holds him to her breast—
She holds and bushes him to rest.
For us it is too late

.

Quarterly

days before ,the Q. M. came, a nice new
roof was put on the mud walls, which

Below us wide the shadows lay;
W rode, and met the kneeling day;
We said, “ Itis too late.

Fe

Midnapore

some the string, and all joined cheerfully
in the manual labor, so that, in the two

EXPECTATION.
We rode into the wooded way ;

+

tour in the country, chiefly in the vicinity
of the Palasbani and Babaigadia churches.

Meeting was held.this month.
Brethren
from the five churches in the District were
present, and the session was one of more
. ‘| than ordinary interest. This little church
. Poss
that so cheerfully and heartily welcomed
mid
sa

CONTENTS.
:

The opening month of the year has
has been one of the very pleasantest.

At Babaigadia our

it is hoped that from

Parliament he will speak out more bold-

Jan. 28.

On the 23d inst., we finished a six weeks’

paid strictly in ad-

200 if paid within

and $2.50 if not.

to Editor
:

and

CALCUTTA,

NO.

It is determined

by some

Irishmen

in this

city to form an association to furnish information and aid to their friends at home who
want

to come

to

this country.

This is sensi-

ble, and the money that goes in this direction
will do good.

OBSERVER.

i

“>

The temperance question will not down.

It is irrepressible.

According to present

indications it will play a very important
part in many State elections this year. In
Kansas ‘and Iowa an effort will be made
Legislatures,
to elect antj-Prohibition
while ‘in Ohio, Indiana, Wisconsin, Nebraska, North Carolina and Georgia the
Prohibitionists will endeavor to choose
Legislatures favorable. to their views.
The. battle may be long and will be hard,
but it will end in victory for righteouspess.

God

hasten

the day of

triumph !—

Evangelical Messenger.
ro

|

}
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FOREIGN MISSION FINANCE.
BY

THE

REV.

R.

COOLEY.

ond

of

our missionaries in

the

Foreign

field, in a paperin the Star of March
still. fresh in mind, I wish

taking

the p

sermon ; but some

Ce of

new

the sec-

terest must

be awakened among Protestan¥
churchgoers, or we shall be put to shame by our

While the discussion of this subject by
. one

well ventilated ; for it wasa grove of oaks; scenes of human experience to: illustrate

brevity in worship, noi
bath-school

Catholic neighbors.

1, is

to make a few

suggestions on this subject. The writer
of that paper seems to think that it would
" be better to endow our Mission by turning the present income for the support of

- _,

:

I subjoin a few facts gathered by the
editor of the Manchester (N. H.) Mirror,
which are significant as showing the relative attendanceat church

among Protestant

in Manchester

and Catholics for three

the mission into a permanent fund, if I given Sabbaths. Brivis true of this city,
understand him. He thinks that if the no doubt, is true
vf-dther manufacturing
fands which: have been expended during ‘cities. The total
attendance upon' the

\

~ the forty years of our mission had been
put into a permanent fund, that we might
now be able to do a great work with the
interest from that fund.
New, let me say, that i our Foreign

Mission Work had been conducted on that

annually

contributed

for

current expenses. For it has taken 40
years to develop

that interest in Foreign

Missions, and that benevolence in giving,
which secure the amount now given for
that work. And this has been obtained
through the persistent efforts of our missionary societies, and the pressing calls
of the

laborers in the field, and

ring addresses and

eloquent

the stir-

appeals of

returned missionaries.
Now, suppose that these appliances had
not

been

brought

to

bear

upon

oar

churches; and the condition of the heathen and the need of funds to carry on this
work, and the encouragement found in the
work, had not been Kept before the church-

es, what interest would now be likely to
be found in this great work? I am inclined to think that we now should be

head—the Book.

less pleasant, and

the relative attendance of Protestants
Catholics on the same Sabbath, take
Clark’s published figures for January
Total Protestant attendance 2,584;

Catholic 4,003.

Mr.

Clark

also

and another denomination sent sheets
and papers. 1 didn’t like the latter, but

secure the permanent fund as best we
can; but gnever so as to relieve the

churches from feeling the need of constantly giving for current expenses.
To
endow churches so as to relieve them

from obligation to meet current expenses would, 1 think, as a general
thing,

be

unfortunate,

however

ient to a pastor and people.

conven-

It evidently

is not God's way to advance his work.
A very desirable thing would be to get
those who have means to appropriate a
portion of what God has put into their
hands to his cause, by giving notes to run

certain length of time, or as long as they
live; but the interest to be paid annually for current

the

force of

the

figures and

facts, be it

remembered that the Catholic population
is not as large as the Protestant in this
city.

expenses.

means the only liberal teacher who has
been perplexed

by the failure of his doc-

trine to draw fen to the sanctuary
holy aspirations.

2.

with

:

But the pulpit is not wholly

ac-

that I

was

with us.
| have preached 148 times
since I crossed the Mississippi river, and
have received therefor $3.66.
Under-

stand thatI have never asked for pay,

knowing that the prefiching was dread-

“When I had been here a year or so, my
longing for denominational intercourse
was so intense that it was actually a bar
to my improvement in health, and I determined to attend the December session

This

bequests, which

giver.

should

go, and when he is old he will not

depart from it.” Let parents not only go
to church themselves, but take their children with them.
Such. example and
practice always produce the best fruit.

3.
late

Excuses

must

as a preventive.

cease

to accumu-

The slightest ob-

God. It is-too cold or tog hot, the days
too short or the services too long, a

“There

THE

ON THE FRONTIER.

—

is reason

-attendance, at

have

that church

of the signs of the
awaken thought and
The alleged fact is
view of the many
which pastors and

resorted

to

REV.

J. FRANK

LOCKE.

** hold

their

congregations.” Twenty years ago, and
probably much less than that, two sermons each Sabbath were the rule, if not
three in some chukches; now we usually
have but one.
In those days, the sermon
occupied an hour, at the least, and the

former associates and parishioners, some
idea of life, as .I Have experienced it,
‘“out West.”
I write now, not to make
but

from a conviction that

those who read will be constrained to
‘“ count their mercies” and reverently
thank God for their privileges and blessings.
My friends will remember that

when

I came West, three years ago, I

was an almost

helpless and

valid, and

been such

two

years.

had

My

hopeless in-

but

few

give

attention

through to the end of the service and
really seem interested, while others close
their eyes and half recline and sometimes
_ Snore outright; some study the Sabbathschool lesson,—a very good thing to do
at the proper time—while others, weary
of the service;
go out for a walk.

In the

olden times, it is said that the Seotch min:

isters, especially, found it difficult to interest the young, and in some extreme

«cases, rather than bave persons leave

be-

fore the services were ended, actually
held them by

locking

must be remembered

self

often

exceeded

the doors!

But it

that the sermon it
two

mortal

hours.

This, added, to the rest of the exercises,
and especially the “long” prayer, made

the occasion very tedious to the young.

Great has been the change!

Brevity is

the order of all religious exercises now,
and this for the sole purpose of getting
the largest possible number ‘out to

church, Have we succeeded? With all
these attempted improvements, is the

regular attendance on divine worship as

large in proportion to the ‘population, in
. our cities, as it was a quarter of a century
ago? I have nothing to say against

There were but two frame houses in
town, but many log ones;

not one family

in ten had dishes enough

for all

to dine

at once, nor chairs sufficient for all to be
seated. Ilow oftea my heart has ached
and tears blinded my eyes to see dear little children barefoot in the bitterest winter weather, and clad only in one thin
calico robe, How I have longed to ask

wealthy Eastern churches to send me castoff clothing, or a little money, for distribution.
Aen
es

The nearest church building was ten

miles away, and the nearest Free Baptist
church at least seventy-five miles distant.

* Roughing it”, living close to nature,
soon had a beneficial effect upon my health,
and gradually I gained «little strength.

A¢'soon as possible, a Sunday-school was

organized;

our

audience

room

was

there

with

year hence, and I hope to be in
blessed duties of a-pastors
Pillsbury, Minn.

1". sci

©

ee

- BY THE REV. J, P. HEWES

Dr. Thomas of Chicago has found so apt
a scholar that whoever has seen that
divine answered will need no further
argument. Mr. Kutchin has only carGod

That is all.. Ah! here. * both he that
soweth and he that reapeth may rejoice
together.” Calvinism may claim that it
has sown ** good seed,” and that an ¢ en-

emy has done this.” ¢ Whatsoever a
man soweth that shall he also reap.”
Mr. Kutchin says, ‘* God makes no ar-

True,

all his promises

al; but those conditiergp are as fixed as
the throne of God itself, and no gmount
of theological cannonading, with ‘whole
batteries charged with ¢‘ arbitrary, "can
weaken them.

If God is under no

obli-

gation to fulfill his promises to the wicked, neither is he to the

who

have

good.

faith in him

Then

we

are of all men

most miserable,
4
Again, Mr. Kutchin says, “God sets up
no dead line.” What is all law, human
or divine, but a line, a ‘dead line", if

you choose, across which none may dare
lo trespags with impunity? And none,
but those who wish to have license to do
wrong, object to this line. What would

society be without law? What shall we
say of men who would" disgrace law by
stigmatizing

it with

such

epithets

of

Christian

their

hearts

:

"Turkey, where

the men and

seem

very

comfortable,

women

as

“dead line ”, with all its horrid associa-

tions?
Again, this teacher says that the man
with splendid natural endowments and
golden opportunities, who has squander-

surprised mysell,”

of

course,

gives

no

idea

of

the quality of

the work

“for I had watched

’

him as long
as he

was in sight and when

I saw him go

through the door without writing down
my name and company, I gave up all
hope of seeing my Maryland again; and
it has always been a mystery to me that
a man with so many cares and so much

to think of should keep in mind the name,

regiment and cqmpany ef a private
soldier.”
As he turned away to conceal ‘the tears
he could not keep back, it was plain how
large a place the thoughtful kindness of
that great man had won in the heart of
the poor,

homesick,

wounded

soldier.

Considering how full his life was of such
acts, might not the words applied by a
former generation to Washington be suitably appropriated by this to Lincoln
also, «First in the hearts of his ecountrymen ”?
B.
Harper's Ferry, W. Va.
:
;

The advent of Jesus Christ, the Kingdom of God, is but the complete development of powers and principles which

are

even

now

at work, changing and

molding the principles of
F'. W. Robertson...
In

vain we

tell

the world.—

ourselves,

“Such

a

man is unworthy to judge me, such a
woman is incapable of comprehending
me”; the human face has great power
over the human heart; and when we
read there a secret disapprobation, it

haunts us in defiance of
Madame DeStael.
But alas!

where

our

reason.

is the man

of ‘mod-

est merit and real talent, who has not
suffered from bejng outshone in conversation and outstripped in the race of tife,
by men of less reserve, and of qualities

more showy,

though less

substantial?

and well constituted must the mind be
that can yield up the prize without envy,
te competitors more unworthy than him-

nevolence of the Church ‘* more ample ag

Congregational churches of Providence,

increased their gifts from three to five .
fold, and this through a long period of

commercial

It isa

great privilege to live in such an age of the
world, an age when the forces of Christendom are astir and the heralds of salvavation are pushing their way to the re-

motest corners of the earth.

With

the

privilege there comes also no small
amount of responsibility. . The opportu-

nityis before us; the call is sounding in
[0]

the

wisdom that God will surely give to them
that ask for it.
" Hap-Hazard

Their

This

experi-

plan is as

good and as feasible in a country village

as in a city; for one denomination as an.
other. It puts the financial affairs of the

Church on a ‘basis 6f common sense and

sound

business principles;

a considera-

tion of itself, to commend it to the larger .

givers and the stronger churches, while
best meeting the conditions of the small.

er and weaker.

to work

Let us, then, be willing

to a plan—to the plan that expe-

rience is endorsing as the best—till it can
no longer

be said

that less than one-

seventh of the moneys raised annually is
devoted to objects outside
the churches, and that a
able per cent. of churches
ed out altogether.-—Gospel
Missionary

Notes

BurMAn.—The

the

to-ad-

depression.

ence is not exceptional.

the support of
very consideris to be countin All Lands.

and

News.

latest census gives the

folloWing religious classification of the
population of British Burmah : Buddhists,
3,251,584; Mohammedans, 168,881; De-

done, which, as

the bugle-call

It will dlmost

well as more secure.” It is said that the
plan of weekly giving, adopted by all the

Dr. Pierson says, is more surprising and
significant than the quantity. Traly, the
church has reason to thank God and take
courage, now that the work of evangelizing the world has been so well begun,
and has been pushed with such vigor.

mon-worshipers,

143,581;

Hindud,

88,-

177; Christians, 84,219, of whom 34,000
are Europeans; Jews, 204; Pariahs, 83;
Brahmans,

77.

:

SiaM.—The king has established, a
school for the education of children, un- |
i

der

the

superintendency

McFarland,

D.

D.

of

The

Rev,

S. G.

teaching

It is expected that the telegraph-line between Bangkok and Barmah will be completed before the end of next year.

CrirNa—Through the Chinese written
language about one-third of the, popula
tion of the globe may be reached. To
reach the other two-thirdi more than

three thousand languages must be used.
—=—*‘ Seven of every ten men in China are opium-smokers, and women are extensively addicted to the habit.”——
The
Gospel tn All Lands for Jan. 26, 1882,
contains a list of all the missionaries in

China, carefully prepared by Rev. L. H.
Gulick.

His

tables

give

the following

totals: Ordained men, not medical, 221;

There can never be anything but a
chafing uncertainty upon the benevolent
work of ‘the church till giving is method-

male missionaries, 304.
cians, 8;

teachers, 77;

Female

physi-

married- women,

236: total women, 321.
Grand total,
625,——The Chinese Government has de-

ical, as well as generous, in the churches
at large. And that, it is far from being

cided to increase the tax on foreign opi-

as yet.

Miss. Magazine.
CHINESE SECTS.—Rev. Dr. A. P. Martin
writes:
*‘ In China the sects of reformed
Buddhists are numerous,
They generally agree in the rejection of popular
polytheism, and in configing their work

It were just as easy for each per-

son in the Church of Christ to determine

at the beginning of a year the minimum
of weekly giving to the Boards of the
Church, as to go forward giving something or nothing as may fitfully happen.
It were just as easy for each church, on
the

basis of such

determinations, to say

to the Boards the proximate amount
can

be expected

from it, and

that

to do it at

the beginning of the church year, having
first determined to do something for
as

to leave

these servants of

the

Church in doubt whether anything can be
expected from more than half of the
churches, and as to how much from any
of them. The freest, most joyous, giving, is methodical giving; just as the
truest liberty, is liberty moving in the
grooves of law. And not only so; the
element of righteousness pervades the
sphere of method, for it actually puts a
purpose to de one’s duty at the front,
erects a place for carrying it out, and
goes about it, day by day, laying by, as
the first fruits of all increase for the
Lord’s service, what will be held as sacredly devoted to him, and taken to his
courts on the first day of the week as an
act of worship.
.

The wwuble lies primarily, it is be-

um, and

to some

impose

a

tax on native.—Bap!.

one divinity, as

for example

Zuanzin, the Goddess of Merey. One of
them bears the identical name which in
Japan appears as Shinsiu, and another
cills itself Wu Wei, 4. e., salvation without wotles;

but they have not advanced so

far in the direction

of

Christianity as

their co-religionists of the neighboring
islands.”— Ibid.
Heathen

at Home.

Dr. Fowler said, in a recent address reported in The Homiletic Monthly:

** It is

said, ‘ We have heathen at home.!
have not. There are, indeed, a few
nese or Japanese here, of ‘soft tread
unreplying tongue; but the objector
not refer to them.

We
Chiand
does

He refers to our Lng-

lish speaking population. Now I affirm
that the worst men have a great deal of
knowledge of the truth. Go to the lowest ward of New York city at the darkest
hour of the night, and select a dozen cut
throats, and I am ready to say that these

have more intellectual knowledge of God

lieved, with the ministers, so many of
whom do not wish to be bothered with
these details of parish work, and who can

race, even if you include Plato, Socrates,
and Confucius. These live among Sab-

oppose,
or actively let alone, any plans

of them have been in onr Sunday-schools.

always be counted upon either to actively

than any dozen of heathen in any age OF

baths, sanctuaries, Christians;: and some

proposed for increasing the efficiency of They are going to the bad because they
will; yet they know better.”
this arm of church work;
It
is
more
than
doubtful
whether
any
Nothing is more simple than greatChina proper is said t6 be entirely open
shall have a chance to ** try again” in the ness; indeed, to be simple is to be effective measures can be devised to
o the missionary and the Bible colportbring
about
the
desired
co-operation.
|
t
future. = And on what does this advocate great.— Emerson.
But one thing is certain: till each local eur with the exception of Hunan,
of future probation build his doctrine ?
To be proud of learning is the greatest church will adopt some methodical plan
The American Baptist Home Missionary
Like the modern apostle‘of Universalism ignorance in the world. —Jeremy Taylor.
of
giving
and
working,
it
should
neither
reports 90 churches, with nearly
‘Society
and all his school, this disciple steers
Resolying to forsake all things, includes peep nor mutter at the debts and embar- 6,000 church-members, among the Indiwide of Revelation. He relates touching among the all things—th
yself.—Rernard. rassments of the Missionary Societies, ans in the Indian Territory.
self.— Sir Waller Scolt.

I

of

Christian morals is rigidly forbidden.——

ordained physicians, 7; lay male physicians, 20+; other lay workers, 56: total

Giving.

BY THE REV. H. C. HAYDN, D. I,

each,

SEED THOUGHTS.

make it a winsome thing.

certainly make the income from the be.

sent

gird .her loins for a forward

It will associate the act

of giving with worship, and"so help .to

amount of work already expended upon
these fields; still less does it represent

tit-with all the strength we have and

he sai

isnot gone by.

This is only a partial glance at the field
in which missionary work has been dene,
and,

It will best accommo.

‘mites and the Lord’s.approbation of them

to the ministers of the Lord Jesus Christ.

movement all along the lines.
my

number of times.

seems as if the whole world is accessible

Yance, and

;

:

date the smaller givers, and encourage
them to think that the day of widow's

out by the American Board are planting
the cross from the gates of the Golden
Horn to the shores of the Tigris; through
Syria, the cradle of apostolic ‘missions;
through Africa, whose doors are opening

She may well sound

to make

:

Biblical.
It will certainly reach tpg
greatest number of givers the greatest

influence;

all the Papal nations of Europe, until it

“] was

The Rev.
Mr. Kutchin, a baplisi
clergyman and Chaplain of the Wisconsin State Prison, has been enlightening
the people of a rural village on this momentous question. Some of his state-

ried Calvinism so far that he makes

centers

thing can we do consistently, Accept
-the
responsibility; enter the opportuni“the President to transfer Private Stover,
5. H., 2nd Md. Vols. by water to the ty; take hold of the work with earnestness and Christian enthusiasm and push
i spital at Annapoie:
>
mma (oad

i

AFTTERDEATH, WHAT

fact,

Brown and Abrabam Lincoln are:
as truly
canonized as St, Paul or St. Peter.
Then the stair-builder told us his * sto“ry-of Lincoln.” He had been shot through
the lungs when on picket in '63 and was
in the hospital at Fortress Monroe. For
weeks he had been lying there till he
had grown dreadfully homesick, and felt
as if thé only thing that could cure him
was to get home to Maryland.
One morning Lincoln visited the hospital, and, as he was passing around,
pausing before each cot to speak a word
of cheer to each wounded soldier, this

in all

unteers,” was promptly answered, and
t;incoln passed on:
In just three days came an order from,

y

* 40

churches in this respect?

through the vast domain of Barmah, until it has also become one of the chief
supporters of missionary work; through
India, where native society is being
roused, enlightened and reformed under
the influence of Christianity;
through

for the entrance of the Gospel; through

for

fey,

:

CHEERY

DONE.

John

ed man,

«8, Stover, Co. H.,20d Maryland Vol-

Three years I have lived here and mever ced them all and who, against his, own
a Free Buptist has darkened my door. better judgment and knowledge of
Think of it, and shake ‘hands with the right and wrong, lives a life of dissipabrethren and sisters more cordially when tion and vice, and -who dies an outcast,
you go to prayer-meeting to-night.

L. Phillips, which still hangs

others, because the plastering of the
walls where they are to be placed is not
done. Immediately I perceived a softening of the tones of his voice and a change
in the expression of his face that wouldn't
have surprised me if he had been a color-

never

bitrary rales.”

Finding no improvement in my health
while I remained in St. Paul and Minneapolis, I decided to push on into the interior, and finally made me a little shanty
and settled down on the bank of Swan
Lake in Todd County, Minnesota.

seats,

as-

of reward and punishment are condition-

the sermon is only a half-hour long and
of those who attend at all and sit on upholstered

'-denomination

than

a man will give in exchange for his life.

What an oversight

with the man that was putting into Anthony Memorial Hall the last flight of
stairs, his eye fell upon a portrait of Lincoln, the gift of the missionary, Rev. J.

“You

New

to the end, with ears and eyes open ; now

thought,

At last his turn came.

for more

England, child, and friends, was not a
choice, but rather an illustration of what

we

known his wants.

leaving dear old

hearers sat upright on uncushioned seats,

so,

him a chance he would venture

good enough and merciful enough to
an appeal for help, nor to bring myself to ‘save all men instead of a select few.

remembrance,

reached

affections in

"¢~| one made up his mind that if he gave

had

ments seemto demand attention, and yet

-

_I have long wanted to give the Eastern
readers of the Star, and especially my

least in cities, is diminish-

ing. If so, it is one
times which should
arouse the church.
doubly alarming in
modern methods to
churches

BY THE

ud

to fear.

the

I think

REV. B. A, SHERWOOD.

having

natural

ten miles in the country. * In conclu- friend,” Lincoln said.
sion; my health is fifty per cent. better’
Not so comfortable as I should be if
than it was two years ago. I begin to: I could get home to Maryland,” was his
believe that I shall yet be ¢¢ hrimful of reply.
hard days’ works.” I love the cause and’
*« What is your name

so often fail

CHURCH ATTENDANCE.
‘BY

without

stacles keep scores from the house of | and

:

-—

reached,

sentences

the

LINCOLN.
As I was conversing a few days ago

to Quarterly Meeting.

about in an eddy, until it seemed that we
must be capsized ; but we landedin.safety, and at 7 o’clock the nexti:

eloquent
and

where it is bound, on every principle of
equity and reasonableness, to help, will.
ingly and faithfully. Is there no way of arousing the conscience of delinquent

that God has not inspired one of his
amanuenses to write at least one short
sentence on which to rest our hope!
Theo we should not be compelledto rest
it alone on the basis of human sympathy and affection.
:
i
I suppose the unnatural mother, as she
throws her helpless babe jiito the burning
bowels of ‘Moloch, gets her idea of the ‘the dews of heaven.” And again,*‘ Let
Deity from the same sougce, and with us then grasp and hold this thought, that
just as good right and logic, as do some we arenow actually living in the great
|
more civilized peoplé. Oh, what shall
the harvest be of such teaching ? Listening, were many young men just starting swift foot tb the limits of the Roman Emin a course of sin and dissipation. They pire; a grater than the Medieval age,
heard that ¢¢ circumstances do sometimes "when the #ays of Gospel light touched:
seem to conspire against us.” Will they here and there a rude and barbarous peonot conclude that they are the victims of ple and edged and fringed with silver the
circumstances ? Instead of making a black clouds of Paganism—this is the
brave fight against circumstances, and epoch of world-wide missions. ‘The most
by the help of God conquering them, distant and destitute are reached by God's
will they not rather yield submissively to evangel, and no land is left to the dominbe drifted by them to ruin for both time ion of the death-shade.” He then sketches in a graphic way the wonderful progand eternity ?
s
WE
ress of the Gospel through the islands of
ANOTHER UNPUBLISHED STORY OF the Pacific, until many of them are, in

my mind, to

sleep. the welcome shelter of I'ic.
countable for the decrease in church at- ‘sell's house at Champlin.
tendance. Parents have much to do with
Think of it, brothers, and nes:
this. ‘Train np a child in the way he neglect a Q. M. because it happe»:

friend has come to visit us, or a pleasure
ride is arranged, the toilet is not comof being secured in the end; and, where plete, or ‘other engagements” prevent!
there is no danger of the estate being How foolish are such excuses when right:
squandered, it is ‘better than a donation. ly viewed!
Notes, of course, would stand good | Manchester, N. H.
against estate at the decease of the
———e
eee
‘better than

be

‘we couldn't afford to buy, and there were

up

the
ears,

BEEN

I

¥

i

its trusted servants,

But at any rate, let us not rest till hapspeaking of the ‘ Progress of Missions”,
says: ‘It is an august fact that we live hazard giving is weeded out of oyr
in the missionary age of the world’s his- churches.. And
let us be generous
tory. Before its dawn Protestant Mis- enough not to find fault with the Societies
sions were so rare, so limited, as to form till we have given them the facilities for
a marked feature of church life. Since carrying out some definite plan of benefithis century began the golden web of cence,
wy
Gospel effort reaches farther and farther - We have no doubt that some form of
from the centers of Christendom, with the weekly offering, gathering up what
lines radiating to every point, and cross has been ¥d aside
on the first day of the
lines connecting, till the great globe: it- week and bringing it, with prayer, to the
self is girdled with this shining vet-work Lord's house,"is not only Biblical, bat
of holy love and labor, on which glisten practical, and all the more so for being

their blindness fondly wished this might

gave the number in attendance “Feb. 5, fully poor, and feeling that I was better
and, from the significant figures which | ablé to give
it than the people were to
show the aggregate number at the four pay for it. Quite a village has grown up
Catholic churches, the casual reader here now;
the country is developing
would net suspect that there was so much wonderfully. With one more good .crop
as the slightest indication of a storm on most of the farmers will.be able to pay
that day, but he will change his mind for their land, and be in independent cirmost assuredly when he observes the to- cumstances. We have no regular Suntal attendance at the sixteen Protestant day-school this winter, but shall re-orchurches: Feb. 5, Catholics 4,295; Prot- ganize soon, and oh; for lesson sheets and
estgnts 625.
Some twenty inches of books!
We
have preaching service
snow fell the Saturday night preceding, every Sunday evening, and.are looking
which of course accounts for the very forward to a time when we shall have a
small
attendance in the
Protestant church building.
churches. That we may keep before us
Before I close let me tell how I went

other small denominalittle in that direction,

crease it, and press “the churches to sustain it; and then, in addition to this, to

As
our

HAS

a.

By its unmethodical ways it embarrasses,

The Rev. Dr. Pierson, of Detroit, in a
recent number of the Gospel in all Lands,

Holy Writ. /

Later, kind friends in

could not quite make

WHAT

to

base a'doctrine on them that is in exact
contradiction to the plain declarations of

Minneapolis sent me some singing books,

S0 many eries for help in the Star

unsafe

~| nor find fault with

Conducted by the Rév. G. C. Waterman.

Holy and sacred
as are the affec-

tions of the human heart, it is

sheets, and so we went to the fountain

It will be of little practical avail to
speak of ignorance, superstition, tradiand perhaps but little in any direction. tion, or the recognized power invested in of the Hennepin Q., M. at Champlin, a
Yor, the missionary spirit, I have no the Pope and delegated in some measure
hundred miles away. The weather was
doubt, has stimulated the educational to the Roman. priest, as the occasion of intensely cold, and it was- twenty miles
spirit, and that in turn has helped the the fidelity of Catholics to their church:* to the R. R. station. I rode eighteen
missionary work. The very spirit of the The question is, How may Protestants be miles and reached the Mississippi,
only to
gospel is aggressive, missionary, and en- | aroused to their duty in this matter? find that the anchor ice was running so
terprising. To sit still is to retrograde
1. Unless the Word is preached clear- swiftly that the ferry-boat
could not
and die. Now to take the funds which ly and cogently, we can hardly expect to cross. I followed down the river two.
are needed to sustain our mission in its see men at church, much less converted. miles, and, at 10 o'clock at night, found a
present force, and which have been se- I verily believeit is not wise to soften the man who for a dollar agreed to undercured through so many years of effort, old truth. In proportion as this is done, take the perilous risk of putting me
and put them into an endowment fund congregations ‘‘ fall off.”
Sensational across the river in a ** dug-out "—that is,
and cripple the- present work would, I methods may fill the church for a time,
a log hollowed out. I shall never forget
am persuaded, cripple the whole thing but they soon lose their force. Old as is
that passage. One moment our frail craft
permanently. What is needed is to stim- orthodoxy, it will draw a *¢ fuller house” would be wedged in between ‘blocks of
ulate more the spirit of giving and doing than heterodoxy.
Transeendentalism is ice, and hurried with frightful rapidity
in every direction; and instead of di- a spent force among candid, thinking
towards the rapids, and then, as we
minishing the force in" the field, to in- people.
Mr. Frothingham is by no fought ourselves clear, would be whirled
found, like some
tions, doing but

w

dices.

schoel-house, and the Lord of Hosts

total

“have

from Laconia,
but the children soon
learned words and tunes, and we had
singing sweet ‘enough to make the birds
overhead envious.
We had ‘no lesson

tendance on a Sabbath

now should have as much permanent fund
we

his doctrine, and rests . his argument on
human passions and affections and preju-

write a begging letter. As soon as 'I
dared make the attempt, I commenced to
preach in the grove, and later at the

as

plan of putting contributions into a perma-

nent fund, I doubt very much whether we

We had but .one singing book, a copy of
the <*Winnowed Hymns” which I brought

sixteen Protestant churches January 22
(a pleasant day) was 3,643, while the total of the four Catholic churches was
4,549. To show the difference in the atalso
and
Mr.
29:

Wissions.

£

@
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pas in his sin.

:

ara

Matt. 14:1—12.

Matthew’s account of it.

7.
0.
¥.

The martyr Stephen. Acts 7:51—60.
Paul persecuted. 2 Cor. 11: 23-33.

8.

Saints

Heb. : 5B 32—40.

persecuted.

1Tim.4:4—8.

The reward of godliness.

§.

plotieth

wicked

Text. The

GOLDEN

him

against the just and gnasheth upon
with his teeth.’—Ps. 317: 12.

( Revised

known : and he said, John

the Baptist is risen from the dead, and there-.

But
15 fore do these powers work in him.
others said, It is Elijah. And others said,

It is a prophet, even as oneof the prophets.
16 But Herod, when he heard thereof, said,

For
hold

I beheaded, he is risen.
17 Jobn whom
Herod himself bad sent forth and laid

upon John, and bound him in prison for the

Philip's: wife:
sake of Herodias, his brother
- 18 for he had married her. For John suid unto
to have i
thee
for
lawful
Herod, It is not

19 brother's wife. And Herodias set herself
against him, and desired to kill him: and
20 she could not; for Herod feared John, knowing that he was & righteous man and a holy,

91
99

Where’er I go or where abide,

It shines before me clear.

than she

expected,

she

Adown

The

memory

of sins committed

never dies.

:

38>

AYER’S HAIR VIGOR,

\ by long and extensive
use, has proven that it:
stops'the falling of the
8 hair immediately ; oftYen renews the growth;
§ and always

and its beauty.

-dousness,

11,000,000 Bottles
SOLD

SINCE

, This Syrup possesses

Doth this brief word comprise.

As

Varied Properties.

HIM THAT OVERCOMETH.

~

S-B-0-b

| their surroundings, to explain

GLEANINGS.

her

And she went out, and said unto

24 dom.

are perpetually appealing to their parentage, their early life, their inherited traits,

( From Rev. Dr.

mother,
What shall I ask? And she said,
And she
25 The head of John the Baptist.
came in straightway with baste uato the

£. S.

Hengon.)

their fail-

ures, and all the time there lies untouch-

he

ed within them a power which would turn

‘ Gone, bat not forgotten.”— Notice— --these fancied hindrances into helps, and
‘It is change these opposing forces into allies
king, and asked, saying, I will that thou there are good that do not die.
forthwith give me in a charger the head of John,” cried Herod.
His head had .in- und friends. It is just at this point that a
And the

96 John the - Baptist.

king

was ex.

ceeding sorry; but for the sake of his oaths,

and of them that sat at meat, be would not
97 reject her. Andstraightway the king sent
forth a soldier of his guard, and commanded
to bring his head: and he went and behead28 ed him in the prison, and brought his head
in a charger, and gave it to the
dumsel; and
99 the - damsel gave it to her mother.
And
when his disciples hear thereof, they came
and took up his corpse,and laid it iu & tomb,

Notes and Hints. _
Luke 3:

passages,

19, 20;

Matt.

9:

Baptist, born in the

14:

7—9.

1—12;

John

summer of B.

and living more than thirty years

tirement in the wilderness,

the
C. 5,

in

re-

began

his

public ministry in the summer of A. D.
26. He preached for nearly two years,

when he was

imprisoned

by Herod,

" March A. D. 28; and after a year in the
dungeons of Macherus

castle,

labors, but their works do follow them.
It has, indeed, been said that * the evil

that men do lives after them ; but that the
good they dois too often buried with their
bones” ; but the statement is alike false and

mischievous. It is not true that goodness
is at such a disadvantage in life’s conflict.
On the other hand, we maintain that goodness has in it a quenchless vitality, and
invincible power.

Torics—John’s faithfuloess.
. "Herod's batred.
Herodias’ revenge.

Parallel

deed been stricken off’; but his voice kept
sounding on. Though dead, he yet spoke.
God's servants may
rest from
their

was

mur-

dered by Herod, in the thirty-fourth year

Truth

crushed to earth will rise again;

The eternal years of God are hers.

The mother’s voice is not hushed

for-

ever when the coffin-lid closes upon

her.

Away down, amid the

shadows

of

life’s

man

shows his

kinship with

ic is just in this experience
forth his creative energy

chaos

of his

everlasting

character.

{God,

that he

and

out

circumstances

foundations

There

for

puts

of the

builds

of

the

order

and

is ro obstacle which

can withstand this divine force of creation,

which is born in every human soul. The
engineer pierces five miles of ‘solid rock
and makes a highway for the wealth of a
continent; not less successfully does the
indomitable will of a strong man strike
into the

heart

of

his circumstances

and

pass the treasures of his life through their
adamantine walls.
God is continually loaded with responsibilities that belong to men. There is a
perpetual throwing off of burdens, a constant resignation of trusts, a daily
ing of duties.
“It is the Lord's

says the unsuccessful

man

moment that he casts away

Laboratory,
WEW

tools

where the son

stands

admonitions ; and the old sinner,

away the tears that

will

wiping

unbidden

flow,

gays: ** It is my mother.”

its wanted y

the man alone is always and everywhere

Vi

The old quarrel.—** Therefore Herodias “Possibilities of energy, industry, persis
bas a quarrel against him.” This quarrel ence are shared alike by all men, and
these are the qualities which not only
is as old as Cain and Abel. * He was win but command success. To have the
lesson) ; and Herod, having returned to very wroth, and. his countenance fell.” power of trustworthy thought and yet be
a superficial thinker, to have the faculty
his capital, Tiberias, on the west shore of. He was of the seed of the serpent, and ‘of
persuasive speech and yet deal out illslew his brother.
¢¢ And wherefore slew

I. John's faithfulness. That the Heraid
of Jesus

was

a plain-spoken,

faithful

preacher of the truth needs no argument.
We have only to read the few recorded
utterances of his, and

the

account of

the

effect produced by his preaching, to see
clearly that his preaching was plain,
‘pungent, practical and searching.
To
the foremost religionists of his day, he

Because

his own

his brother's

‘he could not

bear

the

works

were

righteous ”; and
eloquence “of his

his wife ged with her to his own dominions, taken her to himself and was living

with her.in open violation ef law, he

said

plainly, ¢ It is net lawful for thee to have

her.”

Evérywhere

exhorted
of heaven
and with
preached

he

rebuked

and has kindled

the fires

of persecution

all down the ages. They that will live
godly, and dare, with holy boldness, to
stand forth in God's name to rebuke a

were

THE NEW ENGLAND ASSEMBLY.
BY THE REV. W.

R.

CLARK,

D. D.

This institute, estwblished two years
since at Framingham, Mass., is,, in its
methods and scope, a second Chautauqua.
Rev. J. H. Vincent, D. D., the organizer
and director of the Chautauqua Assembly
has charge of it, assisted by a Board of
Council representing the different evanelical churches throughout New England.
hus,

strictly

undenominational,

sleeping.

Whatever

said of him, it cannot

be

else

denied

comes a delightful reunion, from year to
year, of the loyers of scientific, literary,

was a faithful preacher of the
of the truth that the men of his
ed to hear. In this respect
worthy model for preachers of
1I. Herod's hatred. There
dence that the guilty governor

New England an institution which shall

may be

be helpful to Sunday-school workers,
elevate the tone of our Sunday-schools,

that

healthful reading,and

he

truth, and
age needhe was a
all ages.
is no evihad in his

heart any personal ill-will towards the
rough prophet of the wilderness, who
had so fearléssly rebuked his sins. He
feared him, and because he feared him,
as well as on account of the influence of

the wicked woman with whom he was
living in sin, he bad shut him up ina
lonely castle,
so that he should hear no
more from him. Herod had a conscience,

cultivate in the young

people a taste

for

furnish an antidote

to the pernicious literature now 8o persistently crowded upon their attention.
The location selected for this gathering
is at the focus of trunk lines of railroads,
and is of easy access from all parts ot New
England.
Trains run within a few rods
of the grove, and the depot is within con-

venient walking distance.

The

fort of all attending the assembly, whether

for one day or for the entire session.
The success of this new departure thus
far has been most gratifyiug,

both in’ the

numbers attending it and in the profit and
pleasure they have derived from it, ' Dr.

of willto shake himself free from the
fetters by which lust and irresolution had

bound him. He disliked to be disturbed.
He had hardly energy enough to hate
anything heartily. Such hatred as he
could exercise seems to have been directed against the troublesome preaching

sessions of the Assembly. A larger class
was graduated last year from the Normal
Course than at Chautauqua.
‘A rich programme is being prepared
for the Assembly next August.
For one
division of the musical department, the
celebrated

Royal

London, have

Bell

from

just been engaged for all

the days of the Bssembly,
All persons

Ringers,

desiring

information,

con-

cerning the Assembly should
8 Rev.
J. Gill, Superintendent, South Framing-

rather. than against the man ' himself.
Such as it was, it shows how eimpletely { ham, Masg.— Progress.
+

of the

most

Lack of education is no’

Dr. Clark

Resentment,

“Star

don, peace, magnanimity are

not

BEST

1
1

he heart éan beat;

One trial will prove
merits.

haying an immense sale from Maine to California. Some have found it inconvenient,to
prepare it from the dry compound.
For such
the proprietors now
prepare it in liquid form.
This can be procured at the druggists.
It has

precisely the same effect as the - dry, but it is
very concentrated so that the dose is much
smaller.~ Lowell Mail.
+
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117. Doing and Dreaming,
1.25 136. Scamp and I,
154. History of a Shilling, Toi}
118. Mother Herring's Chicken, 1.00{137. Caleb Deane’s Clock,
and Trust,
J5
119, Brought Home,
a6
155. Wee Donald, Chips,
1.00
75|.3¢. Black Bob, Scrub, theWork126. Digging a Grave with a
. Our Poll and Other Storiés,
756
house Boy,
121. Rachel and the 8. C,
Wine-glass, Little Blind
1.25/139, Millerton People,
100/140, Duties and Duties,
May,
1.00
122. Cobwebs and Cables,
Complete ca alogue (156 books) tree on application. Sample book and envelope, 8 cents, postpaid.
PRICES IN LOIS ASSORTcD.—Five or more books, at 6 cts. each; 10 or more, at 53; cts. each; 15 or
more, at 534 cts, each; 20 or more, at 514 cts. each ; 30 or more at 5)4 cts, each; 40 or more, at 534 cts. each; 50
or more, ut 5 cts. each; 100 or more, at 434 cts. each; 200 or more, at 44 cts. each. Subscription prive per
year (52 numbers $22.50.
.

-
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Demand.

popular

Its effects are in

Christ. Messrs. E. A, COOK &.CO., 13 Wabash
Avesue, Chicago, Il, Price in Paper covers 35
cents.
4
They also keep a full assortment of Anti-MasonCynosure, a
Christian
the
publish
ic Books, and
16-page weekly paper opposed to secret societies.

+9)

Popuiar

- Pricein
Name.
Cloth Binding | No.
More Than Conquerors,
$1.00|123,
Bought and Saved,
1.50{124.
Lionel Franklin's Victory, 1.25]125,
126.
History of a Threepenny
Bit, Frank Spencers
Rule of Life,
1.25 127.
The Harker Family,
1.25 128.
Christie's Old Organ,
1.25
Frank Oldfield,
1.25 129.
25/130,
Tim's Trouvles,
1.25
True to his Colors,
1 25/131.
132,
The Distiller's Daughter
and other stories,
751133.
Greyledge-An original book, 1.25134,

No.
105.
106,
107.
108.
’

By Rev. C. G. Finney, D. D.

If Divine love ever seems partial, it is
when it redeems with so many yearnings
the life of one who has so shamefully
slighted it.
The

its

A Distinguished Author, Noted Preacher, and
He relate President of Oberlin College, Ohio.
soon after his conversion to
Masonry
nounced

epened into decision or be “entirely
issipated by delay.— Theodore L. Cuyler.

So great has been the

Original

Burlington, Vi.

:

They must

ONLY LINE running

Pullman Hotel Dining Cars
CHPr ullman
CAGO Sleepers
and COUNCIL
BLUFFS.
on all Night Trains.

OVER 1,250,000 SOLD ALREADY.

Henry, Johnson & Lord, Proprietors,

For a few brief days the orchards are
white with blossoms. They soon turn to
fruit, or else float away, useless and wasted upon the idle breeze. So will it be

present feelings.

Itis the

‘Address, + REVOLUTION TEMPERANCE

IMMENSE

109.
110.
111.
1:2.
113.

— Christian Intelligencer.

with

Close connections made at Junction Points.

|

CONTIII TATION

itis a safe, sure, and

pray you think how soon the rose
om gravesdust grows.

made wilh

Baltimore &

le number, 10c. Five
Temperance Li brary,” and we shall sell it atithe following fabulous prices ;—Single
or more sent to separate addresses for 8c. each, Five or more to one address, Hse. pe
25 or more to one
address 5c. each. Special rates on large lots.
books in large newspaper form. One complete book, illustrated, in quanti‘We also publish 90c. to $1.50 stu
s already issued, for 10c.
A whole libra
of choice $1.00to §1 50 story
_ ties, at 2c. each. Samples of three
ope for only 5c. each (sample
‘books
in book form (paper covers) especially for Sunday-schoois and Bands of
copy 8c).” Eighteen monthly Japers at 5c.-each a year, (samples of each for 10c). We rake con: racts tosow towns
knee-deep with tem perance | iterature for a song, and that, too, with papers in place of tracts. Afull line of
Band of Hope supplies so cheap that the penny collection pays for library, weekly paper, badges, rledges aud all.
ogue and new plans of ** sowAlso a host of other temperance documents, all at revolution prices. Send for cal
ing ” temperance literature.
We have the indorsément of the ress, societies, and prominent workers in all Jatie of the country.
says: ‘Your knee-deep pln, if adopted an:
How. JAMES BLACK, of Pennsylvan!
in, will revolutionize any community.
Hox. Joun B. Fino, of Nebraska, says: * Your work will do more to help our cause, if supported, than.
all other means combined.
FrANCIS WILLARD says: “My. heart sings hallelujah as I think of your splendid courage; they meet our
wants.”
Dow, 0 of
GOVERNOR ST. Jom! of Kansasj writes: “I heartily
of your plans;” while Hon.1 N EAL Dow,
calcula approve
to promote the cause, and I wish yeu abundant
Maine, adds, “Your publications are admirably

of na-

The sun will set.
pray you think how warm and sweet

are

Central,

Handle Routes.

can not fail to Prove an invaluable auxiliary to the temperance cause.

effectual Remedy for
@alls, Strains, Scratches,
Sores, &c., ont
HORSES.

ture but of grace, We have to struggle
before God ere we can attain to the seventy times seven of the Master. Let us bid
good.by to strife. Let us forget that we

After this fend of yours and mine
The sun will shine;

Michigan

of liquor that pays no revenue tax. The farmer's corn and barley * all in our eye,” A wholesale liquor store
in a ten foot square cellar—More French wine so'd in New York city than is produced in the whole of
ce.
This book is no mere toy. but an exhaustive work—a work of years of close research and investigation, and

Par-

After we both forget, forget,

Shore,

. tories in place of breweries—fine cream ale without barleyor brewing,—whisky from arsenic—millions of gallons

Ee a he sa

Pains and Aches.

retort,

have enemies, if any we have, and let ns

hie

““DRINKS FROM :DRUGS.”

we

try to feel tenderly and kindly to all.
There is a thought which many need take
to heart in this little poem :

Hou,

1yl

[y

u

Sheboygan,

A book that can not fail to
the American Daopla ta tha gigan
trated. The writer offered $10,000
tic swindle now bei
by ¢
e ob
from drugs. Extracts from a whole
leading brewer to keep still. Liquor not only doctored but m
books, Eiving receipts for making and doatoring aden t isements of essences, facsimiles of la
library of
aret, po
gherty, champagne, whisky. . brandy, gin, rum, etc., all out of one bar:
bels, SHETAvIngS, etc., etc.
rel and made at less than 25c. a quart.
ine that nev er saw grape juice—cider that never saw a) les—beer fac- .

forgive

retaliation,

At Chicago, close eonnections

the Lake

DR. DYER—

& CO., 37 Park
S. M. PETTENGILL
Row, New York, are our Ageuts, and are authorized to contract for advertizing at our lowest
Ta

Oshkosh,

Ohio, Ft. Wayne and Pennsylvania, and Chicago
& Grand Trunk Ry’s, and the Kankakee and Pan

for several

DR. D. DYER, & SON,
Burnham Waldo Co. Maine.

Bay,

$1.00 S. S. LIBRARY BOOKS FOR Sc.

repeatby the divine injunction so often
as we say the Lord's Prayer. But forgiveness does not come easily $o-human
nature.

your

life. I have been
enjoy comfortable

Green

onna,and all points in Minnesota, Dakota, Wisconsgin and the Northwest.
At Council Bluffs the Trains of the Chicago &
North-Western and the U. P. Ry’s depart from, arrive at, and use the same joint Union Depot.
-

says,

DEA. THOMAS. G. EARLE,

prietors,
22

INSTANTANEOUS.

reprisal, revenge are more natural.

ilwaukee,

Marquette, Fond du Lac, Watertown,

that I .am entirely cured. I
them to every one.
recommendation is voluntary
will, without, any solicitation

and
physicians despired of my
psi by your pills, and now

most cases

which

Me.,

recommending

health.
“They work like a charm. One
peculiarity in them is, a continued use requires a less dose.
yours,
remain
I
With thankfulness
EDSON DUNTON.
Sample packages free to all. Price 25 cents per
box. 5 for $1.00. Address all orders to the pre-

ob-

A FORGIVING. SPIRIT.
petition

Hallewell,

Sioux;City,

We wish te reach i
temperance worker in the land, man or woman, with one
samples, catalogues, etc.
¢ can do nothing if we can not reach the people. Will
not every one send us names of workers? ‘It only costs A poral card and a few minutes’ time, Please say where you saw this.
PUBLISHING HOUSE,” Davi O. Coox, Manager, 148 Madison Street,C! cago, IL

to attain it.— Christian Union.

the

in

An Appeal.

spirit has not climbed to the hights of
fame. Ged condemns no man to failare ;
there are vast differences between our
achievements, but to ‘each he gives not
only the vision of success, but the power

is

Colo-.

Neenah, Menasha, St. Paul, Minneapolis,
Huron,
Volga, Fargo, Bismark, Winona, LaCrosse, Owat-

Providence, R. I.

EXTERNAL

There is, in short, no infirmity which
some heroic soul has not overcome, no
obstacle which some indomitable will has
not pierced, no pit out of which some bold

¢« Forgive us our debts, as we

(Cong.)

pleasure

From a Deacon at Madison Bridge:

stocle ; Bunyan lives beside Milton in the
libraries'and Mr, Moody takes his place |.
with the most echolarly preachers of the
age. Poverty and vicions surroundings
have borne the grandest fruits of success..

our debtors,”

¥tah,

Cedar Rapids, Des Moines, Columbus, and an
oints in the Territories and the West. Also, for

Liver Pill.

DEAR SIR :—I have used your Golden Ointment
for piles and your pills. Iwas so low when I commenced using your pills, in 1868, that my friends

useful

insuperable

Deadwood;

Liver

(Park St.; F. B. Church.) No, 40, So. Winter 8t.,

members of the House of Representatives.

a plateau of sandy scil, and overlooking a
beautiful lake, surrounded by
charming
scenery, and in a quiet, orderly commun-

ity.
The best possible arrangements will
be made for the entertainment: and com-

one

and

one of those raving headaches

as follows,

and yet paint weak pictures,or carve soulless statues, is to fail without a shadow of
excuse; to throw that failure upon ' God

_a feeble invalid

Nevada, and for

SALT LAKE, SAN FRANCISCO,

or reward from any one, and only with a desire
that other sufferers like myself may be benefitted
in like manner.
Any person’ who may wish to
communicate with me ean do so. My address is

ed ideas, to have the power of the artist

ground is

It was not dead, nor was it so seared as
has been specially~ impressed
to be no longer sensitive. He felt its Vincent
with the earnest spirit of personal jm.
power when the stera preacher turned the provement which hus characterized the

. clear light of truth upon his wicked life,
He lacked the moral courage and strength

THE

|

Oregon, Arizona,

rado, Idaho, Montana,

sufferings, but about sixteen months“ago, I ac-

not had

the Indian Bleed

ER

rest

months, and feel
would recommend
N.B. The above
and of my own free

constructed sentences and hastily arrang-

it be-

sim and “wsthetical, and Biblical studies, and Sunmen to repent for the kingdom day-school work. No pains are spared to
was at hand. Without fear furnish the ablest and most attractive
great plainness of speech he speakers the country affords, and at the
lowest possible cost to the attendants.
the truth in terse, rugged lanThe aim is to establish permanently for

guage, well calculated to break the crust
of torpid indifference under which men

my

righteous reproof. It roused
all the
is to add ingratitude to unfaithfulness.
venom in him. It was this that inflamed
Physical infirmity does not preclude
the foul heart of Herodias. It was this’ success; a blind man is one of the best inthat clamored for the blood of Christ, formed members of the English Cabinet,

wicked world, are bound inevitably to
did not hesitate to say, ** Ye offspring of suffer persecution.— Baptist Teacher.
vipers, bring forth fruit worthy of re-p
pentance: and think not to say within
yourselves, We have Abraham to our
father; for I say unto you, that God is
able of these stones to raise up children
unto Abraham.” To the ruler on his
throne, who had betrayed the hospitality
of his brother in the city of Rome, stolen

Qo

braska, California,

cidentally found a box of your pills and commenced to use them immediately, and found relief at
once. Have, up ta this time, taken, perhaps,
three twenty-five cent boxes, and feel that I am
free as people in general from headache.
Have

FOR MAN AND BEAST.

ge—

©

AND NORTHWEST !

It is the short and best route between Chicago and
all points in
Northern Illinois, Yowa, Dakota, Wyoming, Ne-

jo
PROVIDENCE, Nov. 4, 1881.
DR. D. D. DYER & SoN.~<~Duear Sirs:
1 have been subject to chronic headache for &
eral years. At times the pain was 80 intense
that
I had thoughts of a resort to suicide to get rid of

St.,

Particulars given on application.

responsible. Talents, gifts, opportunit:
‘are very unequally distributed, but th

}

BY

WEST

pills, for
they do more than you claim for them.”
Rev. 8. P. Fernald,
(F.
B.) Melvin Village, N.
H., writes,
* Your pills give the best of satisfaction, Please send me 40 boxes.

in every town or village, in which I have no

of his age. At the time of his martyrdom
the disciples were still on their mission
tour int Galilee (as set forth in the last

the wonder-working prophet from. Naza- he him?
feth.—Peloubet's Notes.
fir |evil, and

LIM,

and

Pills.

Rev. A. Ridlon,

“1 take

Johnson’s Indian Blood Syrup in my family
7! thy past two years, and coneider-it
the best
v medicine
known, When the children
« slight cold, and are threatened with fe: few doses will set them right. In m
ase I use it, and think it the best mediever took for bronchial difficulty and
pation, which has become chronic and
worn; but I think the Syrup will finally
cPHERSON.
18.
ILLI

the material which the Lord gave him tc
grizzly achieve success with. God is responsiwith age, that mother’s voice is borne.
ble for the manner of & man’s suecess bedetermined by his
Little things recall Her early and tender cause that Is largely
surroundings ; but for the suceess itsell

evening,

agreea-

lustre

RAILWAY

~—OF THE

TESTIMONIALS,

‘Manchester, N. H.

or

LEADING

DYER’S

Great Mandrake

P. PICKERING.

This is to eertify that I have used

soft

Dyspeptic

=

:
Fisherville, Merrimack Co., N. H.
‘I have used Dr. Clark Johnson’s Indian
Rlood Syrup for Rheumatism, Neuralgia and
Liver
Complaint,
and
have
never
been
troubled since. I never knew a well day before I took your medicine.
:
Mgs. H. KNOWLTON.
Rockingham Co., Portsmouth, N. H.
| I had a very Weak Stomach and was unable
to attend to my work, as I could not eat to
keep up my strength,
I purchased some of
Dr. Clark Johnson’s Indian Blood Syrup, and
was greatly benefited by its use. I recommend it to be a reliable remedy.
JOSEPH WAINE.

shirkwill,’

for the

0
BEST

QUIPPED | and hence the

Headaches of 40 Years’ Continuance have
been Cured ty Them.
They are the

CITY.

EPHRIAM

D.

Headache

Réckingham Co., Portsmouth, N. H.
Tn 1877 I had an abscess on ay Breast, and
being 70 years old, I was entirely
prostrated,
with no appetite.
I concluded
to try Dr.
Clark Johnsow’s Indian Blood Syrup, although
I had little faith in it; but, to my surprise, it
soon made a great change
in my appetite and
Strength,
and I have had no sickness since. I
cheerfully recommend the medicine to old and
young, for purifying the Blood.

in* the same
the

YORK

RAILWAY
Is the OLDEST! BEST CONSTRUCTED

Bluffs, Omaha,
SOLD 8Y ALL DRUGGISTS AND DEALERS Council
IN MEDICINEN.
;
DENVER, LEADVILLE,
DR.

3d

Chicago & North-Westal

Practical and Analytical Chemists.

:

77, west

hair

DR. J.C. AYER & CO., Lowell, Mass.

in

11L. The cause
of Herod's rash oath.

valued

PREPARED

1I. ‘We should never make promises to and all the forces and possibilities of |
and: kept him safe. Aud when he heard.
character are set. [ree. Responsibility
heard
he
and
do
an unknown thing.
perplexed;
much
was
he
him,
puts him face to face with God, opportuhim gladly. And when a convenient day
TOPICS
FOR
FURTHER
STUDY.
was come, that Herod on his birthday made
nity makes a field for his work,
captains,
There are no spirits emplgyed in its mann.
asupper to his lords, and the high
gives him tools, steadfastness and labor . facture,
I.
The Herodian family.
and it can be takefi
by the most deli-’
and the chief men of Galilee; snd when the
cate babe, or by the aged and feeble, careonly
daughter of Herodias herself came in and
II. The nature and power of con- transform him as the chisel transforms
being
required
in
attention
to directions.
the rough and rugged outlines of the undanced, she pleased Herod and them that science.
DRUGGISTS
SELL
IT.
sat at meat with him; and the king said
cut stone into strength and beauty.
Men | or

unto the damsel, Ask of me whatsoever thou
93 wilt, and I will give it thee. And he sware
unto her, Whatsoever thou shalt ask of me,
1 will give it thee, unto the half of my King-

and

richness of tone it imparts,

“It
Quiets the Nervous System.
It Puints tu Digestion.

him, and he steps down into the world of
trees and stones; let it be believed ‘that
he is essentially what he makes himself,

lost

falling

is praised for its grateful and

ble perfume,

the medicine istaken immediately
after
eatin
the fermentation of food is pre-

vented,
It acts upon the Liver.
It acts upon the Kidneys.
It
es the Bowels.

strengthened;

a Dressing for Ladies’ Hair,

the VIGOR

1870.

. It Stimulates the Ptyaline in the
Saliva, which converts the Starch and
Sugar of tho food into glucose.
A defigloney in Ptyaline caunses Wind and
ouring
of the fopd in the stomach.
If

In thunder peal and tempest voice
The thrilling tores‘are heard;
‘It makes each living thing rejoice,
This mighty word is—Gob!

and

expression;

is checked and stablished ; thin hair thickens and
faded or gray hairs resume their original color.
Its operation is sure and harmless. It cures
dandruff, heals all humors, and keeps the scalp
“tool, clean and soft—under which conditions, diseases of the scalp are impossible,

Nervous debility, etc.

Gy

pliable

hair regrows with lively

The Best REMEDY KNOWN to Man!

All greatness and all goodness

re-

Thus brashy, weak or sickly hair

becomes glossy,

Diseases Fever &£
Ague, Rheuma-

\

surely

AN
APL)
stores its” color, when
fadedor gray. It stimulatés the naritive organs
to healthy activity, and preserves both the
hair

| ¥ism; Dropsy, Heart Disease, Bil-

-Let it be understood that a man is what
his surroundings and antecedents make

THOUGHTS AND APPLICATIONS.
I.

\

"And deep and wonderful to view
The meaning it implies,
?

and

had accomplished.

cou,
HEART DISEASE

ALL DISEASES OF
THE STOMACH,
KIDNEYS, SKI,
BL 00D.

CURES 22s

From every tuneful lark.

locks of the undaunted

CURES

DYSPEPSIA,

predisposition,

all tarn the hair gray,
and either of them in.
cline #~to shed prematurely.
Ls

(TRADE MARK.)

It warbles through the cloudy vale,
In sunlight and in dark, *
From each melodious nightingale,

preacher of righteousness and repentance,
whose death she

the hills its music pours,

Through all the waving trees;
I hear it floating o’er the shores,
And sounding through the seas.

had the

whose words she could. not endure

ET

’Tis written o’er the heavens wide
And in the smallest grain,
In all earth’s beauty and its pride,
In sky and sea and plain.’

satisfaction of clutching in her guilty
hands the gory

tary

I see its letters glow,
I hear it speak from all that breathe
Or thought or feeling know—

Matters appear to have gone much to her
liking, and, at length, perhaps even
sooner

Advancing
years,
sickness, care, isappointment and heredi.

|

In nature fair,on every leaf

She made her young daughter, Salome
by name, who seems to have been well-

thereof; for his

heard

Herod

king

And

i name had 1h

She had been, the wife of

| plan formed for the prophet’s destruction.

Version.)

FOR RESTORING GRAY HAIR
TO ITS, NATURAL VITALITY AND
:
COLOR.

In all the universe so wide
One word supreme I hear;

trained in wickedness, her partner in the

MARK 6: 14—29,

lAyer’s Hair Vigor,

( From the Swedish of Thomassen.)

reformer. She had net been used to
hearing such plain words at Rome, and
they rankled in her memory. At length
an opportunity opened for gratifying her
malicious hatred, and into it she entered
with a woman's zest and shrewdness.

|

5a

THE ONE WORD,

different

forward preaching of this rugged Jndean

Luke 12: 49—53.

Persecution foretold.

A

ness of her malignant disposition was’
roused to activity by the sharp, straight-

READINGS.

Death of John the Baptist. Mark 6: 14-29.

MM.

:

revenge.

his half-brother Philip, from whom she
| bad eloped with Antipas. She was: a
| thorougbly bad woman and all the bitter-

DEATH OF JOHN THE BAPTIST.
DAILY

Herodias*

kind of person was the wicked and shameless woman associated with Herod Anti-

—_

Lesson

ei in

III.

9.

XV.===April

Lesson

Selections.

his whole nature was honeycombed and
broken down by a life of voluptuous wick-

oo Tl wd ow
dd md
EES SK2S238¥888

Lem

DAVIS & SON, Proprietors, Providence, R. l.

40 New, no 2 alike, Chromo

IE

0

sold. JX:

25c.,

10c., worth

Cards,

warranted

name

best pack

mts wanted. L, Jones & C0., Nassua, NY

-—
toulars hi Maine.
RUGS]Co.,diBiddeford,
Ji

TURKISH,

stamp,

’

.
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THE MORNING STAR, MARCH 29, 1882.

[4

The Morning Star.

is measurably prosperous notwithstanding, and there is an opportunity which a
little revival of home

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 29, 1882.
C. A. BICKFORD,

Resident Editor.

All communications designed for publication

Wht

be addressed to the Editor, and all

on business, remittances of money,

letters

&c., should

be

\addressed
to the Publisher, Dover, N. H. Contributors will please write only on ene side of
their paper and not roll it preparatory
to mailing. They must send full name and address, not
necessarily for publication. We cannot return
manuscripts unless stamps are sént for that purpose. Whether stamps. il be needed can be determined by reference to the list of accepted
cles given at the end of this note each week:

arti. We

need at least a week in which to decide whether
we can use contributions of any length. We have
a large corps

of paid

editorial

and

special

con.

tributors and cannot pay for articles contributed
by others unless an understanding is had to that
effect before publication. The
following «will
appear:
Greatness in- Service; Tempérance
cident; Home Mission Suggestions.

We"

often

feel

repelled

by

In-

simply because some little foolish habit
has given to their chardcters a repulsive odor!
:
+o

—

No one knows how to govern others,
1._for even how to govern ‘himself, who has

.not first learned how to be
others.
:

governed

by

Another spripg-tide is here. The songs
of the robins are beginning to be heard
in the bare elms of central New England.
We look up to see them, and behold more

than géntly swaying branches, tiny and
feathery forms, and a softening sky over
all—more by the inexpressible. sympathies

of the

the eye

heart—the

of faith

transcending

vision

that

material

sees

an

eternal

APA

Boswell once urged Dr. Johnson to express himself on the question of the freedom of the will. ‘¢ We're free—we know
we're free—and that’s the end of it,”

the reply. This is
said.
Our .own'
consciousness is
ness here.
For
his freedom of will

was

about all that need be
innate feeling
and
the convincing
witany one
to ignore
and attempt to shift

fill his

own

eyes

with

without mitigating in the least
demnation for sin.

his con-

to

Jesus, the demons caused him to cry out,

“¢ I adjure thee by God, that thou torment
root-word

of the

phrase

*¢ torment me not" is basanos, which signifies a touch-stone, and we do not greatly change the sense if we read, ‘apply
not the touch-stone to me!” What a con. fession is this for

the

demons

to make!

They were conscious of their lack of char-

acter; they could not bear the touchstone; its application was torment. In
these days when men are saying,
Lo,
here, and lo, there,” it may be well for us
to remember that we have & touch-stone
in the spotless character of Christ which
every modern arrogant leader of thought
cannot stand. How quickly
do some
of them cry out under its application,
I
“adjure thee that thon torment me not!”
sme

OUR

ffeil

ffm

BOSTON

—

Regarding

ous, the whole body

the

to

wherever

Oh,

for

an

the

only

re-

gone,

he

seems

degree

of

Fisher

assumes,

of

course,

he has professed

to refer to |

as they surely seem to, their expression
becomes no less indicative of prevailing
opinions than do the other parts of his
paper.

a far

Professor Fisher deprecates, in general,

greater extent than by the weakness or
strength of, perhaps, a dozen churches
situated at points of smaller significance
and opportunity. Brethren, is this true?
If any fail to agree with us so far, they

theological controversy. He shows that
Christianity is an immense power, and
that too for good; that it is not, and

greater denominational strength, for increased efficiency and usefulness here in
New England, the need of a prosperous
and influential church in Boston is imperative. We might better have a dozén
less churches elsewhere than

be

without

one in our New England metropolis.
make this assertion without going
argument which, to our mind,

together unnecessary.
to

prove

seems

We
into
al-

We don’t attempt

anxioms, and

we

regard

the

' statement just made to be quite axiomatic

in its evident truthfulness.

After more than a quagter bf a century's
work in Boston, what have we for a
church there? We do not forget the good
done, the souls saved and many received
into rest from the membership of that
church; but what have we there now? A

ments.

deed, in wiew
of - their ‘needs in
thay great city ; and worshiping in hired

to it which are found in this representstive paper.

~ quarters from which they are likely any
day to be driven. forth. ‘We write these
things not because they are pleasant,” but
body to thinking,

We

Leaving the Gospel history he

One point, however, is of unusual interest just now, and we wish simply to
call attention to some statements relating

a church no property beyond a few
thousand dollars—a sum
small in-

be—to

We refer to the

Inspiration.

set some-

hesitate the less

which writers
|
bg

i i ts Wn

of

Professor

servations and inquiries like those throngh

I

hr i

doctrine

In’ ofle ' place

of “Secular

Se

1 lr

the inex-

orable logic of facts, and tenders the colored
man the complete justice which his conduct as
a citizen challenges and exacts. We are equally gratified with what we are doing for the
colored man and what he is doing for himself.

...«The Virginia of to-day

is abreast

of dead

thought,” Virginia is

which

makes

the

best

ii

yo

ho
i

history, into

The friends in the 2d church

the Rev. O.

on

that stage of moral discernment which,:on
the one hand, was elevated above the obtuseness of conscience out of which they
had been lifted by the light of Revelation,
and on the other hand, was not so far elevated above it as to enable them “to think
of other means of attaining the desired
end.

On this theory another

view

must

be taken respecting the inspiration of
these passages in the record. ‘They must
be considered as reflecting
the = judgment of the ‘men of “ the old time” respecting the deed of the Israelities. That
deed must be held to have sprang,- not
from an explicit injunction, but from the
dictate of a holy, yet imperfectly holy,
sentiment. The espousal of this view,
however, does not deprive a man of the title of Christian. Whether true or false,

il can be held consistently with the belief

that Jesus Christ is the Son of God #nd
the Saviour of the world. This belief it
is which makes 4 man a Christian.

Matt. xiv. 16-18.
The

Joha iv. 42, vi, 6%

italicsin the foregoing

extracts

are ours. The thing taught, and which
receives the -endorsement of Orthodox

scholars,is that certain peculiarities of be-

lief touching the doctrine

of ‘Inspiration

do not necessarily affect a person's recog-

nized right to the Christian name. This
seems simple enough, but it is a thing
likely to be overlooked in some quarters
both now and during the next few years.
The publication of the Revised ‘Old Tesment will probably awaken a fuller discussion of the doctrine of Inspiration than
we have witnessed of late.
+o
4-0-0
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THE CENTENNIAL RECORD.
A revised edition of this work will

be

ready for delivery by the time orders
can reach us. The corrections in the
body of the book

relate

only to

typographical errors, and

.a few

a change of

‘| Mr. Louls Greg, not Grey—as the types
it, is the

gentleman

to

whom

the

Bostonians.

Senator

sweep the South
ing:

his

Mahone,

inability

in his reply,

speedily,

to

Note

comply with

the

follow-

t Boston, on Washington’s birthday, in the
fulfillmentof representative trusts at the national capital, or in the local political struggles

of the several States, there are grave duties su-

perlor to the mere legerdemain of politics, and
more mandatory than loyalty to party....Virginia regards the amendments to the federal

....Never ‘undervaluing
the
Tecipipciey of kindness between the races in
the South in their peculiar and trying rela.

Elizabeth

and

accepted

consider applications for his services else.

average of two and

Sunday-school work.

cord.

That by. far
church-memfeel, to some
happy to re-

A superintendent, .writing- from the

State.of New

York,

says:

‘ One

excellent

school is so fully recognized as a branch of the

church that our church letters to the Q. M’s.,
almost without exception, state the condition
and work of the Sunday-schools.”
This is as it should be; but this state-of
things does not exist in every part of the Sunday-school field.
Even this superintendent,
whose words we have quoted, implies that
many parents and church-members are not

1 rej
ing C
the I
plane

The Rev. D. Colley will close his labors with the Alexandria church the last of April, Any
minister desiring a pastorate can éorrespond

goud
Store

with Bro. F. E. Cheney, Alexandria, N, H.
it
Se
Vermont.

“Th
Harr
with
were
adde

A good degree of interest was manifested in
the extra meetings at N. Danville. The Rey.
J. Woodman was present several evenings...
St. Johnsbury

The Rev. H. Lockhart of

was

unabled to fill his pulpit, March 19, on account

bapti

The interest there continues good.

of illness.

great

The Rev. H. G. Corliss and wife gratefully

acknowledge

a donation, Feb. 8, and Christ.

mas gifts from their friends at E. Randolph.

The Rev. A. M. Freeman remains with the
No. Tunbridge church another year......The
church of South Strafford has given a call to
the Rev. J. C. Osgood of Pittsfield, N. H.
The Rev, 8. W. Cowell and wife gratefully

ww

acknowledge a donation Feb. 2.
The Wheelock Q.M. is in needof one or two

good ministers to take charge of churches.
Correspond with the Rev. M. Atwood, Sheffield, Vt.
4

Massachusetts,

The Rev. O. T. Moulton writes: * After
nearly twelve years of wandering from hall to
ballin Charlestown and

Somerville,

the

Som-

erville church has come to own s house for its
home. It was occupied on Sunday, March 19,
for the first time, and formally dedicated on

feature about nearly all our schools is that a- Monday evening following.

very large proportion of the church-inembership is connncted with them. The Sunday-

and t

+

;

New Hampshire.

these an-

They do not give it the

support of even their presence.
the greater part of parents and
bers are engaged in the work and
extent, its importance, we are

genul

:

The Rev. J. 8. Potter renders thanks to the
people of Ross’ Corner for & present of $27.

at the present time.

1. A great number of parents and even
church-members are not identified with the

q
“In our common schools we have com‘Says:
pulsory laws. These we cannot have in the
Sunday-school, but if all the church-members
would attend, and use their influence for the
school, it would be law enough.” - Another

ay, as they usually appear in manuscript. Al80 between an ¢ and an 0. A western paper
recently reported an eloquent doctor of divinity as declaring to his auditors, * Christianity
is a farcein human life, and beyond compari-

son

the

mightest

farce ever

brought

says:

upon

One reporting from a Western State says:
““ We are great losers in the West from this se-

in this number.

If Indian family and personal names were as
familiar to us as to the missionaries, we might
be able to guess them out when not written
clearly.
But as itis, we are obliged to put
them in —wrong, of course!

rious defect,—~our young people are allowed to

drift into other bodies because our pastors and
churches are too timid or too lazy to maintain
separate schools.
It is largely the fault of the
“pastors.”

Said one of our pastors:
“I would like
sometimes te know how it would seem to get my
salary promptly when it is due. I never have
had that experience yet.” And how many of

our pastors have had a like experience!
a fact that most of our churches

In many sections this branch of our work is
not

ardor

It is

the pastors.

pay their pas-

is repressed,

chilled?

aml

Moreover,

Reform

League

thorough

reform.

Pastors, why not do it?

You will scarcely find a fitter or more inter.
esting subject.

Cry aloud, and spare not.

While, then, we rejoice

Ce

a prevailing desire, it is now thought that the
New England Associa.

‘tion will occur in the summer, at Ocean Park,
in connection with the programme of the 0. P,

Association,

instead of in

time,

April—the

usual

:

~——=Nearly 8000 Russian Jews have

reached

this country, and they bring the intelligence
that not far..from 200,000 more are likely to

come.

Uncle Sam kicks the "Chinesand
e em.

braces

the Jew.

the

—

—

Over-Supply.
In the Star of March 15, E. M. Corey has an

article

with

the

above

caption.

His

state-

ments may all’ be true; so are the following.
The Star announced that the present writer
was ready for a new field of labor, and in one

week he received three official ind two unoffi-

cial invitations
churches. And

to take charge of pastorless
this, too, when it is known

that he is almost up to the proverbial

* dead

line” of 50. Grand Ledge (Mich.) hus been looking nearly two months for a man; but,as yet, has
not found one. Last year Lansing looked six
months before it secured Bro. Wilson.
A

Baptist church, not far from here, has
destitute for a year, and that, too,
lack ‘of means.
Last Oct. a M. E,
Tonia Co., Mich., had to give up
account of ill health, and it was

before a new man was

been

not from the
minister, in
his work on
four months

found, although

they

have, probably, the best system of church supply extant. We do not believe that there is a

very great over-supply, but

that

every one

can, if be will, find a place or make one.

Per-

The Rev.

D. M.

Grabam preached the sermon, and the Rev. 0.
T. Moulton offered the dedicatory prayer.

The Rev's

Smith

(Baptist),

Mills (Metho-

dist), and Wheeler, took part in the services.
The house, which can seat three hundred, was

purchased and moved to Broadway near Lincoln
St. onagood site at a cost of about $1200,

including

all “expenses.

cheerful

and

far from

$300

It is a tasteful,

comfortable

are

chapel.

lacking

to

the

is busy wiping

A live Sunday-school

debt.

Not

remove

claimed, and others pr

awaiting baptism.

With a continued, united effort, a strong F. B.
church awaits our people in Somerville.”
Rhode Island.

2rEan z

A brother writes:
resigned the

* Rev. J. T.

pastorate

of

the

Ward

has

charéh

in

Georgiaville to take effect the first of June, This

pastorate commenced with Sept. 1878 and the
pastor has shown himself to be a good preacher
and judicious worker. Should he leave the
Stute, his departure will be greatly regretted.
Some months since the church in Auburn,
Rev. A. Given pastor, took steps toward the
erection of a new church which is greatly

needed.

The pastor has been active in secar-

inga subscription

which

has

reached

nearly

$2500 and a donation of an addition the lot
on which the old house stands, The work of

erection

son.

will

The

be commenced

proposed

the

house

present

isto

sea-

be a unique

strugture, the audience room seating nearly
four hundred, with vestries on the same floor.

The movement is one in

in this

important

and

the

right direction

growing

community.

The labors and sacrifices of the pastor

well de-

serve 10 be crowned with the largest success.”

The nineteenth anniversay of their marriage,
which took place on the 20th inst., Rev. and
Mrs. A. L. Gerrish were surprised by their
friends und parishioners of the Olneyville
church. About one hundred persons visited

thelr residence, and on the departure of their

guests they found over seventy nicely tied
packages for their benefit......The members
of the Park St. church and congregation bad a
very pleasant reunion in their vestries on
Thursday evening, the 238 inst. Nearly two
hundred, of all ages, were present. The pastor, Dea’s Barker and Earle, and Rev. A. R.
Bradbury were among those who

in the exercises,

The

participated

occasion

was

one

of

great social enjoyment,of which a collation was

a feature. Dea. L. W. Anthony of the Roger
Williams church, with a portion of his family,
expect
to make
s a tour to the Pacific coast,
leaving the 8th of Ap¥il'ahd to be absent two
months.

New

York.

:

The Rev, H. Payne writes:
vival bas been in progress

“A glorious rein Kast Troy.

From 40 to 50 guve evidence of conversion,
21 have become

candidates

have given

right

the

hand

15 that have been baptized,
ing a series of meetings

for

of

baptism,

We

fellowship

to

T am now hold-

al Sylvania,

another

place in my charge, with good success. By
the blessing of God there has been a great

P. BATES,

change in East Troy in the past six months
and in all parts of the Troy Q. M.”
The new church of North East and Greenfield willbe dedicated the First Sunday in

Ministers and Churches.

The Rev. B. H. Fish writes from Belle Ver-

haps lack of information may be the difficulty;
but the “ Ministers and Churches’? column in
the Star is overcoming this to a great extent,

LI.

[We invite the
from all
items for this department of news.our churchesof
items
must be accompanied by the addresses These
of the writ.
ers, not necessarily
for publication, and should
rea
thisch
office before Sat;
night in order to
get into the next issue of the
Star. W.
of
i
Li
the Tight 4 Sondene, and to reject,
reason
seem
matter thus furnished] Lg
E
Yor
doy
a

~—In accordance with what seems to be |

annual session of our

that

still standing outside, and so practically giving
their influence against the work.

has

only in Utah, but throughout the nation, with
respect to the marriage tie, the imminent danger therefrom, and the urgent need of a

gather-

and are personally interested in it, let us make
an earnest and continued endeavor, by the use
of all legitimate means, to bring within the
ranks of Sunday-school workers those who are

is

issued a circular
requesting
ministers fo
preach on that day, or on the nearest suitable
Sunday, ‘“ upon the sins of our people, not

public

bers do recognize the infportance of the work

nothing that will more effectually limit a min-

England Divorce

in our

greater part of our ministers and church-mem-

their

there

made as prominent

ings as it ought to be, and as it might be with
proper effort and appreciation on the part of

tors only a meager salary, and when this is
paid irregularly and tardily, is it a wonder
spiritual

to the efficiency
.of

to wake up to the fact that the Sunday-school
is the nursery of the church.”
:
Still another:. %¢ We need whole families in
the Sunday-school.”
But even some of our
pastors are not wholly blameless in this matter.

mankind.”
Just now, we are in distress over
a word—a proper name—in Dr. Phillips’s In-

dia letter, which is to appear

‘It would add most

our school for the older members of the church

8

Maine.

We learn from the Lewiston Journal that
Mr. John B, Jordan has resigned the position
of cashier of the First Nat. Bank, Auburn, a
trust which he has held with fidelity and acceptance for the last eight years.

tion’ will

take. effect

years-Mr; Jordan

has

May 1.
preached

His

resigna-

For about. two
regularly

for

the Pine 8t. ¥', B. church in Lewiston and his
labors have resulted in the growth and pros:
perity of (hat church in
Sunday, March 19, Mr.

a

marked degree,
Jordan
announc0

ted h
the le
powe
tion

chureh

CE

where.

they repre-

facts which

~

at Sabattus the last of March, and is ready to

a fractioil to each school.

We will state a few
swers bring out:

the

work
aot t]

3

dress could be obtained, with the request that

conversions reported during the year is 649, an

paid his respects.
We ask attention to the
exceedingly slight difference between a ¢ and

ister’s influence
than failure
on his part
promptly to pay his bills; and how can he pay
them when his salary is unpaid?
Psy your
minister promptly, and so maintain his integrity, and fan the flame of his holy ardor!

and somewhat changed.

resignation,

they be properly filled and returned to the secretary. Circular letters were also sent to
clerks.of Quarterly and Yearly Meetings, and
to prominent
Sunday-school workers: in all
parts of the denomination, asking for general
reports of the condition and needs of the work

average membership of ninety-nine and a fraction to each school. The whole number of

have

showing the annual receipts of the benev-

societies have been re-examined

Russell are

eo

J. M. Remick (recently from Bates Theologi.

Two bundred and seventy schools reported,
giving a membership of 26,751. This gives an

professor

that their enthusiasm

olent

M.

ideiice of God. Bishop Huntington makes a connected with the schools who ought to be.
that out and will succeed. The congregations
suggestion which is worthy of consideration—
To the question, ** What would add most to are good aud increasing. The Sunday-school
*‘ the establishment of institutions for the re- the efliciency of your school?” more thsn half ‘is excellent and
growing in jnterest. The,
straint and guardianship of inebriates, supthe superintendents answer in substance, A members of the church are devoted, self-sacported by a sufficiently heavy taxation on the more hearty support of it on the part of parificing and influential. Many in the city have manufacture and sale of ardent spirits.”
{rents dnd_church-members. Too many are aided liberally, some true friends outside have
—Prof. Howe’s keen article last week on like guide-boards, pointing the way in which
not forgotten us, and all have our thanks.
; The interest in all the meetings is good, while
* The Agnostic at Church” was marred by a they never walk.
A superintendent writing from the West some bave been recently convert
typographical error running all through it.
ed, others re- .

figures to agree with the corrected tables
in the last part of the boak. These tables

are mostly unchanged, but the columns

8S.

call from the two churches in Georgetown...,

tively few schools have reported.

repays the efforts that have been made.
We
believe, too, that whatever the degree to
which intemperance prevails, the evil has been
held greatly in check by the reform movement,
We are a purer, stronger, and more prosperous nation to-day than we would have been
without this great movement.
Let it go on.
There are triumphs ahead for it, in the prov.

in

cal School) closes his labors with

in the bodies and sections which

ed proportions, the untold good’ accomplished
in hundreds of thousands of special cases fully

soclety

The Rev. A. H. Hanscom of Cape

sented,
--Responses
to these requests were
quite hearty and general,—though compara-

tween the effort expended and the resultso
far.” We consider it true however, that, even
if intemperance - still ‘exists in undiminish-

Mrs.

!

has tendered his

not to be denied the name of Christians ; and works alway to overcome disappointment, The largest number of conversions in any one
the fundamental principles of supernatur- our city will seon follow the example of Chi- school during the year was fifty-nine.
al Christianity they may cherish with all cago and Boston, and exhibit a marked imIn addition to the request for statistics (only
provement in architectural design. No woodtheir hearts.
a few of the more important of which are given
en building
will be permitted where the
Once more, in reference to those pas- flames bavé ‘consumed.
above) upon the blank reports sent out was a
Better
protection
sages which describe the bloody extermi- against the recurrence of such a calamity series of questions, the answers to which will
is already made
certain.
We have held
nation of the idolatrous Canaanites by Is- Gospel
help us to'see more fully just what our schools
meetings
for two
weeks, led
by
rael, after giving the usual explanation, the State Committee of theY. M. C. A. are doing and what are their needs and defects
all the churches uniting who usually unite in’

but as a natural impulse and emotion

F.and

very grateful.

promptly. Blank reports were sent to every
pastor or superintendent whose name and ad-

agitation during the last half century, by which
he means * the remarkable disproportion be-

and

by dashing into the house with a sled on which
was a barrel of fine flour. For ail of which

read than if sent out in pamphlet form at much
greater expense.
Several causes have combined to delay the
report longer than was intended,—the chief of
which has been the failure of many superintendents and pastors to report their schools

of misfortune,’

We

$61. Soon ‘after the older people had assembled, the young ladies gave a complete surprise

tion that it will be much more extensively

which

of the ministry.

Buxton (Groveville) gathered at the home
of
the pastor on the evening of March 7, and aftera pleasant interview left the amount
of

summary of the report of our Sunday-school
work for the yesr ending Sept. 1, 1881. The
report is given in this form under the convic-

repels sectionalism in politics'or in“ the avoca-

push

Union.

I

wedded

Americanism,

tentio
words
an 0c
pefore
rose f
that 1
to rej
other!
the ¢
stude!
the *
was
teach
ed te
for pt
mann
that

hope that his church will share richly in the
religious interest which has heen growing in
. for the last three weeks.
:

In two or three brief articles I will give a

ful of exploded dogmas,avoiding the ** sitiggish

bays

and life to the work

Corresponding Secretary F. B. S. S.

en
—

giving 5

narration of his impressions for the last five
years, his decision to devote his entire time

Sunday-Schools.

most advanced Commonwealths in “promoting
that Americanization and liberalization of sentiment, which, in
the
near
future, will
thoroughly unify our country, and make successful the only attempt ever mide to show
the capacity of a people when. free and enlightened, to govern themselves. ..... Forget-

indissolubly to a broad

ed to his people, in a sermon

BY THE REV. H. F. WOOD.

of the

tions of men, and
yet conserves community
independence. ' As‘in the night of the struggle
for American independence, Virginia offers
the fraternal countersign to Massachusetts,
and accepts her generous sympathy with the
performances of her sister State in the present
which form its groundwork.
*
* Ieviations form traditional theeries of inspira- and her aspirations for the future.
Coming from such a source, these words are
tion may be erroneous, or they may be
well founded, but no man who accepts the very significant and hopeful.
——Like Portland, Chicago, and Boston,
‘essential truthsof Christianity is to be denied the title of Christian on the ground Haverhill will rise from her ashes with new life
of peculiarities of opinion on this subject.
and strength, and more than her former beauty. Bro. Malvern, pastor of our church there,
In another place he says:
There are some who hold that every- has sent us a letter from which we take a few
i
thing that is said in the Scriptures which sentences.
The burnt district is the busiest part ef our
bears on ‘natural and physical science
city to-day. New brick walls are going up,
is
correct and
of divine
aathori- S01ue
afready reaching the third story.
SightIg
ty-Fhere fe
‘others who
hold| seers must hasten or. there will be no ruins to
whatever behold. Owing to the diffieulty -iti-getting
writers,
that the Biblical
they knew of‘the physical world, accom- lumber sufficiently fast, the carpenters are
modated their language to the science of obliged to stand idle. Many persons who
were in danger of suffering have been assisted
their time. - Others, again, hold that.in from-the
Relief Fund.
The generous response
the Bible are positive errors in science, of friends have wonderfully cheered the peowhich, however, are affirmed not to mili- ple.
The manufacturers have been
doing
to fill orders, and so have kept as
tate against its authority as a teacher of . their best
much
of
their
help
as
possible.
With
that
moral and religious truth. These last are

constitution as a part of the organic lav of the
Fisher says:
i
land to be as sacredly executed as the original
A great, part of the Bible is made up of instrument......Our people bave just
declared
narratives, How far were the writers popular education to be among the most saaided from above in the composition of cred duties and trusts of’ representative gov=
ernment, ard are bravely executing that hon.
them, and how far did they depend on ob- orable
decree..

to say them because the picture, after all,
bas a bright side—which is that the church

RE ae

differentialed from all other literature, . as
being pervaded by another spirit, which
is due to the fact that they are produced
on the plane of Revelation, and s{and in a
peculiar relation to the supernatural events

glances at Christianity on the doctrinal
the request, proceeds at some length to discuss
side. Not much is given us that is new, the
present and future of Virginia. The letter
but prevailing views among leading contains many very noble sentiments, and is.
Christian scholars are stated with the worthy of study as an exposition of the pro| gressive political movement which is sure to
author's well-known ability.

as compose any church, to be sure, but
few in numbers; generous,
but not
wealthy ; scattered over a large area;
posséssing in their corporate capacity as

may

books of the Old and New Testaments,
and all the other books of the Bible, to de

after regretting

band of ag true Christian men and women

—if such
a thing

dissent from this last .view. But Christians generally consider these historical

past, Virginia accepts

To give those who already have the
first edition of the book the advantage
——We often wonder that the good sense of
could not in the nature of things be, free’ of the revision, we
haye printed a congregations does not revolt against making
from difficulties and perplexities. He sheet of sixteen pages, including all the 4 bulletin-board of the pulpit and a bill-postdefines it, and plunges at once into a dis- leaves on either page of which any er of the minister, “I sometimes think,” said
cussion and elucidation of some of the changes occur, and one of these sheets Mr. Beecher, one Sunday morning, after reading
leading difficulties which meet the in- will be sent to those who request it, so that an unusually large number of notices, ** that I
will quit preaching, and do nothing on Sunquiring mind. In treating of the Old the leaves may be inserted instead of the day but read notices.” Surely some better
Testament, he asserts ¢‘the important present ones.
}
way can be devised than commonly exists, to
fact of the gradualness of Divine RevelaThe book is now stereotyped, and ought get the greater part of Sunday notices ' before
tion.” ¢ Those,” he aptly says, ‘who to be in every family of our people. It the people. We have read so many, before now,
that we have felt that the only proper thing to
have no dislike for the New Testament, but is historical, being a record of our work
do wus to pronounce. the benediction
have only hard words for the Old, who for the century, and so must stimulate those home. We wish that what ig-now and go
the rule
€an honor the Heavenly Father of whom ‘who know the facts to continued action. could become the exception.
Christ speaks, but find the Jehovah of the The steel engravings of eleven deceased
——We learned by telegraph from the Rev.
Law und the Prophets repulsive, may be men, prominent in the denomination, are Lockhart on Monday morning that the St. Johns
compared to one who relishes a ripe and very fine and life-like, and of themselves bury (Vt.) church, a new and beautiful build.
juicy peach, but has no patience with the are worth the priceof the book, which is ing, and recently fieed from debt, was burned
rough and bitter peach-stone from which $1.00, or six copies for $5.00, with post- last Sunday. Our St. Johnsbury brethren and
friends may feel assured of our sympathy
the tree sprang.” He explains satisfac- age of 9 cents per copy added.
and that of the whole denomination in this
torily such difficulties as that suggested
loss of a church home for which they have
by the extermination of the Canaanites by
sacrificed so much, The property was insurNOTES,
: ed; and we doubt mot that the speedy ery
1srael under Moses; and the early attitude
——An invitation to address a meeting in among thom will be,
“ Let us rise up and
of Christianity toward slavery. He dis- Boston, on Washington’s birthday, was excusses the credibility and genuineness of tended a few months ago to the Hon. Wm. Ma- build.”
——Our annugl Fast Day is at hand.
The
the Gospels, enforcing the usual argu- hone of Virginia, by several distinguished New

the statement that if we are to acquire

|

loss?

general or prevailing beliefs. In other
cases, he has ‘‘expressed frankly” his
*¢ personal convictions.” But if his personal convictions meet general approval,

have described is Boston, and such a
church is our Boston church. We venture

ict

irretrievable

the beifg and moral government of God.
He says that he has ** endeavored to state
the opinions of Christians correctly”

* need not trouble-to read on.
Now, emphatically, such a field as we

fAL

strong enough to undertake the purchase
alone.”
;
No, they are not; but the Free Bapfsts
of New England are, and they could
do
no wiser thing for themselves than to
show a will that, if it does not make a
way,at least avails itself of a way already
open, at a little sacrifice, no doubt, and
place at once and permanently above all
question.the-prosperous future of our Boston church. But so much has been at:
tempted in the past, with discouraging
outcomes!
Whatof that? Are
we
men and women who counsel weaklings not to ery over spilt milk, and
then straightway do the very thing ourselves, to our own great and per-

ion.
Profegsor

the whole

is affected

not

interest that we have sought, by means of
this notable article, to ascertain the present status among us of theological opin-

denomination which they represent and
of whose interest they are-capital points.
1f these churches languish and ‘go down,
or if they are made strong and prosper-

of

than

the prevailing views and sentiments of
Orthodoxy to-day, if we may judge from
what we read in our exchanges. It has

ance than others—being strategic points,
upon the successful holding of which depends much more than merely local advantage and gain. The churches organized in such fields derive from their situation an importance which imposes the
gravest obligations, not only upon their
upon

are

to have photographed pretty accurately

interests of a whole denomination, some
special fields are of much greater import-

local members, but also

¢* We

| been, therefore, with no small

CHURCH.

its situation.

ago.”

events, so far as he has

A church often derives unusual importance from

be bought now at a much less price

markable part, is the paper by Professor
Fisher. And perhaps the most remarkable thing about his paper is the readiness and apparent cordiality with which,
in general, it has been accepted and endorsed by the Christian press and clergy.
his must be due, we think, either to
such laxity of interest in purely doctrinal
discussions that Christians in general are
ready to accept any really able statement
of doctrine, provided it is sound in the
main, or to the sheer ability of Professor
Fisher to apprehend the prevailing views
and 8p to express them as actually to
compél approval. Perhaps both conjectures are necessary in order to explain
the remarkable unanimity with which this
deliverance of one man is received ; there
doubtless exists to-day much laxity of in‘terest in,at least, theological hair-splltuing,
and Dr. Fisher is a very able and quick
witted - student
and observer. At all

sand

When the demoniac.of Gadara came

The

doubt that the church building we now
occupy will be sold very soon.” ¢ It can

indeed,

—

.menot.”

in a very prosperous condition from one
point of view. Our congregations are
large (for us) and increasing. Our Sunday-school is especially prosperous. But,
after all, a crisis is apparently near at
hand. There seems to be scarcely any

stroy and exterminate which those feeldiscussion of the Christian religion in the ings
engendered, as not inspired of Ged,
North American—

the respousibility of his choices upon
God, is to

sennow

tions in the

self-forgeting,
is daunted by
—and for an
which, if we
{ Dr. Fisher goes on to say:
such efforts. The results are very cheering.
be removed,
But if any think that this solution, in Probably threescore have already found the
lo, they are lifted up and are cast into the light of the Gospel
Saviour.
have been held each
by which every- day, and theTwoworkservices
has been spreading and
the sea !
thing isto be pn
i is insufficient, the deepening daily. Our church is receiving a
-O-0-&
alternative remains to consider—not ‘the good share of the blessing. Pray for us.
abhorrence of idolatry, tot the disposition
——Bishop Huntington writes\in'
the IndePROFESSOR FISHER ON INSPIRATION. to put far from them its orgies and
pollu- pendent concerning what he considers the
The most remarkable part of the recent tions—but the connected impulse to de- ‘ stupendous failure” of Temperance Reform:

One and imperishable verities.
pp

con-

infusien of that generous,
heroic Christian spirit that
nothing that is possible!
increase of that faith by
pray for mountaing to

in nature,

forms,

church, from which we quote a few
tences.
He writes:
¢ We are just

haps

given to

zeal,

centrated upon that spot, would enable us
Yo nse to great and permanent advantage.
We have before us a private letter. from
the Rev. C. S. Perkins, pastor of the

it could be a year

people

mi._sion

which the miraculous element does not
enter, gain their information? No one
holds that history was to any considerable
extent dictated to them. Some Christians
hold that inspiration guided their minds
in the selection and omission of matter.
Some hold that inspiration protected them
from all sorts of error; even such imperfections as the most accurate and faithful
narrators aré liable to fall into. Others

0
Denominational.

April.

All are cordially invited to attend.
Pennsylvania.

:

non: *‘ Since my last note I have baptized 13 or
converts in Christ, making 18 baptized dur-

ing the winter,

During our revival 18 have

been received by baptism and 15 by letter und

experience, making

83 received

into

the

church. A good degree of interest still continues, and the attendance is large aud stten-

tive... To God be the glory.”

:

|. West Virginia,
The Rev.D. Waterman writes:

!
God has

graciously Visited the school at Harper's Fer «
ry.

Forsometimg Bro. Brackett

and

his as-

sociates were at work seeking a revival, and

preparing the way for it. Since .the first of
March and previous. to the 14th, several had
asked for prayers, and one had found peace in
believing; but the evening of that day, Rev. H..
E. Keyes ' of Martinsburg gave us an fllustra-

ted sermon oni ¢ When I'seo the blood, I will
pass ofef you! His appropriate and forciYe remarks were listened to with serious ate
-

ax

gy

y

2

Nar

hr

ope

;

;

were followed by

words by Bro.

Brackett

:
Pearl's White Glycerine leaves the skin softs
impressive | missién at Elk River is prospering well under | smooth,
pliable and beautiful. Use Pearl's White
It was

others.

and

the efficient labors

t, and
an occasion of deep and thrilling interes
or more
15
some
closed
ng
meeti
the
pefore
During the three days since
rose for prayers.
made
that meeting, not less thaa -20 have been

the time with

The harsh aspect of the autumnal
which
betokens the shady side of life, is poll Wg A ri

Com.

work, it he only knew the text book and had
not the grace of God in his heart. He submit.

noble

emo-

more

power, and, though attended with

tion than is common in N. E., it is evidently a
genuine work of God. My health is very good,
1 rejoice in the prvilege I now have of preaching Christ to sinners, and doing what I can ih
the Muster’s service to lead others to a higher

writes:

* The

been

greatly

blessed

meeting;

their

pastor baptized 7 the 18th, and a goodly

num-

the midst of & very interesting

+ ly received by

Grande....Two

Rio

at

letter

beau.

a

the Spirlt

strong

desire

40, A church edifice

is con-

templated>
immediately
as
the ~ town
thoroughly aroused and in sympathy with

is
the

to

The Lord’s Supper

work.

into

The Rev.

[.8. Janes bas moved

Annie

by all, and the good peo-

Michigan.

The Rev.J6. J.

Doyle

®

writes:

* The Rev,

H. Perry has resigned his chargé or the New
Haven church to take effect April 1.
The
church is sorry to part with their pastor and
his wife, but owing to the feeble health of Sister P. they feel it their duty to returnto the
Upper Peninsula - where the climate is better
than in Eastern Mich. Bro. Perry has endear-

ed himselfto the charch and community by his
faithful labors and. social manners, and the
church has gained much strength during ‘bis

stay with it......The

Rev. G. B. Cutler has

resigned his pastorate of the Bruce ‘and

North

Branch churches, and expects to take charge
of the New Haven church the first of April.

fe is now engaged with the Lexington church
- in a revival meeting, and 10 or 12 have
ienced religion.
What will become

experof the

churches in the Sanilac Q. M? The Rev. J. S.
Warren is left alone in that large field. Our
brethren in this part must learn to sacrifice
more for our cause,
lest the heritage
be
given to others.
Is there not some young man

to come to Lexington who will enter the

field

to win souls for the Master, and

fort

for the F. Baptists?

hold

Such a man

the

can be sup-

ported by cultivating a large field. The meeting-house in the villuge of Lexington can be
used half of the time. Come over and help us

continued three weeks, under the direction of
closed,

resulting

in

the

have

Warren,

J. 8.

Rev.

the pastor, the

awakening

of

A
[)

all

The

last

evening of the meeting, 9 desired baptism,

and

Srose for prayers, The Spirit is still working with some who, it is hoped, will start for
- the kingdom of immortal glory.
The Rev. E. J. Doyle

of

the

church has given the hand

Riley

Center

of fellowship to 4,

and 4 have been
received as
candidates
for baptism, all heads of families.
Some 20

others will go forward in baptism soon.

The

church is greatly encouraged.
Lansing is again

agitating

church building.

A

the

church

question

of

is needed in the

capital city, and ought to succeed. esses The
Rev. I. P. Bates has accepted a call to his old
field of labor in Bath, Clinton Co., and will

enter upon his work April

1.

The

Rev.

W.

Rev’s J. I. Towner

and

Co., as

R. Norton goes to Boyne, Charlevoix
a ploneer minister.

G. W. Bisby, members of the Bath church and
theological students of Hillsdale College, expect to spend the spring and summer in can.

vassing for maps, etc., in different parts of the

State.

They are young

men

worthy

of con-

fidence,

The church at Lisbon has just purchased a
parsonage at a cost of $600. It has a large let,
with comfortable house and barn. It is a
pleasant evidence of the determined spirit and
sugacity that may be shown by & small church.
Minnesota.

The Rev. L. Given writes as follows: * The
Hennepin Q. M. was held last week

church

at Champlin,

The

with

the

attendance was

very good and the meetings interesting.

Bro.

C. L. Kussell has been pastor of this church
more than twelve years,

wife have done

an

He and his estimable

excellent

work

here

and

‘endeared themselves very much to this people.

Owing to the falling health of Sister R. they
have decided that they must give ‘up’ the care

of a church for a time at a least, and Bro. R.
* ‘has resigned his pastorate, very

much to the

regret of his people. The society have a good
meeting-house and parsonage, well located, and

have no debt on either, This is a good field of
labor. A pastor is wanted at once. Who wilk
respond?.,Our church at Minneapolis is plan.
hing for aggressive work. They have secured a
lot in the south part of the city, and are soon,
to erect a chapel and start a mission at that
point.

The prospects

are encouraging.

(0.)—Held

with

were

N. H.

pastoral

relation,

respects

pastor and

P.R.

all

its

its duties and
church,

epntrib-

Goodas Gold, (words

the

obligations
I.

J.

Conference passed & resolution toat once raise
the $100 which we agreed Lo pay on Miss Nellie Phillips’s first year’s salary. About $40 ol this amount

Wom

number of our churches report revivals.

Rev.

F.

Cooper, Jr,. was chosen

Unity

&

ell

Rev’s C. Purrington, E. G. Eastman,
r Jr. Com. on programme for next ses-

Mission collection of $21.75 was appropri
J. CoLBY

Jr., a

life

KNOWLTON, Clerk.

The

Wheat Bitters have

of medical men of the
can be shown,

received

highest

the

endorsements

standing.
'

These

LAR

our

druggists

a bottle.

at

ONE

DOL-

:

that the simplest statement of them affords the best

proof that it combines

rare curative

F

agents, and

When once used secures the confidence of the pcople.

(New. Albany Ledger-Standard.)

H

Abrams—S

F

eaking.of Governors subgosts the

an item we received from
foreman at Chas. Waters

mention

Abbott—G

E Briggs—Miss

SP

of

Catarrh,

known

to-others.

Address me, with

)
stamp,

nam-.

ing this paper, aud I will mail you, free of charge,dis
the recipe of this wonderful remedy, with full in
rections for its preparation and use, printed
German, French or English. W. A. NOYES, 149
13t13eow
Powers’ Block, Rochester, N, Y.
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recom-
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Oil and Lime in such a
in combining the pure
manner that it is pleasant to the taste, and its ef*
fects in’ Lung complainie are truly wonderful,
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CO.
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same price. Published by

Toney Letters Received.
Mrs

dyspepsia, chronic diarrhea and other causes 0Ccasioned by humor in the stomach, Several cases,
with all the characteristics of these complaints,
have been cured by Hood's Sarsaparilla. Other
cures effected by this medicine are so wonderful

A grad chance to make money
ng Co., Hartford,

=

Andrews—Mfs.

Humor in the Stomach.
Much of the distress and sickness attributed

4

th

other with anArtistic Engraving of
This Picture 1s Entire
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Original.
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to 0 Agents.
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Clerk,

N. C. BRACKETT,

Dr. Kennedy’s ‘‘ Favorite Remedy,” removes all impurities of the blood, regulates the
Liver and Kidneys. Cures Constipation, and all
diseases and weaknesses peculiar to Females.
1t is for sale by all

AB

Lincoln Debating Soc Storer College 15.00
270.72
L W Anthony
2,000.00

8 Hunting Berea Ky 5.00

ef

he best selling Sook ou it fnelndes 48 sine

—WITH A—

ter are
These make in
| selves a basis, to which is added the best and
{choicest medicinal qualities; necessary to
ita tonicand bitter. Itisatonce health.

T P Sargent Vt 5.00 L Sargent 2.00 Genesee
QM W
Miss Soc per Mrs A 8S D Bates 3.50

D Backus from his father’s

ojnss,
secret doings,

SAMUEL LITTLE, Pre
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Winchester Va Q M535
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Clark in memory of J Clark E Corinth 5.00
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Fresh, Spirited, Evangelical.

2270.72

1t seems to satisfy a family want, and I wonder
how we ever got along without Parker's Ginger
me of nervous prostration, and I
Toni¢. It cured
have used it eince for all sorts of complaints in
our family.—Mrs. Jines, Albany.

100
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Anniversary Songs!

EPTABLE AND

FUSNOML pe A H Morrell 12.50 Laraseite Q

Prospect .Q. M., Rev. E. G. Eastman to the Edge-

ise and a Free Bottle of my infallible remedy. Give
Express and Post Office. It costs you nothing for a
trial, and I will Fura zon, Address
Dr. H. G. ROOT, 183 Pearl St,, New York.

SUNDAY-SCHOOL

Y PREPARED,
HORS
TESTED,

100:00 Smith & Steere per A H Mor-

5.00 Rev D Waterman 50.00

I warrant my remedyto cure the

worst cases. Because others have failed is noreason
for not now receiving a cure. Send at once fora treat-

only)
10 ¢«
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as

Miss Lima Center per Mrs P Brande

Morrell

Fits, Epilepsy or Falling Sickness

a life-long study.

76 East Ninth Street, New York.
81 Randolph Street, Chicago.

tr

Hoag;

10.00 Mrs Ira Fox 1.00 Mrs FT Eaton
1.00 SS Class per M A Gilman 52 W M
Aux Bethany
N'Y per Mrs E Crowell 13.00
Anson Q M per Mrs J Butts 5.00 Marilla
F B church per Mrs A S D Bates 4.20 Cowlesville per Mrs A
8D Bates 3.30 Primary
class F B 8S New Hampton N H 3.00
Wiatt Cook 10.00 Friendia R Iper A H

over much territory, yet a a very
interesting and
spiritual seascn was enjoyed.
Rev. Josiah Bean,
Cor. Mess. from the Bdgecomb Q. M.,aided us very
much, while the Rev. E. N .Fernald presented our
benevolent causes in an interesting manner,
A

‘When 1 say cure I do not mean merely
to stop them

BIGLOW& MAIN,

The Richest
¥ BLOOD,
BRAIN and
NERVE

W Miss Anx per Rev E Fiske 1.00 Em
Bapt 80 Parker Head per Thomas Percy
2.35 William Moses per Rev B F McKenney
5.00 O C Jaquith 5.00 Mrs P Birde 2.00

third

Montville (Me.)—Held
with
the Camden
church at Rockville; and met with a very cordial
reception, The delegation was not large, as the
traveling was very bad, and the
Q. M. extends

ated to make Rev: Freeman
Cooper,
member of the Foreign Mis. Soc.-

GEO. N. Howe,

we

Can be ordered through any Bookseller
or Music Dealer. Add postage if ordered
by Mail.

Receipts for Anthony Memorial Hall.

Saturday and Sunday in May.
C.
H. FROWINE, Clerk.

sion.

11,

0. T. MOULTON,

of Providence

to

an

if not,

-

i

for a time and then have them return again, I mean a
radical cure. Ihave made the disease of

$40 per 100
40
« 100
« 100
40
30
« 100

Songs for Little Folks, 30

Rev. J. Malvern, followed by business; 2P.M.,
discussion of’ 8. 8. work by pastors and laymen.
By order of the Com.
:

son and
Rev. John Shepard
of Pine .Creek were
ith us. Rev.
L. Swain was appointed Mess. to
ine Creek Q. M., aud Rev. A. Crabtree to Lewis.

Mess.

New Hymmnary,
Book of Praise,
Alleluia,
Good as Gold,

containing

| GURE FITS!

For Every Department.

Sold by Grocers everywhere.
W. BARKER & CO.
Dorchester, Mass.

for

Mention this paper.
©
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indi-

Sold enly in cans, by all. Grocers.

Song Books.

tourists.

pre-

desire

will mail it, yo
aid, upon reeeipt of price, 50c,
=
box; six
wes, $2.50.
ddress
H.
F.
HAYER & CO., 13 Temple pl., Boston, Mass.

Sunday School

contributions

Rev.

breads, or
Dyspeptics

SURE TO PLEASE.

by

allays

Send stamp at once for pamphlets
positive proofs.
8
Buy of your druggist, if possible;

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., New York.

pared with the greatest care, and

Paraly sis:

and

opium and etimulants; removes obstructions of
the brain. insures sleep : to the wakeful, strength
to the feeble, aud health to all Nervous Sufferers.

Made from Grape Cream Tarter.—No other preparation makes such light, flaky, het
luxurious Pastry.
Can be eaten by

the Brain

and Nerves,cures Yipllepsy. and Convulsions,

1
vents Insanity

Absolutely Pure.
gestible food.

°

of

Dyspepsia, and Constipation, . It feeds

without fear of fhe ills resulting from heavy

Like all our chocolates, is pre.

recommended

TT relieves Sick and Nervous Headaches at once,
and prevents their recurrence.
Is invaluable
for Liver Troubles, Chronic Indigestion, Nervous

OWDER

and that if any

and is highly

by Dea. E Castellow; 9 1.2, business, session, followed
by a discussion on the state of the Q. M.;
2 1-2'P. M., devotional, led by Rev. A. J. Eastman;
3 p. M., Woman's Miss. meeting,addressed by Mrs.
V.G. Ramsey and others; 71-2 P. M., sermon b
Rev. T. H. Stacy. Thursday, 9 A. M., devotional,
led by Rev. J. D. Waldron;
10A. M., sermon by

is waking an effort to build a, house of worship.
Every other church of the Q.M. has a house.
We were p'eased that Rev. H. J. Carr of Jack.

Cor.

given,

tionery, it is a delicious article,

Massachusetts
(Mass. with the Somerville church on Wednesday, April 26,27, at9 A.
M. At A.M, Wednesday, devotional meeting led

rep-

at the church with which we met and resulted in
the addition of some 30 members.
Bloom church

church,

not

PED

(1362)

N. Y., Treasurer

is

consists of a superior quality of
cocoa and sugar, flavored with
pure vanilla bean. Served as a
drink or eaten dry as confec-

miles east of Ava ou the St. Lonis & Cairo R. R.)
at 2 P. M., April 28.7
G. A. GORDON, Clerk.

resented by letter and delegates. This was a
good session, A
gracious revival was in progress.

hag been raised.
Bro. McDowell
church was licensed.
Next session with the Hamilton

Mar-

Oakland
(Mich.) with the church at Highland.
Opening sermon, Friday evening, April 14, =
;
E. O. DICKINSON, Clerk.
Looney Springs (Ill) with Ora cburch (4 -

the SciotoviHe

Most oi the churches

W.

Vanilla Chocolate,

Calhoun & No. Branch (Mich.) withthe
Girard church, April 25. Opening sermon by Rev,

Next Q. M. at Hamlet.
Wu. U. EDWARDS, Clerk.

Little Scioto

G.

COLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1878.
BAKER'S’

(2
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am
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__ Quarterly

to the

blessed work of revival amongst us,

church, Feb. 17.

Mr. and Mrs.

Advertisers.

evidence

,.

aud Educa(25¢)

the

church, in the reclaiming of 4 or 5 backsliders
and in the turning of 28 Zionward.

devotion

cause of the Master has been successfully tested
by seven years’ self-sacrificing work Amohgsy the
Fes and neglected children of Cloyd!
. Bro.
rowell of Bethany preéacned several times. The
report of the churches was more encouraging
than usual. May the Holy Spirit continue his

in the name of the l.ord.”

Special services in the Lynn cburch, which

and

The Public Extols it.

19, Miss

time it shall appear that the managers have been
deceived as to the character of an admitted advertisement, they will at once proceed to expose its
real character to the public.

town, so the new iaterest will be pushed forof the Holy Spirit, Rev. F. H. Butler; Claims of
Friday evening.
The cession
wasmaed
Christian missions, Rev. I. B. Coleman.
ward and not suffer loss. He is a faithful resi- mon
interesting by the examination of Bro. F. W
4 P. M. Addresses by Mrs. G. P. Linderman and
dent of the Q. M. Bro. Chase’s method of workMus. Libbie Cilley Griffin;
Theme—Religion in
Reeder, late of Cleveland, O., but now of the
ing bas received s more universal commenda- "Hamlet church, which requested for him a li- the famlly.—7.30 P. M. Public Temperance Adsense to preach. The report of the Examinin,
dresses by Rev. G. P. Linderman and
Rev. A. T.
tion with this people than that of any other
Com. was most encouraging; the sermon whic
+*Worden.
:
5
D. Boyb, Clerk.
Bro. R. preached was excellent, ' License to
(3612)
P
man for many years. March 17, five more were
{+ preach-was granted unanimously, ‘and the Q. M.
to join the chureh.
can be congratulated upon
the acquisition of a
Meeting Notices.
earnestness

| Physicians _indorse it.

din, aged 19 years, 5 months and 20 days.

Bible standard of benevolence, and how to bri
the church up to it, Rev. W. H. Merriman ; Pulpit
wer, Rev. A. T. Worden
; Life and doctrine of
Confucius, Rev. G. P. Linderman; The special
needs of the Free Baptist deremination, awd how
they may be supplied, Rev. L. P. Bickford; Best
method of preparing sermons, Rev. J. M. Langworthy; Comparative merits of longer and shorter
pastorates, Rev. E. C. Hodge; Character and work

ple of Cottage did all they could to make ever
one feel at home. The faces of Rev’s W. Shepard,
D. Brown, J. L. Higbee and E. Crowell were familiar. Bro. Higbee preached th¢ opening ser-

brother whose

Richards

15 months and 14 days.
Epsom, N. H., March

A., daughter of

Al

No Discovery of the Age Equals it

Henry F.

A.

Philbrick.—In Epsom, N. H., March 15, Paran

Philbrick, aged
Mardin.—In

‘Willis; The intermediate state, Rev. E. Smith ; The

Chautauqua (N. Y.)—Held at Cottage, Feb.
10—12.
Hamlet, Cottage, Dayton and Cherry
Creek churches were represented. There was a
deep interest manitested

Mr.

Miss Alice

Yearly Meeting Notices.
The Central N. Y. Ministers’ Conferénce will
convene
at Phenix Wednesday, June 21, at 7.30
P, M, Assignments as follows:
Opening sermon, by Rev. J. H. Cox. Thursday,
9, A.M. Devotions and Essays: Unifying influence
of the Gospel, Rev. Z. F. Griffin; Has Christianit;
aught to fear from attacks ot infidelity? Rev. 7

with

escue, and a F. B. church was organized of 13° was solemn and impressive. We understand’ the
Q. M. is continued by a revival at Cook’s Prairie,
mombers, most being heads of families. The
GEO. N. HOWE, Clerk.

now n\mbers

whom

may be sent in aid of those preparing for
Gospel ministry.
Th
Rev:E. 0. Dickinson, Greenville, Mich.
Rev. P. W. Perry, Dowagiac, Mich.

of the Master, and expressed

church

to

the Western Education So. ; to whom

gan a seris ‘of meetings which has been followed by glorious results, Prof. Dunn came to the

All manifested

H. Howard,

tions should be sent.
:
Rev. J. J. Butler, Hillsdale, Mich., Treasurer of

Q.M. The close of last month the Rev. C.J.
Chase, an evangelist from Hillsdale College; be-

see the cause of God revived.

Geo.

%

CEPHALINE.

Y.,

will be admitted to the columns of this paper of
whosg, pure and truthful
character
satis-

the Central Association, to whom

Quarterly FYeetings.
numlier were present.

N.

0. Philbrick, Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. Paran O.

‘whom all contributiens
Benevolent Societies shonld

Rev. J. H. Durkee, Pike,

had

Calhoun & No. Branch (Mich.)—Held

Rev.

J. D. Batson, Northfield, Minn., Treasurer.
Minn. Y. M. Mission Society, to whom all
for this Y. M. work should be sent. (10128)
E. D. Lewis, Oak Center, Wis., Treasurer
Home Mission Board, .to whom all money
be sent for Home Missions within the Wis.

Societies,Concord,

Stephentown,

Najcy 8. Nye, both of Stephen

Died.

-| factory

Y. M., should be sent tor F. M., H. M.
tion Societies.

the Cook’s Prairie church, Fiiday
vening, Feb. 3.
Opening sermon by Rev. R. Martin.
The business
wis done in a commendable manner.
A good]

the

18, by the

money contributed within the bounds of the Mich.

of a good
The breth-

TU

Noticeis hereby given that no advertisements

Rev. L. B. Potter, Lansing, Mich.,

of Quebec.

West

Proctor of Cascade, and
of Lisbon,

be sent) Lewiston, Me.
52t
i
:
All money contributed for the Maine State Mission should be sent to Rufus Deering, Portland,
Me.
:
:
25122
"Rev. 8. D. Bates, Treasurer OhioFree Communion Baptist Association, Marion, Ohio. ‘(52t38)

ren are not numerous or rich, but they are
united and kind.
They cannot make a minister rich, but will try and give him a good support. They are supplied by the Rev. W. H.

itants, situsted on the banks of the Island
Park Assembly grounds, It is an important denominations! point for F. Baptists in Lagrange

until

for

g

Post-Office Addresses.
REV, E, N. FERNALD
from the ghurches for out

NERVE FOOD

Green—Woods.—In Belle Vernon, Pa., Mar.

Aotices,

a num-

Lyster till June. Correspondence can be
with Amos Williams, Bulwer, P. Q.

E. Walker

To

still attend

The Bulwer church is in want
man to go in and out before them.

Sanborn of Chichester, and Miss Mary

14, by the Rev. B. H. Fish, Mr. James . Green
and
Miss Hattie J. Woods, both of B.
‘Proctor—Richards.—In Lisbon, Mich., Mar,

Pink-

Rev. N. C. Brackett, Harpers Ferry, W. Va.
Treasurer of Storer College and Agent of Shenandoah Mission.
Moses B. Smith, Treasurer of the Freewill
Baptist Foreign Home Mission and Education

Province

‘Rome City is the * Western Chautauqua.”
qt is a beautiful and healthful place of 500 inhab-

burn

E.

Mass,

will?’

Indiana.

to

Lydia

Lynn,

}

Rev.
of the
money
Rev.
of the
should

at the 2d Huntington church....The meeting
at Union Grove did not result in accessions to
the church, but the membership was greatly
quickened and we believe the seed sown will
bring sheaves for the garner in time to come.

tire had\continued

bas.

ber of lectures this spring and summer, on the
subject of temperance, and intend to "do so.
We need a temperance reformation here in the
South very much.
If Christian people do not
take bold of - the subject of temperance, who

were received for baptism at Petrea since our
are informed that the Rev. T.
last report.. We
J. Ferguson
is in the midst of a good revival

.

Mrs.

Me,,’

Mr. Hiram

Pratt—Nye.—In

thug Jelly than by double the quantity of the liquid
oil, and the most delicate stomach will not reject
For sale by all druggists,
and E. H. TR!
Platt St., New York.
ey
56,

their monthly meetings as regularly as usual, I

recent-

ber are seeking salvation....Two were

to

Avenue;

8.

March 14, by the Rev. I.B. Coleman, Mr. James

Cod Liver Oil can be used, and with more benefit
secured to the patient by a single teaspoonful of

preach-

have received an invitation to deliver

Send

233 Western

Shapleigh,
Potter,

at, Frag and Miss

Approved by the Academy of Medicine of New:
York for coughs, colds, bronchial and tubercular
consumption, scrofula and general debility. The
most mild, bland, and nutritious ‘form in which

We have had an extremely

perhaps it has not. ' Our churches

Compoand

Rev. Jas.

of Concord.
Marshall—Brooks.—In
Oineyville,
R. I,
March'l5, by the Rev, A. L. Gerrish, Mr. James
a Jiassiiall of Providence, and Miss Ellen Brooks

QUERU’S COD LIVER OIL JELLY:

ing and work at the same time, so we say that
the religious interest has gone down, when

within the past month. The 4th inst. two
were baptized, the 17th three, and two were
added by letter. Two stand as candidates for
baptism and others are seeking ‘ the pearl of
great price. The C. Baptistsin H. are also in

Vegetable

pamphlets,

rainy season, and now everybody seems to
wantto-go=fo work. A person can enjoy

religion at Work, but he cannot attend

Pedun

has

Harrisburg church

Pinkham’s

customers.

ham;

work for the Master as well as for them.

fested among us.

goud work may continue till every student at
E.

their

to do a

this

:

rapidly made its way to favor among druggists,
who have observed its. effects upon the health of

The Rev. W. A. Headrick writes, March 13:
¢ Not much religious interest is now mani-

Storer College is safe in the arms of Jesus.”
Ohio.
y

Thos.

Lydia E.

+ +101

W. Stetson ind Mies Nellie M. Weymouth,
Sanborn—Walker.—In . Concord,
N.
Mar. 21, by the Rev. H. F. Wood, Mr. Wm. W.

doctors’ bills and give health and vigor that{no
meney can procure.

un-

——

.

Stetson—Weymouth.—In
March 12, by the

Pure water, fresh air, sunlight, and a bottle
of ‘Adamson’s Botanic Cough Balsam (in
case of cough
or cold) will
save many

Tennessee.

plane of religious life. Pray for us that this

‘The Rev.

the ministry

young brethren, and help cultivate
‘tiful Northwest for Christ.”

fifteen,

and

years

and though past threescore

has

oT

Warried.

3

ii

by the use of Ayer’s Hair Vigor.

selves. This is a fine section of country and is
being settled up and improved fast. At no
very distant day it must become a prominent
and important factor of our nation. Come on,

of great

work

where

This is as important point, and the out-

‘ties for young men in

ted his heart to God, and is calmly rejoicing in

a

Mazeppa

cumstances.
There are several otherimportant points where we might soon-have good
churches if we only had the men and means
to occupy them. Here are excellent opportuni-

he saw
manner as to arrest his attention, and
that he should be poorly qualified for his life

This'is

at

at Utica,

dertaken a ne® interest at Barron, the county seat of Barron Co., under favorable cir-

for personal influence was presented in such a

the'love of Jesus.

church

look is hopeful......
Bro. Hathaway

responsibility’

which

in

sermon

ed to a

new

we hope soon to have a church as the result of
his devoted labors......Bro. Haskell is bard
at work in the St. Croix Q., M. He is about
starting a new interest in the city of" Eau
Claire, Wis., under the direction of the Q. M.

listen.

he

came,

he

after

Soon

teacher.

eur

in connection with his work

One young man
of the’ Lord”
here
to be
fitted
for a

was _ sent

Tarbox......Bro.

Glycerine Toilet Soap.

Among
others are asking the way fo Christ.
sing
the converts are some of the most promi
ed in
students, who had not. previously enlist

the army

Bro.

E. J. Keville has engaged to preach one half

Jesus, and

to rejoice in the precious name of

of

A fr

|
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Its way toward the waiting sea,
The years flow on, like an endless song,
By the lowly home in the crowded throng,
They are passing by you and by me;

the night and

day,
:
And we float on its glittering sheen away.

ter pill, I'm ready to take it with

Hath browned all the skirting shore,
And the stream moves on, as in days agone,
. With a simpler flow and a deeper tone
Than was known in the days of yore;
And the stealthy snow-flakes now appear
..
In the path of each revolving year.

OUR PRESENT STATE IS MORTAL.
WESTLAKE.

hdps he was

Had we no hope beyond this life,
Its joy and solace giving,
Our hearts would break amid the strife
And nofse of this sad living.

D've brought

to see it, even if there

merely

- There's a way, a shining way,

And all ‘who will may find it,

A way of peace and pleasantness;
The Bible has defined “it.

*¢ Arthur, we

And, trusting in the Saviour’s name,

want

you

to forgive

for being so mean since we came
lege,” said Luke.
‘We've been

>

tlemanly and cruel. ‘We've got no excuse to make; twas sheer ‘hatefulness id

A OOLD SHOULDER.
£.,BY ALF WILLIAMS.

us

to colungen-

N

us; but now we're sorry, Arthur. "Please
“ Come-in, "called Luke in. answer to a forgive us,” he continued laying his hand
Joud knock. ~*! Hollo, Frank,” he contin- ‘on Arthar's shoulder. |
5
The poor fellow lovked up to speak and
ued as the door opened and _& tall form
S entered. “Glad. to see you. . Got then suddenly burying his face in his
‘hands, burst into tears. No one spoke.
through your studying »"
J
“Yes, just finished,” was the reply, The silence was broken only by suppress*“ and thought I'd. come up to talk With ed sobs.
:
you a little while. But what's the news?" "At last, becoming quiet, Arthur said:
“he asked as his eyes fell upon the paper “ forgive you. But it has been hard to

receive a cold shoulder wherever I went

* which Luke had laid ‘asidé.

¢ Nothing particular ‘this

-

swered

Luke.”

week,”

‘Henry

an-

Tompkins is

and especially from yon, with whom

played ever since I was kneéhigh.

I've

I

in

much as anybody.”

of the

her

with thi slaves,
conquered

woman,

Hannibal

and

and

won

thy

might.”

Better than

fruitfal.’ *, Andin her min

the

merchant,

while he is making

=

:

among thorns and. rank

‘ un-

heat

with God.—Dr.

pict

ure of ‘a slender sickly st
we:

-&fe who is impatient with events is impatient

the likeness of her own religious experience only too clearly. Together with
this revelation came the sweet, pure
wordsof Jesus:* ‘“ Herginis my Father
glorified that ye bear much fruit.” Then
the Holy Spirit, having gained this foot-

exclaimed, Frank us the door closed be- I realize the truth
of Paul's
that
hind Arthur's retreating form. * Yet I “No man liveth to himself.’ saying
Arthur is.
don’t see what makes

him, either.

didn’t we get rid ot him slick,

Sok

But

though

Cm

mr,

(Everything Jelating to this department of the Star
should he marked

* For Enigmatic Gems,”
dressed to W. H. Eastman, Auburn, Me.)
RIDDLE.

and

7 ‘No. 28.
I give you one hundred and nothing,
Then one and then five bundred more,

Now a thousand and

The" church seemed

younger than we, and we are responsible

for our influence over bim.
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‘#id Luke; snd

other’s hand’ in
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“1 don'carea. snap about, that 1” i. | nce.
Py
terrupted * Frank. «He's too plaguy | “God night,” said Frank at last.

and T yoni
won'thave
have

thing tot dodo
a thing

with
with

hig.|
Hm,

the

greetings from friends so cordial; her
He'll: be all cares were all at home and her conscience
80 blessed, that Mrs. Burrows was really
‘happy, while the dear old, minister

rid 1 15
id wa

read

his text and preached abot + gaining the

My
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that 86“had opened ‘the

27 is & large bird,
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, 69,
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PonD

she miiSt abide in Christ, and perform
ip
OveN
her
religious duties even though her
: 2 2s 4
| are hot the mark
of weakness, but of
wer. They 8
‘more eloquently house might not always be in perfect or- |
* Now, you don't mean what you say,
24. A letter or correspondence.
- ten thousand
gues. They are der, nor her table always loaded
25. H. W. Longfellow.’
with
i
‘the messengers of over whelming grief, eareful
26. Come unto me all yé that la
dishes, nor her children always as
and
of deep contrition and of unspeakable
heavy
laden
4nd
I
will
give
you
resf.
gi
fancily dressed as her neighbors ;
love.— Washington Irving.
and

ifsickI I”ean Mi help myself.He makes me
a
rs
»
row a

80, t00, in 8 minute

think.

when

you'll say
you stop to

What made me speak so was that

* I've heard bad news about Arthur,
und

it

eherots a

n tears. They

with these thoughts

dub

The smallest children

are

nearest to

, #48 the smallest planets are nearest
the sun.— Richter.
:

came

the: words ;

** And the lusts of other things entering

in.”

She was

seeing clearly now,

bowed her head to conceal

her

tears

and
as

statesmen and legislators
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and magazines,

and

Hand Book on Mormonism. Mormonisp
only needs to be be known in its history,
character, spirit and aims in order to be detest.
ed, and the incentive derived for its overthrow,

publishing

Ramphlets by the score.
He also undertook The pamphlet before us,
containing ninety
a. revision of the New Testament
without » | closely printed pages, is well
calculated to in.
however, any real success; His great work
part information for the end desired.
It is
was the making of the great Dictionary.
We
largely composed of monographs treating
of
cannot follow Mr, Scudder in his interesting
Mormonism in its various phases, some
of
account of the preparation
for, and accom
which were written several years
ago, and
plishment
of, this great work,
He began the
others quite recently, but compiled by
a single
preparation of his materials in 1808, and for a hand so
skillfully that there exists essentia)
score of years with indomitable patience und
unity.
The writers are of such character ang
perseverance kept about this one Herculean
reputation ss to insure thorough
reliability,
task until it was finished.
The great Dictionnot a few of them gesiding at Salt Lake €ity
and
ary is his monument, and his fame is secure.
knowing whereof they affirm, A noticesbld
“I have contributed,” he said, “in a small and valuable feature
of the work is sn aecount
degree to the instruction of at least four milof the Episcopul, Congregational, Presbyt
eriay
lions of the rising generation; and it is’ not
and Methodist missions in Utah and the
good
unreasonable to expect that a few seeds of work being
accomplished. The appearance of
improvement, planted by my hand, may gerthis pamphlet is timely, and its large circulsminate and grow and
ripen
into valuable
tion should be encouraged. Its price is2
fruit, when my remsins shall be mingled with
cents. Salte.Luke City, Chicago, Cincinnati:
the dust.” His expectation has ‘been -more
Hand Book Publishing Company.
>
than realized, though realized in altogethe
r
Education of the Blind. Historioal sketch nhexpected ways,
?
of its origin,rise and progres

his pages,

but

we

s. By M. Anagnos,
This pamphlet of 74 pages contains the history
of the Perkins Institution snd Massachusetts

also have

School for the Blind, the first

most vivid pictures of the times in which he
lived.
In our bumble opinion the
great
lexicographer should be
rated even more
highly than Mr. Scudder’s estimate : “ He made

a Speller which has

he made alone a Dictionary, which has grown,

under the impuise he gave it, into a national
Encyclopedia,
possessing .an. irresistible
“momentum.”

BELIEFS

ABOUT

MAN.

By

M.

J. Savage.

Cloth, octavo, pp. 130. Price, $1.00. Boston:
George H. Ellis, 141 Franklin Street.

It is enough to take one’s breath away to
see with what ease the weightiest subjects are
handled by some of "the glib instructors

of this. age. Metaphysics,
psychology and
theology present no problems that are not
solved for us, almost to the last particular, so

clearly that if any ome fails to comprehend
and understand
the selutions, and be satisfied,

he'miakes

by Bis failure

a disclosure of his

| innate and feesaitdiasle stupidity. We mean
what we say when we
affirm that the au
of

ih gut named book is—the pastor i

Tn

tarian church in the city of Boston ; that he is

[ a disciple of those

eminent

nis.

| Darwin4 and HerbertTilons
#qugnthat
iseCihentics
Spencer;
has
| tasted the Pierian spring; that he is ble, in
bold and pleasing speech,

to

express

tents of his mind, and pour upon the

the con-

pathway

of his attentive hearers, besides ordivary
illue
mination, something of a light that never
was
on sea or land—if, indeed, anywhere else.

Mr. Savage, no doubt, is as honest as he is
independent, and he 18 no less positive than

bonest.

He is, withal, enthusiastic, filled with

fine ardor.

Bo far as we agree with him, we,

almost involuntarily, do so heartily;

ing with

him, we

however,

on his

This

do

so

reluctantly—more,

account

Beliefs about

disagree-

than

Man”

volume to one published a year

on our

own.

is a companion
ago,

entitled,

‘“ Belief in God.” That * discussed the genera
l

bearings of evolution on religion and
on the
belief in God;” this applies the same
theory
to the origin, nature,
circumstances,
and
prospects of man. It is perbaps, on the
whole,

as good a statement of the
Savage holds as could

views

which

Mr.

be made for the popular

mind. It presents, we are disposed to think,
as satisfactory a solution of the great proble
ms

discussed

as can be

found

on

unscriptural

grounds.

Boston : D, Lothrop & Co.

This story recalls the “ Four Girls at Chau-

tauqua.”

1tisless

connected

than that,

but

the writer has a purpose. She describes the
working of the C. L. 8, C. (Chautsuqus Liter-

mother

away

sees

its” wpigin to the fact thats

her bright “young boy growing

from her, aud that,to

hold him, she

must become conversant with the events in
history in which

An

;

The Art and Practice of Silver Printing.

By H. P. Robinson and Captain Abney, R. E.,

F. R.8.

American

Edition,

Together

this practical treatise come:

with

bound in the same style, entitled, Modern Dry
Plates, or Emulsion Photography, by Dr. J.
M. Eder.
American edition, by H. Baden
Pritchard, F. C.8. Both published by E. and
H.T. Anthony & Co., 591 Broadway, New
York City.

«

The Clergy;or Truth and Unity.

By W.

H. Trenwith.
Published for free distribution.
This pamphlet seems to be a protest against

unchristian teaching in Christian pulpits,

. The Atlantic for April seriously disturbs
us. Why?
Because its table of contents excites longings that cannot be gratified. There
is scarcely a page in it that we don’t want to

read,

but

cannot for

lack of

time.

An

& Co., Boston.

For sale by all news

Inthe North American

Review

dealers.

for Apri,

Gov. Eli H. Murray, of Utah, treats of the crisis
in the political fortunes of ' that Territory.
“Why They Come,” by Edward Self, is devoted to questions connected with European ime

migration

to this

country.”

Dr.

Henry

E. L. Godkin

has am

article on * The Civil

berger on
General

‘* Bourbonism

Albert

Militia ”. Finally,

Ordway

in Virginia”; snd
on

“A

National

there isa paper by Mr.

Charnay, of extraordinary inferest, on the ex-

ploration

of

America,

The

the ruined
Review

is

cities of

Central

published at 30

Lafayette Place, New York, and sold by booksellers and newsdealers generally.

The April number of the Eclectic is also_ at

hand

and

contains a very large number of

noteworthy and readable articles,among which
are

“ Science

Goldwin

and

Smith;

Morality,”

“ A

by

Modern

Professor

Solitary ”

(méaning Obermann, the (+erman Mystic);

and “ The Revision of the

French

Constitu-

ton,” by Joseph Reinach. There are four
well-filled’ Editorial Departments; Literary

Notices; Foreign Literary Notes; Science and

Pelto
25 n,
Bond

Street,

Published by E. BR.
New

York.

Terms,

$6.00 per year; single .copy, 45 cents; Trial
subscription for three months, $1.00.

A remarkable paper in the April Century.

and one which will doubtless provoke much
discussion, is Mme, Ragozin’s
and Gentiles.” The writer is
now living in New York, and
recently published papers on

‘* Russian Jews
a Russian lady,
fs the author of
Nihilists in the

International Review. The reader is distinctly

warnedat the
' start, by a sub-title, thatthe

paper is written Irony & Russiwn point of
view.” The frontispieceof the number pre-

face of Matthew Arnold, the original being the

in-

ruted papers cover a good deal of ground. The

one way or another and get startedin a nobler

devoted to * The Age of Praxiteles.” The pub-

course of life.
'
;
The writer meets the charge brought against

the Chautauqua movement, that its

| study and method’ of ‘teaching are

course of

superficial

sud eulogizes what ls taught at Chautauqua,
from

the

instruction

given

Bol Fa system of music,

in

by Prof,

the

Tonic

Seward,

2

Service Reform Controversy”; Senator Riddle-

portrait by the painter G. F. Watts. The illust-

fluences of the place, almost sll show talent in

A.

Martin, replying to a recent article by: Henry
Bergh, defends the practide of vaccination.

during the summer

session ; and there, under the stimulating

ad-

mirable number, evidently. Houghton, Mifilin

sents the strong; plain, and decidedly English

of the Circle are

-

pumphle

interested.

he is so much

The prominent, members

taken to Chautauqua

record.

Art: and Miscellany.

——

establishmgntdf

the kind founded on this continent, and now
entering upon the last year of its first semicentennial. A very valuable and interesting

sown votes and muskets ;

whole #8 What becameof the bodyof | ary and Seientifi Olteie) of, Comterviler This
* Circle ” owes
© (Anawers in two weeks.)

Moor to them,

like
a flock of white doves long shut out
of the loe-cote, and she understood Low

? 86 is what I love t6 do.

gang

by saying that the book is murred by
infelicitjeg
in style and hy typographical errors,
The
type however is clear and pleasa
nt to the eye
and the binding is attractive,
though ng;
sufficiently substantial for long ‘servic
e, 1
will be a good and helpful book for the Sunday.
librar
school
y.
:
—s

until he finally succeeded in accomplish ing
his
purpose. Mr. Webster also plunged fearlessly
into the political questions of the day, editing

“o | | THE HLL IN THE GROVE. By Pansy. An.
== |
"thor of * Four Girls at Chautauqua,” ete.
Cloth, {llustrated, pp. 431. Price,
$1.50.

40, 19, 33, 29 is a musical instrument.

gu43, 45,
56, 61, 34, 38,

‘whole world and losing the soul.” ‘Holy i

sis truths éame Hocking into her heart,

23,

u 3s fortunate to be.
0 pL animal,

. lady

We see not only the form ,of Webster himself

still you lack something, —
building an L on-the
west end of hig | ¢an’t imagine what I've done to make the |
five minus four.
house; and old Hawkins has just painted fellows “ down’ on me '80; but they all her
mitid—the vast difference in the value "Now place them—if you're good at spelling—
his new fence along, the south road ; and seem to hate me. Tim Smith and Ralph
Correctly, you can I am stire,”
of earthly and eternal things.
>
:
the Elder had a donation last Tuesday. Mumford are the only fellows who'll
And you have a permanent dwelling
With a tearful face and awakened heart
For either the rich or the poor.
Your father gave him a cord of ‘wood and ‘Speak ten civil words with me, and—
:
she sought her room, for the few minutes
W.H.W.
mine gave him a quarter of the red shoat well, you know what kind of fellows they
that yet remained before the children's
we were fatting last
er. That's all are; and, in order to be company. for arrival, and poured
EMIGMATIC BOUQUET.
out
“4, I blieve, excepting John '‘Simmon’s wife's them, of course I've had to do as they ‘fession and pleading to’ her soul in conNo. 29,
Him ‘who is a
got a baby, and they've named it Zidkijah, do.”
(Partly Phonetic.)
Father indeed—so ready to bear and for1. The beloved disciple, and an instrument
from the Bible.”
“It’s our fault just as much as yours, give and restore. Rising
which has been the means of effecting wonwith a new joy derful
results.
Luke Hammond
and Frank Jackson
Arthur,” interrupted Frank, grasping his in ber heart and
face; she felt the dread- | 2. A piece of money, and an adjective inwere born on adjeining farms just out of hand.
ful thorns she had been permitting to dicative of royalty an power.
the village of Chatham. Side by side
rane
Tormations of water, and a
‘¢ No it isn't either,” answered - Arthur. grow about her for years,
were all swept sma
they had sat on the hard forms in the lit- ‘You might have helped me not to; I awayin a word
|
even as she gave her ".: itary portion os .musical
. tle red school-house of the district and won't deny that; but it wasn’t your whole
instrument,
life in entire consecration to God.
5. A falsehood
and a want.
:
ached in union for the closing hour. To- fault. Tt was my own. At first 1 played She resolved
6.
with Divine help, to seek
of daily consumption,
3
gether théy had studied at the academy, with them just ‘for fun,” because’ it was first the kingdom
prominent article inthe dresm of Pharoand
ai’s
of God in all things.
chief butler,
lonesome
_and now they were in the same clsss at
here
alone; and then they
7. An epithet applied to a rigid Quakeress,
She smilased
she folded the dress to
eollege. The news of Tompkins's L and wanted to have matches in the pool, and lay it away,
as the children came in from and8. a Aflower.
useful animal and what one does in
Simmons’s baby, which the Chatham Dem- finally we got to playing for money. I've school, to
think how she had lost interest icy weather.
ephone had brought was of thrilling in- tried to drown my conscience just because in it. The
sitting-room could really do
DIAMOND PUZZLE.
:
:
terest to them.
I was lonesome and wanted company, but without sweeping, and she set
the liitle
Before Luke had finished his account, it's no use;” and with a long sigh he fixed girls
Li
Rotte
r
No. 20,
to picking up the scraps; the
steps had been heard ascending the stairs his eyes upon the grate again.
2. An abbreviation for a conveyance.
work up, stairs could just as well be done
8. Part of a tree.
of the dormitory in which his room was
¢« Now, Arthur,” said Luke, ¢ we haveto-morrow, so Mrs. Burrows set about
gy A Rronoun.
Jocated, and, ere Frank could reply, some n’t come up here just for the tun of talk- getting—
not the supper in her programme,
*
>
NED,
»one rapped on the door.
ing. We mean what we say. You'll but a simple lunch—tea, bread
and L
“¢ Come in,” called Luke.
: never need to feel lonesome again, if butter, fruit and cheese.
:
*“ Thought I saw a light in your room, you'll take us for friends. Come into
iy ENigua
‘Ella, going to meeting to-night?”
my
' Luke,” said Arthar Manning entering. room any time and you'll find a hearty called her husband'
s cheery voice as he
I am composed of 59 letters.
* Hollo, Frank!
By the way,” turning welcome, —no more * cold shoulder,’ I as- entered the room.
My 43, 87, 21, 21, 50, 30, 9, 21, B69 is a college
toward Luke—¢* has this week's paper sure you.”
in
the West.
“Yes,” was the'response, ** if you will
My 4, 12, 18, 85, 10 is an eastern college.
come yet P”
" «J mean it just as much, old fellow,” eat a cold lunch for supper.”
My 49, 21, 5, 14, 41, 25, 55, 16 is a girl’s
~ “Yes,” volunteered Frank; * but there added Frank. * Just you try me
“Oh, I'd rather have it, Old Brother
and
ain’t any news in it. I just saw Tom see.”
Howells who preached here six years
Hope looking for you.
He went up
When the two friends had returned to ago isIn(tawn, and we're going to iry to
y 1,82, 86, 3, 48, 88 is a beautiful river
stairs to your room, I guess.”
in
»
Luke’s room and were separating for the get-him-te preach to-night.”
the United States,
J
*“Is thatso?
Well, I won't stop then
My
16,
50,
81,
51,
night, Luke said :
47 is a book in the Old
“+ Oly, there's nobody in ‘the world I'd
ent.
now ;” and he hurried up stairs.
‘ Well, Frank, don’t yon feel better to- rathef Hear!” exclaimed Mrs. Barrows, Testam
My 64, 11, 18, 10 is a book in the New Testa
“What a disagreeable fellow he is!” night than you have in a long
time? I do. as she gathered the little dues about the ment,

Held, Spought ST amofher great frath. to

and

beautiful,

almost a pity to qualify so favorable

Mr? Scudder has done his work thoroughly.

Upham.

ENIGMATIC GEMS.

she saw

mind

sweet,

is given are pure and Wholesop,
and of a decidedly religious character,
and the
story can scarcely
be read bya thoughfy
young

was

inherited

principal person,
day.” Graduating

his

very

before us. The sentiments to which
expression

England constitution and the Puritan

moving across

wned

with a few kernelless husks, and

He

some i Strang
glimpses of

country.
Thoug
destined for the .bar, he found that the peopl e | THE
SUNDAY-SCHOOL
CLASS BIRTHD
BOOK and Monthly Remembrance
were too greatly impoverished to render th 7
for the use
of
Teach
ers and Scholars.
practice of the law sufficiently lucrative, and
Eben
mont Temple, Boston. ‘Price inShute, Tre.
so naturally drifted into
covers, b cts. each, 50 ots. a dozen; in manilly
the -scheol-room.
cloth
Here his sagacity enabled him to foresee th e |
10 cts. single and $1.00 a dozen.
:
| need of American school-books,and he straightThis is a little blank book ruled to contain
way elaborated a plan for publishing several,
the names of the teacher and members
of the
the first of which, the “speller,” speedily beclass, and the dates of their respective bir.
came popular, passed through many editions,
days, with the design of making each one ip
| and millions of copies were sold. For many
turn the subject of prayer, and especially
re.
years the sales averaged a million copies a membe
ring them upon these auniversary day,
year. Mr. Webster, recognizing the need of The
design is u good one and the book is we);
copyright laws for the protection of authors,
adapted to its purpose.
$
traveled from State to State, urging upon the
O00
+
TT

There!
not to

his fortune. If he fail to learn this art he
will be sure to miss his enjoyment when
he gains what he bas sighed for.— Fifty
Years and Beyond?

not

parentage

makes

characters, which grow more beauti
fu) og
unfold

were inoculated and fired by the fervid pattiotism of the time, and it became the ruling passion of his life to help perpetuate
the glorious
b
institutions of his beloved’

:

:

several

from college in the midst of the stirring events

do

—ooe
The other side of believing is trusting.
.
God is tobe adored inthe heart and not
painted; to the eye,
:
;

+

His

in town, the minis
and Sunday the principal

this,

caught on that little word cares, and as it |* A correspondent desires the following
through the Star:
be swept away, centered about it questions answered
in a bewildering whirl. ¢I know I have How many timesis the name of Moses
the cares of this world growing about me, contained in the New Testament, exclnthickly enough, but I don’t believe they sive of the headings of the chapters ?
have choked out the good word from my How many times does each book in which
heart; it’s all there yet, if I can't use it the name is found contain the name of
Moses.
much. ‘And it bécometh

mean immiegiately~—but gre

of West Hartford, Conn.

the New

story and

blunders, but she bas given
to us

village

of the revolutionary war,

couldn't

destroyed
;—* becometh'—th

The author does not seem to have a firm grag
upon her

subject of this interesting

Better even than’ the example of noble
Romans is the advice of the wise man:

trade;

. Was

book from the well-known

Publishj
house of D, Lothrop & Co.
gives us brit
chapters in the lives of three
school girl du. :
ing the three years following their
graduati :
from a boarding-school in New
Hampship,

This volume, printed in clear and besutiful type,

Carthage

flies for a living, or bottle moonshine for
cloudy nights. The only true way to be
happy, is to take the drops of happiness
as God gives them to us every day of our
lives. The boy must learn to be happy
while he is plodding over his lessons ;
the apprentice, while he is learning his

sowed the good seed in my heart, and I

eometh unfruitfal—He did n

Yes
Adelaide AND
Cooke. Boston D. Lotpgap 1 %
This

Men of Letters” series calls renewtothe gref§ Dictionary-maker.

poor but eminently respectable.

know of it, I would as soon chase butter:

if
Be-

“ American
ed attention

who

Now let me tell you a secret—a secret
worth knowing. This looking forward
to enjoyment does not pay. From what I

‘“ My Bible always opens at this place;
I do not see anything special to suit my
need here; I know the chapter by heart,
and I believe it was meant for the .ears
of a public assembly. I know the sower

Here she fell to pondering a;

—

TO-DAYS

in the

sketch, was born Oct. 16, 1753, in the

So
S44

the word and it becometh unfruitfal.”
Somehow the whole current of her mind

of the second. volume

mind. He grew up with‘ the impression that
‘the meeting-house 3 then piiepil building

work.— Anon.

world, and the deceitfulness of riches and

publication

his field

Scipio Africanus,

vent in spirit, serving the Lord.”
after this you will feel ashamed

I hardly

the lusts of other things entering in, choke

Souadet,

at about the same time.
This is the centenni al
of the birth of the great statesman; and the

Noah Webster,the

even, are the beautiful New Testament
words:
** Not slothful in business, fer-

think it is growing and thriving.”
While thus thinking her eyes went over
the words:
‘And the cares of this

E,

It is a felicitous coincidence by which the
memory of the two great Wébsters is revived

him

‘ Whatsoever thy hand findeth to do,

conscience

Bible,

Horace

for Rome, was not ashamed to labor on
his farm. Lucretia, one of the noblest
matrons, might have been seer many a
day spinning among her Roman maidens.

it with

Turning to a table

a small

make

yet he was often seen at work in

opened at the parable of the sower.

nodded

« No.”

voice

near she picked up

news

you see him there?”

Ay, peace for every weary heart
“That here will seek salvation,

poor

hard,

have surely heard of him-—how be rose
to all the honors of the Roman state—

the

know any more whether I am a Christian
or not. I have no time to pray, and !
haven't read a word in the Bible since
yesterday!
[used to enjoy religion as

Per-

*¢ Come, come, Arthur, don’t lay it up
against a fellow,” pleaded Frank.
«I
just meant to joke you a little; Tom
Hope! was really looking for you about an
hour ago, and I told him you'd gone over
to the ‘ gym’ for your exercise. Did n't

the

ing, ‘I do have so many cares!

tup* with

is n't much

Arthur

his head: ¢

Our eyes are dim, and our ears dall,
And so we miss the glory,
And plod along with weary step
, And ponder life’s sad story.

Then a wee

** Thought you'd like

in it.”
No response.

from

to

By

Curius, who drove Pyrrhus out of Italy? and neatly and substantially bound,shows very
Look him up; you will find him busy on conclusively, that the other Webster need not
be at all dependent upon his illustrious namehis’ little farm. The great Cato; you. wike for
the perpetuity of his own name,

piped up to know how then she would b
e
fit to go to Heaven ; but she went on say-

boy?” ex-

the Demophone

her ‘work

good,

the day when they wanted

her stumbling over an ottoman, and in a
repentant effort to save her from falling,
tore

boys,

dictator, where did they find him? In
the field plowing. What about Marcus

not fit to go to meeting any way I

you.”

|

There, Minnie,

ashamed and condemaed, gave way to a
few hot tears. “Oh, I don't see why I have
So much trouble! I'm so worried, I'm

of the hoax just
old

Ashamed of work,

WEBSTER.

Boston: Houghton, Mifflin & Co. page 8
302.
For sale by E. J. Lane & Co.
Price -$1.25.

honest work? Then I'm ashamed of
you—ashamed that you know so little
about great men. Open your old Roman
history now and read of Cincinnatus. On

go 'way and do it yourself; I can't be
bothered now,” and Mrs. Burrows gave
the child who had brought her needle to
be threaded, an impatient push that sent

A moment mote and

claimed Frank cheerily. ‘“ You look just
as though the professor had ‘flunked’

“I'me,” added Luke.

And yet the beauties of the earth
On every hand are shining;
And nature’s harmonies sound forth
Enchanting and refining.

Will give him adoration,

thinking

played upon him.
‘“ What's the matter,

hour's work yet up stairs ; then there’s all

I just can’t go—that's all!

NoaH

A WORD TO THE BOYS.

an

chain-stich seam she had" been sewing.
For a moment her face grew very dark
and hot, and she gave vent to her feelings
in severely shaking the poor little seamstress and uttering some sharp words.

you.

“his head as the boys approached.

We're dwellers in a mortal state
Where sickness, pain and sorrow
Are present, or are sorely feared,
And hence, we dread to-morrow.

there's

machine, raveling outa full yard

Come on, let's go up to his room now.
There's no time like the present.”
¢ All right. Come.”
Holding on to each other, the two
friends groped their way through the
darkness up another flight of well-worn
stairs. A beam of light shot through the
key-hole of Arthur's door.
¢< He's there,” whispered Frank.
In response tea ‘‘ come in,” they pushed the door open and entered. Arthur
sat by the fire-place gloomily looking into the empty grate. He scarcely turned

But the Summer has passed and the Autumn

and

the supper work, and getting . ready,
and the sitting-room must be swept before
George comes, and dear knows whatelse!—-

Mrs. Burrows

I'm

¢¢ Luke, you're worthy of an Apostle’s
name. You're right. Though it’s a bit-

the spirit of joy and life was stirred
a sweeter music near divine;
flowers came thre’ the silvery tears,
lovingly hung o’er the River of Years.

JOHN
—

fact

ashamed of myself!” -

"

REV.

the

is, I don’t know a thing about him.

When first we measured this mystic flow,
*Twas Spring by the River of Time,
And the gay song bird in the
grove
‘was

BY THE

rate,’ or * about the same,’ when

finished,

Brooke.

Dan dn on = -—

Saar

On, on, as the river singeth

be

We lay aside the volume with
a wish t; rey
another, giving the further
development of th
persons, especially of Paul
Adams, The book
can be commended as stimulat
ing the intellgy
and strengthening the moral’
nature;
those who have read any of Paney’s byt},
books.
and who has not?—what commen
2]
needed?
.
ation 4
‘
«
4

of your

LU

Tells ever the rapid flight of years.

must

the life

ep CR

' The gray old earth, "mid the singing spheres,

¢ Do about it?’ That's a pretty question for you, Frank Jackson! Do about
it? Go and read your Bible and you'll
find out. I don’t know what could
make Arthur do such a thing; but 'I do
know this much, that we ought to speak
to him and try to get him to stop it. We
ought to be more friendly with him,
Frank. I'm ashamed every time I go
home. ' His father will ask how Arthur is
getting along and I can only answer‘ first

dress

supper

to

eC

Sweep on with a motion all sublime;
Like a pendulum it swings—

surely,” said

expect

too—since it is prayer-meeting
Idon’t see how [ can go! This

A book may be compared

neighbor. If'it be good, it cannot last too long ;
if bad, you cannot get rid of it too early.—

aa

O’er the thrones and crowns of kings,
The wheels of time, with a noiseless chime,

that,

‘But what can we do about it?"

early,
night.

3

and Vincent.

a

On, on, o’er the dust of the fallen,

And
To
The
And

‘Five minutes to four? Dear, dear!
The children will be home in “half an

|

RN

Frank.

heard;

Rl

—

ISR

you or me.”
I did n't know

BY J. W. BARKER.

~ The stream glides on through

" BY MRS. L. E. THROPE.

ain’ like Arthur any more than it's like hour, and George will

_ THE MAROH OF-THEYEAR.

God meant it! I'm so glad my Bible .always opens there, and I shall mark that
verse:
* The cares of this world, the deceitfulness of riches and the lusts of other
things choke the word, and it becometh
unfruitful.’”

oe

to the lectures and addresse
s of Genera]
Geo. H. Stuart, and Dr's
Meredith, Xe,
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~ —Ray Palmer
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It's all for me,

a
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room

about all the time playing cards,—and
{playing for money, too! He cuts’ half
his recitations just to play. Now that

hath its tasks. Each day demands anew
tful
purposeand the skillful hand.

The though

Smith’s

she murmured

OARES.

told

I

me that Arthur ig in’ Tim

Lyon

PT

Home

Charlid

Ca ig

Family Circle.

has set me thinking.
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102

third of Mrs. Mitchell’s papers on sculpture is

lication of Thomas Carlyle’s * Irish Journal
will begin in the May number.
Sb
--o-+

L

* The Women of Mormonism,” by the editor

of the Anti-Polygamy Standard, Salt Lake
City, is soon to appear, and will centain some
frightful revelationa of this wicked system.
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that the country around
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cloth,

_such allowances for changes,
'S of the

ve birth.
h one ip
cially re.
ary days,
K is well

climate are right, of these rounded hills
and rounded olive-trees and closer oliveorchards. I have a photograph of a piece
of ** hill country” near Jerusalem which
may easily be mistaken for a home
scene in Northern Middlesex or Southern
New Hampshire.
You have only to se-

history,
»e detest.
erthrow,
inetysix
d to im.

lect a bit of rolling

Iti
|

body knows when.

well

ance of

ve {82
cinnati;

sumed the 8
“mehieh

Sea..val-

and importance of a cap-

¢* the tribes come

pp three

a quarter people assembled in it, or in
tents around it... Even if this is not true,

mentdf
id now
. semiresting

it gives an idea of what an intelligent
man thought true in times immediately
after Christ's visits to the city."
It is not so much matter of regret that
we have vot the physical picture ot Jeru-

inting.
'R. E.,
r with

- salem of that day, as we

have

from

the

~Gospels and from many other writings of
thete, and of men’s

:

habits

of

life.

All

this recent delving into the Talmud and
kindred writings, which has taught something even to superficial readers, gives
local color for any picture of
-gospel
times. - And all the photography iu the
world would never help us to any knowledge of Jerusalem as it was then,—
though we had -perspectives. of Herod's
temple, and elevations by Herod's architects,—uniess
we could make real the

Dr. J.
Baden
E. and
, New
By W.
bution.
1gainst
Se

sturbs

moral perspective and moral

elevations

of the city. In an admirable paper by
Mr. Francis Tiffany, he compares this
city, the head of ecclesiastical machinery,
with such a manufacturing place as Lowell or Holyoke:
*¢ Imagine all the mills

ex-

There

ant to

n adMifilin
palers.

in Lowel] one vast coporation

temple:

the bulk of the operatives in it priests and
temple servants; the fabrics turned out

creeds,

2

treatises,

or disputations;

the

tenement owners dependent on pilgrims
for their lodgers; the neighboring - farmers finding the market for their wood,
cattle, and oil in selling them for the
sacrifices, or for the maintenance of those
perforniing the sacrifices—do all this,
aud you have a rough but palpable
working idea of Jerusalem.”—Edward
£. Hale, in the Atlantic Monthly.

The best way
fact.

is not to recognize
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Read history, and find that the fail-

ures have really advanced
the world
more than the successes. Columbus was

0

a failure, Galileo was a failure, Savonarola was a failure--the two last especial-
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Knowing
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ly, for they bad not the courage of their
convictions. If those three men ‘had at

any

time

been

gilted

with

the second-

sight, and had seen the place they were
to fill in history, .it might have consoled
them
; but no doubt every one of them
died of a broken heart, comvicted in his
own mind of failure.
And what is that poor and comman

thing which we call a talent for success?
‘Who get the offices? the places? the pow-

er?
The noblest? the best P the purest?
No. We become, sometimes, innocently a

burden instead of a working member;
we lean, instead of propping up. Yet
any

good

people

this fate in the

fate.

have

to look

This is a failure

which requires great philosophy.
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even

stand and

* They

wait,”

is

a hard line for the energetic to quote. It
is, perhaps, hardest on women who feel
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while
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friend

of life.

sure,

women

work at a

great disadvan-

tage in a world where men regulate the
way in which work should be done.
They have net the tough sinews, the firm
nerves, the *‘staying power” of men, there-

fore they cannot compete ; but, left to do

their work in their own way, women can
and do do a great deal of very intellectus
¥ “>
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thrown aside, and people are now ready to buy this magnificent engraving. Send for full description and endorsements
before buying any other. Liberal terms to good Canvassers.

two bottles.

6

and

The Sacred Melody
-i8 a small book of 225 hymns and several
tunes selected especially for prayer meetings.
20

tor
i
church, Boyleston
Center;
‘Rev. R. J. Adams, D. D., fiolyoke, Rev. G. E.Fisher, Amherst; Rev. G. M. Smiley, paster M. E.
church, West Medford; Rev. P. J.
Harkins, pastor
St. Jerome’s church, Holyoke; Rev. John Bragdon,
pastor Fourth Songregational church, Haverhill; ev. B.F.Grant, Plymouth; Rev.G.W Fuller,

' An Ideal Picture of an Ideal Man.

Yours uly,

. C. CHURCHILL,
;
(Firm of Carter &:Churchill.)

pounds since I began to take it.” Hastaken

be

found

vestry

tures ” Twenty-two lectures
portant points of Bible study,

triumphant.

church

|

tumes

mith Abington; Rev. James N. Nutting, Fall
River;
Rev.
J. M. Avann, Southbridge;
Rev.
Geo. W. Ryan, Franklin.

W.H.SchieffelitgCo( Wiolerale
U8. & rir)
dots

man he moved
X.y
and in 1822
¥

He moved to Peoria, 11l., in 1833, and

1

the

A volume of 300 pages, containing
seymons, by as maag..different
F.
a

tasteand smell. For sale! yy Druggists;;

was married to Minerva Atchison, with whom
he shared-life’s joys and

" COD-LIVER olf

in

the

ev. W.
. Dowden; pastor
Congregational
church, South Boston; Rev. John Dancun, D. Dr,
Raster Baptist church, Mansfield; ‘Rev. Charles
. Smith, D. D.; pastor: First Baptist church,

Rev. S. M.

Rev. S8.S.

Spring

JOLL ERS.

hymns

for

‘Wright, pastor M. E. church, Roslindale, Boston

mouth;

2 Puli

of

of just one-half ofthe

of

The Minutes of the General Conference
are published in.pamphlet form at the ‘close
of every session, and the bound volumes embrac:
the proceedings of the first sixteen sessions:

Bridgewater;

LTE

House

is

TERMS; $1,50 for single copy, $1,20 for the suppy of churches. Postage, 10 cts. Abridged book,

and N. H.

Rev. J. Scott,

Massachusetts

half

worship,but is often used in churches.

Than

alcHurch,

Springfield;

than

are those generally accepted by the denomination.
£1.60 postage, 12 cents.
F

new life right into me.

26y

and more

larger book . and

union with the Freewill Baptists.

church, Yarmouth;

y

is

Rev. 8. Kelley, Quincy ; Rev. David ‘Metcalf, Auburn, Rev. F. J. Fairbanks; West Boylston; Rev.

E. J.

Dec,

Rev. John

Book,
exten.
he

LEBANON, N . H., Feb. 19, 1879.
. Messrs. C. I. Hoop & Co.: Dear Sirs—
greatly prejudiced against patent
Although
medicines in general, 1 was induced, from
your
the excellent reports I Yad heard
he; Jd of you!

J. 8. DINSMORE.
86

eaition is a selection

biliousness

tor First Congregational

3

ey
Gilt, 1.50,
Morocco, 6 cts;

offered to our ¢hurches as the best of all books of
the kind now before the public.
The abridged

Sent by mail

Mass.

Payment

time expires.

Hyannis; Rev. O. 8. Butler, Georgetown; Rev. C.
B. Ferry, pastor Unitarian church, Northampton ;

7 A gentleman who
‘has been suffering from

Almond.—Died of nervous prostration in
Point Pléasant Township, Ill., Ora Dell, only
child of Jesse KE. and Lydia
J. Almond,
aged eight mouths and five days.
Thus the
bud whose petals were unfolding to the joy of
her young parents, has been transplanted to
God’s own green house, where no chilling
wind shall blast its beauty.
Almond.—Also of diphtheria Jan. 24, Carrie
E.,and Feb. 7, Roy M. aged respectively b
years, 11 months and 3 days, and
1 year, 7

Ill.,

of

for $5.00.

.

for dyspepsia and general prostration, and 1
gratifying results from .
have received very
its use. Iam now using tlie second bottle,
and consider it a very valuable remedy for
indigestion and its aftendant trouligs.

missed in her home- so much!
Funeral: ser;
vices were conducted in the church, by Rev.
Mr. Mansur, who paid a touching tribute to
the departed and comforted her mourning
friends with befitting words.
J. R.

aged

E. church, Bomerville;

WATCHES.

pat of

dollar I ever invested.”

ship till death,
Her faith was firm and unshaken, her convictions of the right and truth,
strong; but they were tempered with the
sweetness of religion. Mauy were her loving
deeds for the benefit of neighbors and friends

Burns,

Names

address

Spiritual Songs.
This book of ‘nearly 1100 hymns with tunes

Massachusetts—Rev. A. C. Childs, West Gloucester; Rev. Geo. H. Cheney, pastor Broadway M.

in a HERERO

build them up, give “them an aptheir blood, and oil up the ma-

secrated herself to Christ and united with the
church in Acton and continued in its fellow-

in

Following

one

ce,
90;
Morocco Gilt, 1,25;
Postage 9 cents each. Small,
postage 4 cents.

Benefit Derived from these Troches.

the

Marsh.—Died at Milton Mills, N, H., Jan.
28, of pneumonia, Mrs. Asenath .Marsh, aged
70 years and 3 months.
Three sons and four
daughters survive her, and their irreparable
loss is sincerely shared by brothers and sisters
and the community.
In early youth she con-

Roberts,

by its use.

More

4

International Series, for both adults

in advance, Discontinued
when
Sample copies sent free.
The Fiaime
the denominational Hymn
sively msed.. Large book, in pen

Clergymen Who Have Testified to the Great

Quick-Train 3{-plate Movements.
k forthe LANCASTER, PA.,

QUICK-TRAIN RAILROAD

the

contains the Inter-

ibe best.

of the

THE MAGICAL REMEDY

Read

16 grades are not the lowest in price but the best for

the money,
All
Established 1874.

all renewed life and energy.
5
word. ':
My friend, you need not take our
Ask your Delghbor, who has just taken one
bottle. He will tell. you that ** It’s the best

ing a Christian.”
Soon after she found peace;
then Jesus was her theme.
She invited her
only sister to come to Jesas; and then quietly
went to sing his praises with the angels in
heaven.
May the sympathizing Saviour: comfort the bereaved
family, and at last make
them an unbroken family in heaven.
D. W.

Michael

that

3

100 copiesto

Seventy Clergymen During the Last
Two Months as Superior to Any Other
Remedy for these Troubles.

LANCASTERWATCH
Sold by Jewelers throughout the Unitéd States. Its

the human body through the blood, giving to.

mother, *“ I am not happy-to live without be-

Roberts.—Died

Jf you wantthe Best Time Keeper for the Money

#

dois
25 cents

and children, are printed monthly, at the rate of

TROCHES!
by

‘85

RMS: 15 cents per copy in
pdekages
for the
year, or 20 cents to single subscribers. oe
for
one copy.
yn
Sesion, Papers
Har
Sergi
;

WARREN’S

tions, : Commended

CORRECT TIME!

HOOD’S SARSAPARILLA |

Almond,
Thas, almost at one stroke, two
bright, interesting children have ‘been taken
from the embrace of loving parents.
Sorrow
fills their earthly ‘home, but the afflicted parents recognize by faith a new and attractive
accession to that beautiful city above.

be equal

For Coughs, Sore Throat,
Hoarsness,
and All Throat and Bronchial Affec=

SARSAPARILLA

It works like magic, reaching every

Allen.~Died in Lawrence, Mass., of pneumonia, Jan. 81, Anna Cora. daughter of J. S.
Allen, formerly of Wilton, Me., aged 13 years.
A few weeks before her death, she said to her

Dea:

Nos. 204 and 206 West Baltimore St., Baltimore. No. 112 Fifth Avenue, New York.

-

This Magazine of 32 pages,

Rev. H. L. Kelsey, Brockton; Rev. R. H. Howard, Saxonville;
Rey. W. F. Farrington, East

the Debility

.

~

& CO.,

to easily call one, and a still larger class

A. B. DREW.

months, both children of Dea. T. J. and

WILLIAM KNABE

each,

national lessons for three months, dictionary,
maps-‘and various other helps. It is intended

«| ‘Who are not sick enough to require medical
advice, and yet are out of sorts'and need

with

will

Tone, Tush, Workmanship and Durability

papers; princed alterna.d

time expires, and no commission allowed on mo».
| ey sent,
Sample copies'sent free.
S. 8. Quarterly.

WL CERRY 00 SASAPAALLA
JR.

sabbath-school

'erms : single copy,

to can-

cure coustipation,

the

Little Star and Myrtle

are

J. H. Docher, pastor Sanford-sireét Congregation-

to -almost

She

The

and torpidity of the liver. 25 cents per box.
45 Sold by all Druggists. “<&8

PIANOFORTES.
UNEQUALLED IN

three

They

in its:

and pro-

weeks, on superior paper, beautifully illustrated
Boi papers are of i e i size, but the LITILs
8sysros,
is for an older class of readers
“
than the

employ a physician,or are t00 far removed

day

mourn

there.

Hooo's

him away only

friends

LIVER PILLS.

look

Is designed to meet the wants of a large portion of our people who are either too poor to

the afflicted family.

mady

E

pages,

Postage is paid by the pubiisher:

No family should be without LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S

can be bought anywhere in the World, get the

* Tha

He leaves two sons, three daughters“and other
relatives. Funeral services were conducted
GEO. BULLOCK,
by the writer.

need their help and encouragement. To be

was buried

i

Very

would

U. 8. A.

Central

1y26eow

Payment always in advance, discontinped whey *

tendency

Six bottlesfor §5.

14

in advance;
$2.20
if
paid within
first thirty days, and $2.50 if not.

in the form of pills, also in the form of lozenges, on
receipt of price, 81 per box for either. Mrs. Pinkham
freely answers all letters of inquiry. Send for pamphlet. Address as above. Mention this Paper,

& CO.

Baltimore, Md.,

Price $1.

Chemist,

fifty-third, volume. = It is able, iy

quent

cured

OWLE,

gressive.
All
communications, should be addressed to Dover, N. H.
Terms ;—$2.00
per
year, if paid strictly

with the laws that govern the female system.

Lynn, Mass.

SGLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS AND DEALERS IN MEDICIN®

‘“ Where is he buried?” said the little girl. “I
don’t know,” said the lady. “Then I guess you
dow’t read your Bible much,” said little innocence,

distraction, he‘had great gourage and loving
atience. He sent this noble message to his
ittle brother, * Be a man, Jimmie.”
The funeral services were at Sutton Feb. 18, conducted by the writer, and assisted by Bro. Orison
L. Gile. A large number came to. pay their
last respects to the departed.
Text, ‘‘The
Lord will save,” which he quoted just before

his death.

you

The

KIDNEYS, DYSPEP-

and all diseases of the SKIN and

The Horaiug Star.
f
is a large religious paper of eight

Life.
t.

cases of LEPROSY, SCROFULA,
CANCER,
ECZEMA,
SALT

RHEUMATISM,

Freewill Baptist Publications.

For the cure of Kidney Complaints of either sex this
Ci
p
d is unsurp
d
Eo
*
LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S VEGETABLE COMPOUNDis prepared at 233 and 235 Western Avenue,

its claims, y1pEETIONS IN ELEVEN LANGUAGES.

Poe: Pof their bodies so it will doholdits ofduty
the
willingly. No other article takes
ystem and hiits exactly the spot like e

ungexed women, or devotees of woman's
rights, who wish to work for those who

They are not always

and hypochondria,

"medicine
tite,

by the prej-

are withheld from its work

udices of society.

gn

skill, and

While fn pain and suffering

think

harmony

No Preparation on earth equals St. JAcons OIL a8 a SAFE,
SURE, SIMPLE and CHEAP External Remedy. A trial entails
but the comparatively trifling outlay of 50 CENTS, and every
one suffering with pain can havo cheap and positive proof of

A. VOGELER

B

A

Packages of ten ion to one address, each, - = oo

ts, and the

stage
of devel

AYES

Wharf, Boston. Sent by Express.

It will at all times and under all circumstances act in

A little girl passing the Washington statue
lately asked a lady who was with her. if Wash-

of the family.

earnest prayer, death snatched

you

early

UE,

fal cures.

.andis particularly adapted to the
of

S

S81A, CATARRH,

:

and backache, is always permanently

Y.: Dear Sir—I

ad

BLOOD. $1 a bottle. Sold everywhere. Sendfor 32 page pampiilete, free, showing its wonder

“géstior,
:
=
That feeling of bearing down, causing pain, weight

ACHES

ry Medical Association, Buffalo, N. Y.

These three were watching, and waiting and.
hoping for his recovery. But In spite of all

the anxious care, the best - medical

i HE PHS

stamps for Part VII of World’s Dispensuty Dime
Series of pamphlets. Address World’s Dispensa-

fixed for his return, he sends a telegram for
his mother (now
Mrs.
Trueman
Putney).
‘¢ Sick with lung féxer, come and see me.”
Mr. Putney being il . could not, to his great
regret, accompany her, but anxiously waited
for her return with
Bertie. Mrs. Putney called to her aid her daughter and Orison L. Gile

of Bates College, a degr

HEADACHE,

: SHIgNAY, Illinois.

N.

HEUM;

cerous humors thereis checked very speedily by its use.
It removes faintness, fiatulency, destroysall craving
for stimulants, and relieves weakness of the stomach.
It cures Bloating, Headaches, Nervous Prostration,
General Debility, Sleeplessness, Depression and Indi-

your wig #”

memory

** Who

The

Baffalo,

an

AND

and

A North-of-England
paper speaks of a young
farmer who “ ran rapidly through his property.”
His property was an open fleld. He wore a red
shirt, and
a bull was in the wake of the young
armer.
Young and middle-aged men, suffering from
.nervous debility and kindred affections, as loss of

and

longer.

God?’

TOOTH, EAR
|.
|

well and strong.

Well, then, how do

without

ton Co., Ill., in 1885. He experienced religion
and united with the F. Baptists. © In 1856¢ he
movedto Burns, Henry.Co., and united the
same year with the Burns F'. B. church at its
He was faithful in this relation
organization,

within themselves all the energy and tal-ent which would conquer the world, who

them to chop four cords of his wood

R. V. Pierce,

Ts a Positive Cure

ug

in the worst
SORIASIS,

It will dissolve and expel tumors from the uterusin

who

demned

and let him attend school, too;

find

college,

-

I WARRANT ONE BOTTLE A PERFECT
CURE for all the worst forms of PILES, 2 to 4 do.

COMPOUND.

tion, Falling pnd Displ:

yrobably never forget.
While talking about srt,
e ventured - the assertion, ‘‘ Art
can never improve nature.’” And at that moment some one in
the audience cried out in a gruff voice,** Can’t he?

+ His

Yreosaain

Wisconsin

AS

AIR

for all those Painful Complaints and Weakn:
socommon to our Dost tomate population,
It will cure entirely the worst form of Female Come
plaints, all ovarian troubles, Inflammation and Ulcera

Very truly yours, REV. ISAAC N. AUGUSTIN.
¢ Discovery ” sold by druggists.
A lecturer was once in a dilemma which be will

who was pleased with
him and offered him
inducements to go ta his home at Bath, Me.

can

{side

Change

They chose the latter, and the farmer con-

once, and is now

F.D. G.

ways of Providence are not our ways;

a

Sk

E. PINKHAM'S

© © {VEGETABLE

tors thought, with consumption.
obtained a
half dozen bottles of your** Golden Medical Discovery ” for her and she commenced improving at

Lydia M. Nelson of Sutton, N. H., died in
Bath, Me., Feb. 15, aged 17 years.
His father
died seven years ago the 20 of Feb. of the same
disease—pneumonia.
Bértie was
highly esteemed,of excellent characteristics, and was
making
rapid
improvement.
He
was
a
worthy member of the I. O. G. T. and when
asked by:his employer to bring a package containing liquors from the express office refused,
saying, ** I should break my Pledge.
Again,
when asked to uncork a bottle of liquor, he
said, *“ No; I cannot break my pledge.” He
left Sutton in company with his only sister,
June 25, for No. Conway, to work in the
Kearsarge House. There he met a geutleman, '

by searching

of

leon

3

i

«

Spinal W

inflict.

Dr.

her last

He accepted an
mother fixed thie da

students

dia Gi

LYDIA

wish to state that my daughter, aged 18, was pronounced incurable and was fast failing as the doc-

re-

Frank

Disagree

deliver it to a poor widow. They did it to the mugic of a band and the
plaudits of a crowd that
watched the opergfifon.— Newport Mercury.
| ¢¢ Now Well and Strong.”

the first

survived

Doctors

:

,

stole a farmex’s gate * for fun,” were given by the
faculty, the alternative of leaving the college or of
undergoing such punishmentas the farmer might

com-

heart

from

in hours of sickness and death.

HOW TO BEAR FAILURE.

)00k=
at

these

times a

year.” Josephus says—in what is probably an unintentional 'exaggerativn—that
at the time of the Passover a million and

NAgnoN,
History
‘husetty

her

Nelson.=Bertie F., 30n ‘of Rev.

«ital. And this was no little state and
importance when if meant a capital to

| Sketeh

Four

her

truly a Christian

and because he lives she lives also.

ress it was in therdays of the Jebusites,
when David
took it. After his time itas-

cireals-

were

of

QUIPS AND ORANKS.

shock ten days.
Her many friends can say,
By faith, I know that my ~ Redeemer liveth,

ley and those which flow into the Medi-

by tering
8 good

C.

N. H.,

spond.
In the midst of all the afflictions of the
last few years, including heart complaint,
dropsy, pneumonia, three shocks of petalyets,
and having her home, with nearly all its contents, even articles she had prepared: for her
burial, destroyed by fire, she has never expressed
a doubt of
the goodness and grace of

during

cover-

terranean. The hills on which it stands
were abrupt enough to make an admirable fortress; what has been eaid of round.
ed slopes does not apply to them. Fort-

decount

over

Annas

daughter

Grinold of Varys-

as to the best methods and remedies, for the
cure of constipation and disordered liver and
kidneys. But those that have used KidneyWort, agree that it is by far the best medicine
known,
Its action is prompt, thorough and
lasting.
Don’t take pills, and other mecurials
that poison the system, but by using KidneyWort restore the natural action of all the organs.—New Covenant.
;

be

sent by per-

of

and

Soup gesy

*D. JACKSON.

The

Gilford,

NEURALGIA,
SCIATICA,
LUMBAGO,
BACKACHE,
Grou,

had

insanity, during which time she has written many
articles, far surpassing in merit the productions
of many sane persons. Her. written pieces partake largely of the religious element.
Her sister
Anna has taken the whole care of her through all
these years, rather than have her s»nt away to an

and

excess

They

ROLLO CARPENTER.~

Esther,

insane asylum.

“church

then her eyes could weep

Jars past.

and 29 days. For about 32 years Esther's noble
mind has labored under the terrible incubus of

that her life bung on a very
brittle thread,
she has manifested more than living grace

It is on the crest line

between the waters of the Dead

ticeablq

30

country,

wife

in

a few

EYOIA E. PuRCaAW, OF LYRN, ass,

[)

REMEDY
FOR.

burg, Wyoming Co., N. Y¥,,
died of consumption
at the homesteaq, Jan. 29, aged 69 years, 9 months

pavion and mother, & helper in spiritual as
well as temporal things.
Her prayers were
always earnest and spiritual, and in answer to
prayer, she saw her children, eight in number,
coming to the Saviour and acknowledging him
in baptism and in union with the church. Since
then she has prayed that they might be kept in
the way of life, - Even while sitting in her
chair, unable to kneel around the family altar, her voice was still heard, and ceased only
when her heart could not bear the excitefhent;

God to sustain her.

ed with orchards, without New England houses, forests, evergreens, or pines,
with a fair share of stone walls, photograph it, and place the picture in your
portfolio, between a view of Jaffa and
one of the Dead Sea, and even an experienced pilgrim would take it up and say,
«And this is somewhere near Jerusalem.”
The city was built so long ago that no-

City and

t

travel-

minds him, if the conditions of sky and

rmonisy

Tenry
ation.
Civil
iddle; and
ional
Mr.
p exntral

been felt, for she was

farm-

the

W.,

for

the late Dea. Geo. and Polly

;

For the

se,

Grinold.—Miss

delight. As often us practicable she and her
family oceupied their accustomed seats, and
were fed with the bread of life, The most of
the last six years, she has been confined to
her home,
Here her largest : influence has

er to-day has a right to feel that he looks
on much such a landscape as the traveler
coming down to Jerusalem from Jericho
saw in the days of Jesus Christ. A New
Englander sometimes catches a bit of
Jandscape in his own region which re-

> contain

public.

privileges and duties of the

houses and hamlets and other aspects of
habitation than it has now. But, making

manilly

y A.

wars.

more

and for the

nearly

doeth all things well.

Feb, 12, aged 63. years, 4 months.
In early
life, she was converted and baptized, uniting
with the Gilford Village church.
She was
married in 1843, and soon after with her companion joined the church at Laconia. The

But the neighborhood of a city as large
as Jerusalem was then, is never heavily
wooded. The population of the city itself was then six or eight times what it is
now. Such a population requires diligent farming and market gardening in
the neighborhood. So that it is probable

vice, It
e Sunday.

April,
erisis
tory.
jevote
n ime

1109

Olituaries .should

James, (lied of paralysis

de-

been

has

NOTICE;

James.—Betsey

vegeta-

tion, are there. . The wood

stroyed front the country

ough not,

ts

Palen,

i } GREAT GERMAN

has been done that could be to make the aged pilgrim comfortable. He rests above.
The Lord

g*ns who do not patronize the Morning
Star it
18 but just that CASH should accompany the copy
at the rate of FOUR CENTS
PER LINE of eight
words.
VERSES
are inadmissible,

the cycla-

trees awd the anemones and
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slopes of the hills: are
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thoughtfy)
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for
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liability,

Starkey
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a Jicasabthome made sure by an agreement with}.
a faiihful son who still owns the homestead. All

Obituaries.

topography,

to

even

and

picturesque,

vholesome

dd.

Drs,

1111 Girard St., Philadelphia,
Pa.

hundred and fifty years ago,—of which,
by misfortune, there is no description.
Of the temple and its glories, as all readers know, thereis a yoy full description ;
but the indifference of the ancients”to the

Strang

in

or

“an idea of what it looked like eighteen

firm grag,

It

free.

years,

wns.

THD

Benton

87

self, and only 4 weeks after hisordination. Brother
Stephen was a member of the Greenfield F. B.
church and a very consistent Christian. His wife
left for the shining shore, Aug. 26, 1862. They had
twelve children, eight of whom are still living andwere at thefuneral. The Morning Ster has been in
the family ‘40 years.
Stephen has been blind, |

Treatise on Compound Oxygen, containing
large reports of cases and full information,

sent

of

16, aged

writer,his own brother, 14 years younger than him-

seem

not to have done this to any great extent.

“Leen the Jews weeping by its walls, and
can describe from personal remembrance
the Mosque of Omar.
This general aspect helps us in forming

Carpenter
Jan.

ae
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they
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In America

Pa.,

months and 25 days. He found Christ at the a
of 48 years and
July 17, 1842, was baptized by
the

Woman is the Hope of the Race.

ndatiop Bb

us

Township,

Everybody knows the general aspect of —M. E. W.'8., in Sunday Magazine.
surveys, 8oOrdnance
Jerusalem now.
~-«Sunday-school
cieties for exploration,
¢
Improvement
has
been Wonderful.”
brought
have
teachers; and artistic friends
A gentleman makes the following report of
ictures of it for those-of us) who live in
his wife’s case:
** Mrs. J
’s improvethese most remote corbers i" Jerusalem it- ment has been wonderful since she commenced
gelf, be it remembered, being in the taking ‘the*Oxygen ‘Treatment. ' Her. diges« middle of the: world.” Indeed such is tiongpd appetite are good, and her strength
the ease of travel now, that it is’ safe to very #huch restored;so much so that she has
the past month been going down a flight of
take for granted, io any considerable as- for
steps to the dining-room to her meals, and
sembly, that some one is present who has she seemed revitalized
and brightér-and more
walked the streets of Jerusalem, has cheerful than I have seen her for years.” Our

The bog
e intelloy

8

Carpenter.—Stephen

work.

Health of

vish tp
ment of thy

mercantile

ympathize with Woman.

JERUSALEM.

as well as men.

bh, Wary,

even

In France they have conquered arithmetic, and can make-a fortune iv business

Poets)

al, scientific and

tire Meal.

Fig,

Bliscellany.

for Sleeping purposes, and |

meral
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Sanitary,

Educational,
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TUESDAY,

MARCH

21.—The

weavers

st

the Pacific mills in Lawrence, vote almost
unanimously to continue the strike.
This precipitates the shutting down of the ‘mills and

the throwing of over 3,000 operatives, who are
willing to work, out of employment.

The mills

close this evening at six o'clock for ap, indefinite

period.——The President gives a complimentary

social dinner to General and Mrs. Grant at the
‘Executive
Mansion.——Eight
persons
are

killed and twenty-two injured by the accident

on the Northern
brier, Dakota.

Pacific

Railroad

at

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 22.— There

Sweet-

is little

change in the condition of affairs at the Pacific

mills. The coutemplated improvements have
been begun, and the striking operatives are soliciting aid of the citizens of Lawrence.——The
President’s formal order, disapproving the sentence of the court-martial in Cadet W hittaker’s

case and releasing him from custody, is issued.
THURSDAY, MARCH 23.—By the bursting

of a boiler on the tug-boat * Henry C. Pratt”,
in Philadelphia, six men are killed, and a
‘building and
another tug-boat burned.——The

“Proctor Hotel, a noted mountain house at Andover, N. H., is burned, involving

a property

* "loss of $75,000.——The President has nominat-

ed John H. Smith of North Carolina to be
Minister Resident and Consul-General of the
United States to Liberia.

FRIDAY, MARCH

24.——Rear Admiral Gus-

tavus H, Scott died in Washington on Thursday night.——Cadet Whittaker bas been dis-

missed from the West Point military Aademy
for deficiency in studies.——There have been
115 business failures throughout
during the past seven days. -

SATURDAY,
killed
plosion
straw
guilty

MARCH

the country

25.—Five

men

sare

in a mine at Parsons, Penn., by an exof gas.——The persons indicted in the
bond cases in Washington
plead not
——The poet Longfellow died at Cam-

bridge, Mass., yesterday at 3.15 P. M.
MONDAY, MARCH 27.——A destructive fire

occurred at Richmond, Va., yesterday, the
Long bridge, three large tobacco factories, six
steammeries, the Vulcan iron works, the Va.
Mining and Manufac. Co.’s works, twenty tenement-houses, a gristmill and several other
buildings being consumed.
One life was lost
and several minor casualties occurred.
The
property loss is estimated at between $500,000
and $6060,000.——Henry W. Longfellow was
buried in Mount Auburn cemetery yesterday
afternoon.
There were private services at the
house, and afterwards a memorial meeting
was held in Appleton chapel, where an address was made by the Rev. C. C. Everett and
selections from the. poet’s writings were read.
ABROAD.
* TUESDAY, MARCH 21.——The Prussian Ecenomic Council rejects the tobacco monopoly
bill and likewise favor a higher tax on tobacco.
——Three hundred and fifty houses have heen
destroyed by fire at Emod, Hungary, and nine

persons perished in the flames.—The inhabitants are now encamped
WEDNESDAY,

MARCH

Goygrmment has ordered

“in the fields.
22.—The

Bulgarian

the disarmament of

its militia because of disorders.——Thanksgiving services in honor of Emperor William's
eighty-fifth birthday are held in Berlin, and
the event is appropriately noticed at St. Petersburg and Vienna.
THURSDAY, MARCH 23.——The work of laying the shore end of the second of the transatlantic cables of the American Telegraph and
Cable Companyis cempleted at Canso,N. S.—
All the Jewish chemists in St. Petersburg have

been

ordered to discontinue

business,——The

British House of Commons, by a vote of 387 to
42, grants an additional annuity of £10,000 to
Prince Leopold, and a pension of £6,000 yearly:
for his widow in the event of his death.

The Spring Term closes Friday, March 31. In

many respeets the term has been one of the
most profitable. Although the absence of Prof.
Chase has been felt in a great measure by all,
vet his place bas been filled by Prof’s Stanley
and Hayes with satisfaction to the students.

There has not been a stronger religious

feel-

ing-at the college for years and very interest.
fog meetings are still held, |
:
he Senior Exhibition will take place at the
Main St. church on the last night of the, ler:

OR.

RULES FOR RIGHT LIVING.
Mrs. E. H: Legand, author of “ Farm Homes,
In-doors and Out-doors,” gives the following rules
for right living:
%
1. Keep the body clean. The countless pores
of the skin are so many little drain-tiles for the
refuse of the system. If they become clogged and
80 deadened in their

action,

we

must

expect

and tefreshes, and does good * like

Children

should

be allowed

a medicine.”

to sleep

until they

awake of their own free will.

The Rev. W. H. Fenn of Portland lectured
3. Never go to work in early morning in any
before ‘the members of
Bates Theological
locality subject to damps, fogs and miasma, with
School Monday evening, March 20. Subject:
an empty stomach.
It there is not time to wait
*“ The Organizing Talent in the Ministry.”
for a cup of coffee, pour two-thirds of a éup of
The’ lecture .was practical in its suggestions
boiling water on two teaspoonfuls of cream, or a
and was highly appreciated.
The next lecture
will be given by the Rev. Mr: Ladd of Lewiston. - beaten egg, season it with salt and pepper and
The Rev. Mr. Minard of the Theological
drink while hot before going out.‘ This will stim.
School is blessed in his labors with the Gardiulate and comtort the stomach, and aid the sysner church.
There have been several .convertem in resisting a poisonous or debilitating atsions and the congregation has increased rap!
idly in numbers since the beginning of ihe mgsphere.
4. Avoidover-eating. To rise from the table
Year.
:
.
able to eat a little more is a proverbially good rule
Smith
College ( female), at Northampton,
Masg., is endeavoring to raise a fund of $50,000 for every one. There is nothing more idiotic than
forcing down a few mouthfuls because they bap=
for the assistance of poor students.
It has bepen to remain on one’s plate, after hunger is sate
gun the work with a scholarship of $5,000.
A bill giving the children of Towa soldiers isfied, and because they may be * wasted ” if left.
It is the most serious was‘e to overtax the stomfree tuition at the State University has been
ach with even halt an ounce more than it can take
passed by the Iowa Legislature.

The fund belonging to the old\Saco Academy
(Me.) corporation has accumulated so that
with certain
bequests it amounts to about
$70,000. A new and first-class academy is to

be erected at no distant day.

It is encouragingto note the fact that more
than one-halfof the institutions of the United
States professing to give university education
and confer
degrees now admit women
on
equal terms with male students.
Science

and

Art.

A few minutes’ reading, how-

ever, was sufficient to convince him that the
new light was far more trying tothe eyes than
an ordinary gas-flame would be, thie ill effects
being due to the intense heat thrown down by
the reflector.» And this he thinks is the source
of the whole trouble in the ordinary gasburner.
The heat radiated by the tlame, the
heated chimney and shade, and reflected from
the printed page and all other white paper lying on the table, drys the eyes, the lids, the
forehead and temples,
Temporary relief may
be found by bathing the face and eyes in water,
but it is only
mporary. The hot, dry airfrom

the lamp is

also

5.

Avoid foods and drinks that plainly * disa.

gree ” with the system.

Vigorous

harmful, and no doubt

con-

outdoor

work-

ers should beware of heavy, indigestible suppers.
Suppers should always consist of light, easydigested foods--being, in the country, so soon

It is by no means

and

a

they

themselves,
indoors, and
takes them
singular fact
ally

get

more

werk

harder

and

take

of

DEXR Sik :—Unull within

sunshine

and

pure

Having heardof *“ Kennedy’s

To

at

arrive

81

@

from

are

quite firm.

at $23

@ $2¥;

We

quote Shorts

#2c;

and

story or

importance.
* FLOUR.

a fine poem, the next best thing—is to possess an
appreciation of these things.
So have good
books and good newspapers, anil read them—if
only in snatches—and talk about them at dinner

at 79

827

B

ton.

poultry or trout-calture.
And study always
f ‘arm avd household science, and take advantage

WINTER WHEATS.
Patents, Choi0@. cei sireseccenc.s..ccn$?
i 50 @a

80)

. xepad 00 S

: 3

Pajents, Sowmen to good.

10

@

12¢;

Mr. Millais

is said to have

painted in his

of our tariff laws,

Cardinal in his scarlet robes.

Personal.

Mr. Gladstone has given £50 to the fund for
the projected Royal College of Music.
The Quegn’s visit to Mentone has caused an
unprecedentedinflux of English and American
visitors into
¥hat delightful watering-place.
The clever writer known as * Susan Coolidge” is an artist of much ability, and gives a
great deal of time to sketch-book and canyas.
Alfred Tennyson, though not sick, is in unusually poor health,
His new poem is receiv-

ing a good deal of ridicule in England.

Dora and Elaine
Goodale, the
youthful
Berkshire poets have been studying in New
York during the winter. Their productions
are in great demand, one publisher offering
$25 for a poem of twenty lines and $100 for
one of sixty lines.
A four-year old son is said
“to be another predigy in the family, having
made rhymes for two years already.
The Fmperor William has recovered from
the effects of his recent full,
Julian Hawthorne has returned from Ant.
werp, and , joined his family at the old.home—
‘* The Wayside”—in Concord,

fliled with suffused light,

The coming exhibition of the Society of American Artists in New York promises to be of
high interest.
An
excellent example
of
Velasquez will be shown, also” a fine Couture,
und Whistler’s portrait of his mother.
George,
Fuller, J. Appleton Brown, J. Foxcroft Cole

Whitman

are

among

the

Boston

painters who will send pictures,
William M.
Chase intends to send three paintings.
The
exhibition is to open April 6.

able. The rivers are falling
places dry land is appearing.

air-breathing.

Judge-Advocate

mended

General

a modification of

Rntence,

and

in many

The antidote of opium is coffee.
Among
mollusks only the true

has recom.

Smallpox is disappearing at Bethlehem,

ht French

snails are

Rain is generally formed from one to two
miles above the surface
of the earth.
Sergeant Mason's |
»
:

Swaim

generals have assembled at

Tunis for the -purpose of forming a definite
lan for a campaign in the southern part of

~

such as is only seen

al sea, over a large expanse of level country, or
at Venice, is touched with feathery clouds,
which indicate a slight upper current of, wind.
The Borizon is enveloped in the haze that foretells a day of intense and palpitating heat. The
gondolas and the heavy rails of the quaint fishing-boats scarcely move in the faint air, and all
their reflections, with those of the lovely Salate
red campanile’'of San
church and the tall
Giorgio Maggiore are rendered with a perfectly
The intense blaze of color of
masterly hand.
these is emphasized by the complete repose of
Tagoon on the left, a
the long stretch of the
perfect touch of poetry in itself.
Henry
author: The bronze statue of Joseph
5
ized by Congress will 800 be finished by the
sculptor W. W. Story.

Fast Day in N. H. and, Conn., Good-F
April 7; a Maine, April 13.
9od-Fridey,
The rivers is various parts of La. have been

rising and fears of further overflow are entertained. The outlook in Miss. 18 more favor.

unis.
.
Messrs. Moody and Sankey have been invite
ed tospend a year in London.
a
ep—
How the hearts of a crowd swell and throb with
tiless hatred against the man who coughs during
performance at a theater, when they know he
* 18 too stingy
to 1avest twenty-five cena in a bottle
of Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup.

Looking through

yellow glass in a fog is said

render objects more distinctly visible,

to

A large painting of Venice
by Henry R.
Magnificent pine forests have lately been dis.
Newman, an American, is thus described by
covered on the upper waters of the Saskatchawan,
represents
** It
Messenger:
Galignani’s
and explorers have traced them five miles up the
Venice in the full heat and throb of a midsum- | houlder of the Rocky Mountains.
mer morning.
The sky, of that peculiar blue

and Sarah

Miscellaneons.

+

Throughout the United States 2,000,000 acres are
deyoted to apples alone.
.

The

Thumb Screw

never inflicted greater torture than kidney disease does. The Day Kidney Pad cures diseases of
Ihe kidneys sud Sri
A
ns. Of Sruggisie or
Buti.
8t-tPA , for .
AY Kip! NEY
PAD Co.A
A etoryis told
logical seminary

—————
of a member of a certain
who was so sensitive as

If you

| 8 orts,

cases.

feel ‘oppressed, discouraged, or out of
Wheat tiers
will relieve 99 out of 100
1t is the great brain, blood and nerve food.

A lady who had been traveling in Italy was
asked by a friend how she likec
Venice, “Oh!
very much, indeed,” was the reply.
“ I was for| t unate enough, however, to arrive there just at
| v he time of a heavy flood, and we had to go about
| * he streets in boats.”
The lowest crustaceans, some
sea-snails
sea-spiders breathe through the skin alone.

and

After begging hours are over in Paris “the old
man stricken with paralysis may be seen dancin
merrily with his grandchildren, while the blin
mother looks on with complacent delight, and a
whole crowd of Jamentably maimed fol
sudden.
ly regain the use of their 1 mbs, and turn into the
neig] boring wine-shop to have a drink.”

An effective medecine for kidney dis
fevers and nervous prostration,

and

of a trial, is Brown’s Iron) sitters.

ages,

well

i

at $17

@

;

Boston clear at

andBEEF.
backs Prices
at $20 are
50 @ steady,
$21 bbl.
with
d.
$1250;

¥ bbl

Tryit.

$i

a moderate

de-

3

'|

extramess at $950 @
Western mess an
and extra plate and family at $1350 @ $15

SMOKED HAMS.

fl

15c.

cut and

discovered;

Dividends,

the

acres of rich mineral
Colorado,

lands

surrounded

minesin the State,

whole

comprising

near

by

Alma,

some

of

over

Park

the

Most of its officers

134

County,

best

paying

named

below

have had a practical experience In the mining districts
of over twenty years, and thelr ability and integrity i»
vouched for by leading busivess men and HYankers,

Read an extratet from * ZIONS
HERALD,"
leading Methodist paper of New England:
* This company

has Leen

fortunate

in

securing

the

min~

ing properties which give promise of great valine. Men
of means, intelligence, aud jnfluenée are interested in
its management, and will apply their, time and epergles to the development of the mines:
We have the
strongest assurance that the gentlemen managing this
Company are not simply manufacturing stock: for the
market, but are inaogorating a LEGITIMATE MIN-

they

and will produce a much earlier and

INVESTMENT

~ :

for the the purchaser.”

ner. 3

to this Company if"
upon an HON ESE

Ane
masa
daw fair and
OIIPANY OWN OVOr 155. wanes

r

Ji
[i§
Ji

-

| while for 1881 it was nearly

$23,000,000,

whieh coat about 40 cents to the dollar {o produce,
nearly 60 per cent. being
divided among
the mine owners as profits.
" Carefully complied statistics show that 77 mining
companies.in the Unlied States, representing 11,635,501
shrres of stock, 16 of which are Colorado Companies,
have paid in dividends to its Stockholders

Aiso for sale STOCKBRIDGE MANURES.

$114,173,173,

WET

or nearly Ten Dollars per share, demonstrating thst
Mining Securities are among the Most Profitable Investments known,
Now,
align not directly engage in mining, but by a
purchase

of Steck

every

man,

woman

and child can be

come interested in mining, and profit mecording to
amount invested,
win these days of Low Iuterest people are looking for

wo GRAZING LANDS sr rounco on

a safe investinent

for unemployed

money

that

will ens

sure large returns, which this company alms to furnish,
’
The guarantee of dividends and security mentioned
above is printed upon each certificate of Stock.
Subscriptions for stock may be sent to the Financial
Agent in the following form, or as near therewo as is
convenient:
.
I hereby subscribe for
shares of the Prefer-

~ Northern Pacific R. R.

mw MINNESOTA, DAKOTA,
ano ‘MONTANA.

BIG CROP AGAIN IN 1881

red Treasury Stock of the NEW ENGLAND
COLORADO

PECTING

LOW PRICES ; LONG TIME: REBATE FOR IMPROVE.
MENT; REDUCED EARE AND FREIGHT TO SETTLERS,
FOR FULL INFORMATION, ADDRESS

MINING,

COMPAMY,

be paid as Jotiows:

is

herewit,

MILLING

AND

AND

$1.50 per

share; to:

One-third,

or the sum

dollars,

losed, and the bak

0

:

PROS-

at

is hereby made payable to H. BLAISDELL,

dollars

Finan-

cual Agent, at his office, in Boston, in two
equal instalments,at thirty and sivty days from this date.
Stock to be delivered to me as each’ full instalment
is [ig
ate.
Signature.

R. M. NEW *ORT, Gen. Lao Aar.
“7

:

$1235,000,000,

BOW

MCHTION This Papen,

own,

1881, is estimated at

i, agent near you, send tous.:

BEST

|

“The financial agent is Hiram Blaisdell, Esq, who
enjoys the confidence of business men,”
ining, properly conducted, necessarily results in
large profits.
Colorade’s bullion product, prior to

. In theReport of the Mass.In
"
of
Fertilizers, its
valuation 18 from
to ii
; $10 per ton higher than other Phos
tes
{Uf
which sell at the same price.
The past i
Jour over 3000 tons were sold against 100 if
ons three years ago, showing that fit is
liked by the farmers. If there is n

8T. PauL, MINN.

HIRAM SIBLEY& CO.

One-third the amount should accompany the order,
and the balance paid in 30 or 60 days, and Stock wil be
delivered as fast as payments are made.
This enables Ie rchasers to secure Stock at $1.50 per share, a
fording time to raise money for the jnvestment

Will mail FREE their Cata-:
logue for 1882, containing a
fu ] desetiptive Price
- List of
Flower,
Field and Garden

Before the Next

Advancein Price

on April 20, 1882,

to $1.73 Per

Share.

OFFICERS :

MARK
Implements.

Beautifully illus-

trated. Over 100 pages.

179-183 East Main St.

HODGSON,

Divide,

Colorado,

Acting

President, Mechanical and Mining Engineer,

Bulbs,
Ornamental . Grasses,
and
Immortelles,
Gladiolus,
Lilies, Roses, Plants, Garden

Address

HIRAM BLAISDELL, Roston, Secretary.
JOHN G. ANDERSON, Denver, Col., Treasurer.
PROF. J. ALDEN SMITH, Denver, State Geologist of Colorado, Consulting Engineer.
:
PROF. HIRAM A. CUTTING, Lunenburgh, Vt,
Srate Joologist of Vermont,
Consulting Ge
ologist.
Best of Reference given on Application.
Make all communications and remittances to
HIRAM BLATSOELL
Finsuoil Secretary,

:

200-206 Randolph St
:

BLISS'S AMERICAN WONDER PEA.
BLISS'S

En

48 Congress Street,

-

Boston, Mass.

Mention this paper and oblige the publisher. :

Extra Early, Very Dwarf(8 to 10 inche
s), Requires no Bushing,
Exquisite Flavor,

as are wonderful ;
mean to plant any

others, early orate,”
Circular giving full 4,

0

ip
mailed to appli
Nu—As there is an inferior Pea in
the market
called the ““ American Wi
‘4
sure and get th
i
Te 2 uine
PRICES. —One-third pint packa ONDER." BOY
quart, $2.00; 'by mail, post-paid, ge, 20 cents; pint, 55 cents;

“BLISS AMERICAN
WILL

CURE

Scrofula, Scrofulous Humor, Cancer, Cancerous
las,
Can er,
Salt Rheum,
Humor, Erysi
umor in the Face, Coughsn
Pimples or
and
Colds, Ulcers, Bronchitis, Neu.
Rheumatis

Te

tion,

hes) , Consipa:

Costiven
ahaess dache, es,

Nervousness, Pains

B. K. BLISS & SON’

HAND

BOOK for the FARM AND GARD
EN,
300 Beautiful INustrations,
With a richly colored plate of a Group of Pansies, and a descr]
tive price-list
v
FLOWER and VEGETABLE
Seeds, Bulbs, of 2000
Plants, etc., with of informa
Abe

™

B

AMERIGAN

GAR

eated

Vegetine is Soldby all Druggists.

them.

i

We

have ad:

clusively
ol. 111.

NTED

4

the

We

send

NEW PA: .
wo nga

in two
. TRY IT.

4

or County.

B.K. BLISS & SONS,34 Barc
8t. la
New-Yy
ork, ———
hon

2 which we wish to tell the
© Croj

America, cov.

TO SELL 10
Tess 0

$100 per years 6 copies, $5.00; sample
free.

TL

TE —

BRAIN & NERVE,
:
:
Welle’ Health Renewer, grea test
remedy on
earth for impotenee, leanness, sexual debility, &c.

.

to the garden.” Its cers, monthly joumal de
on the subjects'tr

4

oc 000 ACENTS@®

on thei ncul
A icymatio
wre S50 page. MiedoTT,

Falntness at the Stomach, K
Complaints, Fe- | ‘ Valuable Seed Poti given to each
male Weakness and General Debility.
in-

To

Nay trying to develop to valde of mineral lands which

Thisis a true bone su
hosphate, and
may be used on any ero or
e hill or drill
or broadcast, either with or without manure,

i

The market is higher, with

NATURE'S REMEDY,

rting, irritation of the urina
8
sms iso
cured by Buskurs ba.
Depot Lothrops & Pinkham, Dover,

BED-BUGS, ROACHES,

ADVANCE

but that the Company will become one of the lar,
and richest mining carporations m the country.
The
company already has 15 mining claims, besides tunpel
grounds, the latter belong located and surveyed 500
feet In length, and will extend npon each side of the
tunnel line 750 feet along the course of minerel veins as

.|

SEND FOR PAMPHLET.

.

pales at 11% °@ 12¢¢c ¥ Bb, including small sized at
the outside price.
LARD. Prices are firm, with sales of Boston
and Western at 1124 @ 113{c¥ Bb.

CATARRH OF THE BLADDER.

|

until April 20th, 1882, when it WILL

$1.75 per share, with continued advances thereafter as
work progresses and rich deposits of mineral are
reached. The par value of this stock is TEN DOLLARS per share, but it is sold at this low figure to procure money for machinery. continue work, produce
ore for market, and carry out the Somipan y's purposes,
the profits to be divided among the stock-holders: and
it 1s believed that this stock will not only advance to
its FULL PAR VALUE OF 810 PER SRARE aud pay

IRON

FALrh mt pecdey vg 0c | BOCHESTERN.Y. & CHICAGO,11
has heen 2oliing at $14 B e 3 5 i Bey

Amount is now Offered

at $1.50 per Share

yield of precious wetals when fully worked,”
x
* Their advertisement would not appear In our columns did we not belleve that-the-company is wanaxed
by honorable men, and.that they are in an-honorable

¥ doz.

:

--

mineral Tands, which give promise of a profitalle

llc; Ducks,

90;Quail

worthy

Rats, mice, ants, flies, vermin, mosquitoes,
sects, &c., cleared out by * Rough on
ts.”
boxes at
gists,
y

A Limited

and . PROPE

18 @ 19c;
14@16c ;

low

The skeleton of a woman is lighter in proport ion to her total weight than that of man.
A horse's fore leg is modeled upon a type similar to that of a man’s arm.
8
oles,
Druggists.

to good 8 @

350 @ 4 00.

It is hard to believe Miss Whittier was cured of
such terrible sores by Hood’s Sarsaparilla, but reliable people prove it.

suspicion of plagiariem that he never 10 any’
Slat dru
ts Depot,
Lothrops
& Pinkham,
himself to make the slightest quotation allowed
without
over, N. H.
‘
giving his authority. On one occasion,
he com.
menced grace at breakiast ths: * Lord, we tha k
thee that we have awakened trom the sle
The petrifaction called agute was named from
which
a writer in the Edinburgh
Review has called * {
the river Achates, in Sic yi , where it was first,
image of death,” ” .
EY
found.
fee
sealleaftie
0

Geese, common

time the stock has steadily

"* Attention would not be called
we id vot hoiioved 3 wae formed

Chickens and Fowl, 11 @ 13¢; Geese, choice heavy
11 @ 15¢; Grouse,¥ pair, 80 8

Work 1s progressing by night and

ING BUSINESS, and mean that thelr stock shall bes

South.
GREEN APPLES. Apples, choice, ¥ bbl, $300 @
£3 25; Apples, common to good, $1 50 @ $2 50.
HAY AND STRAW. Eastern and Northern-Choice
coarse 4 #21; Good $16 @ $18; Fine $15 a$l7;
Poor $123#1 4; Swale Hay $9 @$10; Rye Suraw
x to good
16 @ $17
choice 18; Rye Straw common
Oat Straw $10 8 $11.
POULTRY & GAME. Western—Tarkeys; choice 18
17¢; common to fair,13 @ 14¢; Chickens,choice 14
i
Common to good, 9 @ 12; Mixed Chickens &

12 @ 14c;

vi ;

Ton,

40,000 shares have been disposed of, ensuring the vigs
orous prosecution of the company's enterprises, and

GOOD

Western

Fowl,9 @ 12¢. Northern—Turkeys,choice
Common to good, 13 @ 15c; Chickens,

the

$1.50 per Share.

any

. TE

2

©6sd®

fair to good

to

Increased in Value from $I to

Is a special department
atthe New Hampton Commercial College.
The
only place in New Eng.
n|
land where Telegraphy is practically and Jropen
ly taught. Young men or ladies desirous o
coming Telegraph Operators need look no
farther.
Expenses reasonable,
Send for particulars to
Telegraph Department, New Hampton, N. H.

® ea®p
—
@®

Western factory,

ODUCED ORE YIELDING

since which

SPRING WHEATS.

:

or fine

which are situated near Alma, Colorado, upon
AS RICH A MINERAL 'B LT
IN THAT
STATE. AND WHICH HA

Frequent

paten}s

dl

greatly improved, and it is believed that the workn.en
are near the large veins or deposits of valuable ore,

Be sure and get the Genuine.

Feed

¢

s is invaluable,

Annum;

ANY

BY MILL RUNS.

For the peculiar troubles to which
ladies are subject,’ BROWN’s

Per

day upon these mines with most satisfuctory results,
Since Nov, Ist, 188], the character of the mineral
has

Be se

at 59 @

RL:

Cent.

$200.00

benefit, I was advised to
wn's
Iron Bitters. I have
used twiybottles and never found anything that
gave me 50 much relief.
Mrs, Jennie Hzss.

Factory, common
5 @ 8c; Worcester Co., choice
The Senate Comraittee on post-offices and
ed shellac is softened in ten times its weight of |
12 @ 13¢c; Worcester Co., good 9 @ 11¢; Worcester
Sick-Headache.
post-roads bas agreed upon a measure providstrong water of ammonia, which becomes
8c; Sage, choice 14 @ 14%; Sage,
Co., common b
ing for ocean mail ‘service between the U.S, & fluid after keeping some little time without
Mrs. J.C. Henderson, of Cleveland, O., writes:
common to good
10'g 12c.
¢- The use of two ef Pierce’s ‘Pleasant Purgative
and foreign countries at an annual expense of the use of hot water. In three or four weeks
EGces.
Eastern,¥
doz: 17¢c; New York and VerPellets’ a day, for a few weeks, has entirely cared
2,600,000.
:
the mixture is perfectly liquid. When applied
mont, 16% @17¢ ;Canada 16) c; Western, 16 @ 16 5c.
of sick-headache, from which I formerly suf
‘The Anti-polygamy bill has become a law by
iL softens the rubber, whieh hardens-sgain” as me
BEANS.
Pea,
Northern,
H. P.,,# bu.. $360 @ 3
fered terribly, as often, on an average, as once in
the signature of the President.
65 ; Pea,N. YH. P.,355 8360; Pea N.Y.common
the ammonia evaporates.
4
f
ten days. Of all druggists.
to good 2 85 KJ 3 46; Medium, choice hand picked
The House Committee on naval affairs has
A paper dome is being ‘made for the new
355 8 360;
edium, choice screened 345 @ 3 50;
decided to recommend the appropriation of
The vapors of iodine, in the course of several
observatory at West Point which, when comAE Ady common to good 280 @ 835; Yellow
$2,500,000 for the conpletion of the unfinished
months, will penetrate deeply into beeswax.
Eyes,
improved
310 @ 3 15; Yellow Eyes, choice
pleted,
will
weigh
about
two
tons and measure
monitors.
.
flats,3 05 @ 3 10; Yellow Eyes, common,2 75 8 3 00;
30 feet in diameter.
A copper "dome of ‘the
.The House passed the bill against Chinese
Red
Kidneys,
2
75
& 2 90.
ve
When
Hattie
was
five
years,pld
her
sister
marimmigration last Thursday by a vote of 167 to same size weuld weigh ten times as much and
PEAS.
anada, choice, ¥ bu $1058 110; Canaried a farmer who owned a large sugar ‘orchard.
would be no better for the purpose,
65, all the Democrats voting in the affirmative
da, common 85 @ 95¢; Green Peas, Northern $1 20
S oon after a generous package of maple sugar
8 $1 45: Green Peas, Western $1 60 @ $1 65¢.
except four. All
sent home,
and the little girl exclaimed:
proposed
amendments, reA Philadelphia optician : has just made an | was:
« Oh, mamma, I'm so glad we’ve married into
POTATOES.
Aroostook ° Rose, ¥ bu. 110c;
stricting the time for the operation of the law,
opera-glass which can be converted at a mosuch
a
nice
fumily
!”
were voted down.
In the debate upon this
ment’s: notice into a photographic camera.
It
question, unanswerable arguments were of- | is su gested that
A pure strengthening tonje, free from whiskey
such an instrument might be
fered against its pussage and it is to be hoped
iin
useful in obtaining instantaneous plc- | & nd alcohol, cures dyspepsia, and similar dis.
that the President will veto it, although there ures of criminals
eases.
It has never béen equalled. Brown’s Iron |:
without their knowledge,
Bitters.
seems to be no prospect of it.

The Senate has passed a bill tending

et fever,

Vine St., Harrisburg,
Pa,
2, 1881,
After trying
different physicians
and a
ies for palpitation

Michigan. . bps Sa
tributes its share of injury to the vision. These
6%
a 675
of the new and helpful things that are every little
evils may bothin part be remedied by placing
Indiana........
a8 100
while coming to light.
a pane of glass so as to ‘intercept the rays
gawd.
Lg
:
- ; X
{ about the lamp before they strike on the book
5. Lite in peace! Fretting, worrying, fault- | po ORs gies cesses reree veer310 @ 330
FRIDAY, MARCH 24.—— Montenegro will re- or the face.
But it must be placed ‘at such a
firding, borrowing trouble, giving way to temper BYS FIOOr: cose seesiriarirrsnsisrnssn
8 57
main neutral between Austria and the Balkan
distance from the lamp as not itself to become
and holding long, bitter grudges—all these things | Oat Meal, com. to good West.
.
8 6 Lol
-insurgents, but is anxious that farther bloodheated.
|
oe
‘
affect the liver, poison the blood, enlarge the | Oat Meal, fancy brands.i......o...vee
shed be prevented by the powers,——The rep8 72
The hotter the flame, the whiter it is, and
BUTTER. Choice grades of Butter have been
spleen, tarve ugly lines on the face, and shorten
resentatives of England and France in Egypt | the more light is thrown off
in proportion to
very
scarce
during
the
week,
and
on
some
desir:
ife! Try to be half as wise as that little creature,
ave been instructed by the respective gevern- | the heat.
at.
Hence oculists are recommending
able fresh lots prices have ruled a shade higher t
:
ments to request of the Khedive a special hythe bee, who takes all the honey she can find and
sch lights as the student’s and moderator
than last week. Rive feel jade Pad
crea.
pothecation of the revenues assigned to the lamps, which burn with a small, hot’ and very leaves the poisonsto themselves.
gelling
aat42
t 4 @ 4 44c
mery has been selling
Wat AL
4
;
service of the international debt.
brilliant flame, as compared with that furnishme
B
r
a
k
a
orl
iin
Sales
hr
Can
Send
name
and
a
m
i
d
address
to
Cragin
&
Co.,
Phila:
B
ce.
NRW
Northern
dairy
hal
en
a e
by the Argand and fish~tail burners. Statisi
SATURDAY, MARCH 25.
—— The Italian ed
@ 0c 38
¥'D, eV
and the h,Aoest lots arrivingselling
;
comnand
; readily
tics,said Professor Pickering, show how alarm- delphia, Pa., for cook book, free.
' Budget shows a large surplus.——A conferingly prevalent near-sightedness has become of
ence between Alexander
and Francis Joseph
NEW NORTHERN DAIRY,
:
:
SE
late among students.
Hence anything which will
is proposed.——Jumbo is on his way to New
tend in the future to prevent this wide-spread
1
AN
N. ¥. and Vermont, A
THIS AND THAT.
York.——There was a collision in Galway befair to good......... .
0,
Mo
:
”»
“
z
defect will be a boon to mankind.
He had
tween two British regiments arising out of Fewide Greenlanders give tp
utwenty?
4
name
do,
COMMON.
vases
esevein2d
Do
30 a
great
hopes
of the electric light in this respect.
nianism.——Changes in the British Cabinet are
£
NEW WESTERN.
In it there was the maximum of light with the
probable,
‘“ Wheat Bitters.” A
powerful invigorator in Creamery choice..... Strassen ras wha s e
minimum of heat. Fts ever varying intensity
cases of weakness and
lity, and is unequalled
Do
Fair to good....
.
40
MONDAY, MARCH 27.——Nineteen persons
was an objection, but he thought we might
in
Female
Complaints.
=
Price
$1.00 per bottle.
Ladle packed, choice
.
od
. were drowned off Havre, France, yesterday.
look forward to the success of the light from
8
:
fair
10
£00d.
Die
varirnanined
25
30
——A heayy gale prevailed throughout Engthe incandescent carbon strip, in the near
‘ Maggie, what do you suppose God made wild
OLD BUTTER.
:
land yesterday and considerable damage to future, as a remedy for * the most wide-spread
Apimais for 5 “I am sure I.don’t know,” said
property resulted.——Johannes Meyer, a Chievil that afflicts the h
i
ork
and
Vermont,
choice.....}
28
i
Jo
‘Maggie. **
Why
EC
HL
na merchant in London, bas failed with liabil- American Cultivator.
J now a moment.
exclaimed ‘He
ihe made
little
Ney ¥
do
do
common to good....I8
23
men
vision ~ The thinker, after pondering
Canada
choice..eces.savs
em for circuses.”
ities of $500,000.——The Pope declares that he
The increase in strength in iron bolts from
Do
common to good
will not receive the Emperor Francis Joseph
Western, low grades.........
‘The soothing
effects of Céphaline are never. fol* at the Vatican if ‘the Emperor visits King .working the metal cold is estimated at belowed
by
unp
tween
Shia
reaction,
It
is
invaluable
fifty and a hundred per cent., and the
CHEESE.
Northern factory,choice,#h 13% @13%;
Humbert at Rome.
for nervousness.
& Nortl ern factory,
fair to good, 10 @ 12¢; Northeffect in general is to give the iron a good deal
ern Factory halt skim, 6 @ 8c; Northern Factory,
of the qualities of hard steel.
skim,
2
@
Sc;
Western
factory, choice 12} @ 13c;
By the new mode of tanning, mineral salts take
Cengress.

to increase the efficiency of the Life-saving service,
| Fécently finished
of Cardinal Newman
It seems probable that Congress will vote to | the finest picture portrait
that he has yet given to the
appoint a commission to consider the revision | World.
t is life-size
and represents
the

3

Heart Disease.

prices

Per

what is believed to be

A child of - *

of the heart without recei

125,000 shares are declare 2%
to receive the

after‘which it participates equally with all other
in dividends. A tunnel in process of construct,
opens and develops 13 of the Sumbinys mining eluimg
at a depth of 600 to 800 feet from
surface, and is ins ~
tended to connect all the veins and deposits of mj
.
in one outlet. The Company have a
recently
chased the “Sir Charles” and “ Red Lion, No. pure
in
mines,

Western superfine...
Common extras...
Wisconsin......
Minnesota, bakers
Minnesota and Wisconsin,

or by the evening fire.
Cultivate choice flowers
and fruits, and help some poor neighbor to seeds

The following is a cement for rubber : Powder- |-the-place of tannic acid in preserving hides.

get no relief, I

cured me completely.

steamer

Find

@

22

Christiansburg, Va., 1881,
Suffering
from kidney disease

Bitters, which

.

cumulated, but the entire amount within three years

Kidney Disease Cured.
Iron

be

being equivalent to more

373 Prestmanst.

from which I could

mever

FIRST DIVIDENDS

h to at-

tried Brown's

ean

paid by sald company, exclusive of all other
stock, up.
Ul 1t has recetved
£1 per share, which is payable
out of
the Company’s first surplus revenues as Jast as ap.

tend to my daily
household duties.
. Tam
now using the third bottle and I
am
ing
strength daily, and I
cheerfully recommendit to all.
~~ I cannot say too much in praise
ofit., Mrs, MARYE. BRASHEAR,

:

and

of which

Baltimore; Md., May 7, 1880,

:

d,

ferred, being entitled

My health
was much
shattered
Rheumatism when I co
taking
Brown's Iron Bitters, and I

scarcely had sf

fall

per
J

The Compan V's ca ital stock is 500.000 cp seds
375,0
of 00
which are in the treasury
for
8
capital,

no appetite and did not seem to
beable toeatatall. IgavehimIron
Bitters with the happiest results.
J. Kvig MonTaGUR,

Chicago

and Middlings at $26

is

-A Lady Cured of Rheumatism,

|

persons afflicted ih like fashion, can afford the
expense of testing its virtues.
Get it of your
druggist, or address Dr. David
Kennedy,
Rondout, New York.
‘ Dr. Kennedy’s Favorite Remedy” for sale by all Druggists.

have been

Guaranteed and Secured, $1
are in Dividends,

Cotton Seed Meal has been selling at $29 8 $30 +
ton.
;
BARLEY. The market is quiet for Barley and
prices are nominally the same. Neo- sales of any

of profit

in bees,

it is

Yours truly, . JAMES ANDREWS.
No. 10 Marshal St., Ida Hill.
When we consider that the medicine which
did this service
for Mr. Andrews
costs
only one dollara bottle, it would seem that

are nominally 81 @ 82¢ for high mixed.
OATS. We quote No 1 and extra white

- and loss. If we have not the talent for writing
splendid works on political economy or social

and cuttings, or take an interest

Favorite Reme-

62c; No 2 white at 57} @ 58c; No 8 white at 56 @
56!¢c; and No 2 mixed at 55 @ 56¢ # bushel.
RYE.
The market is quiet and the sales have
been small at 97¢ &@ $1 # bushel.
FEED.
All kinds of Feed are scarce and prices

air than their

science, or the genius for creating a good

Its wonderful curative power is
simply. because it purifies and enriches the blood, thus beginning at
the foundation, and by building up
the system, drives out all disease.

composed.
Since then 1 have felt no pain.
I
now consider myself cured, and can not express my thankfulness and: gratitude for so signal deliverance from a terrible disease.
You
have my consent to use this letter, should you
wish to do so, for the benefit of other sufferers.

and high mixed

PROSPECTING CO,

Neuralgia, and all similar diseases.

dy,” I tried it my-ease, and
after wsing about
one and one-half bottles, I voided a stone from:
the bladder, of an oval shape, 7-16 of an inch
long, and rough on its surface.
send
you

the largest piece that you may see of what

MINING, MILLING

sumption, Dyspepsia, Rheumatism,

ment has not passed off in the usmal quantity,
but has accumulated, causing me untold pain.

the Preferred

NEW ENGLAND AND COLORADG |

ysis, Dropsy, Kidney Disease, Con-

date I

had for several years suffered greatly from
gravel, called by the. doctors the Brick-dust
Sediment. - For about a year past this sedi-.

@ Suc¥ bushel.

hived-up country sisters.
.
8. Have something for the mind to feed upon—
something to look forward to and live for, beside
the round of daily labor or the counting

a recent

IN PRICE,
THE

It will cure Heart Disease, Paral-

James Andrews was thankful:
;
TROY, N. Y., April 8th, 1880.
Dr..D. Kennedy, Rondout, N. ¥.:

mixed and yellow at 80 @ £1c; and no grade

but because they stay so closely
have no work or recreation that
outinto the open sunlight. TItis a
that women in crowded cities gener-

| esIi

what particular troubles BROWN’S
IRON BITTERS is good for.

Kenne-

Boston Preduce Report.
Reported by HILTON BROS & CO., Commiasion
Merchants and dealers in butter, cheese and
oses, beans, dried apples, &c. Cellar No. 3,
Quincy Market, Boston.
BOSTON, Saturday Morning, March 25, 1882. °
CORN. The market is firm for Corn and prices
continue to be well sustained. The sales of No 2

capital

no care

that Dr.

Ihe Markets,

appetite for the breakfast.
6. Never wear at night the under-garments that
are worn through the day.
7. Cultivate sunlight and fresh air. Farmers’
wives ¢‘ fade” sooner than city women, not alone
because

strange

dy should have received the following letter,
By reading it you will see in one minute why

mine, recovering from

entitled as the head to profound rest. The moral
pluck and firmness to take such food and no other for the last meal of the day can be easily acquired, and the reward of such virtne is sound
hand

STRONG
FACTS!
A great 'many people are asking

followed by sleep, and the stomach being as much

sleep, a clegr head, a strong

Professor Pickering, of Harvard Observatory,
points out in Nature that the color of gas-light
has nothing to do with its painful effect upon
the eyes of students and others.
To test this
question he hud a tin lamp-shade constructed,
consisting of a tube six inches in diameter by
eight in length.
One end was closed by a reflector, and the other by a piece of very light
blue glass. Two holes were made in the sides,
through which passed the glass chimdey of an
Argand gas-burner.
By experimenting with
a shadow photometer, a position was found
where the light received on a book was of the
same intensity, and of very similar color,to that
from a window in the daytime, at a distance of

about six feet.

care of.

|

STONES IN THE KIDNEYS

to

2. ‘Devote eight hours out of the twenty-four to
sleep. If a mother is. robbed of sleep by a wakeful baby, she must take a nap some time during
the day. . Even ten minutes of repose strengthens

(Elgin [IL] Daily Leader.)

and Bladder Expelled—Long Suffering of
one -of- Trey’s,; Best People—A Lucky

become the prey of ill-health in some of its countless‘forms.
Let us not be at all afraid of a wet
sponge and five minutes’ brisk exercise with a
crash towel every night ormorning.

1882.

006

Eh

:
Bates College Notes.
On Tuesday evening, Mar. 21, the Prize
+Declamations by the first division of the Sophomore class took
place in the college chapel.
The second division had their declamations
Friday evening the 24th.
A new method has
been adopted this year in regard to the
speakers. Six are chosen from the two first divisions.
and they make up a third.
By this plan more
of the students receive the intended discipline.

29,

The subjoined opinion, we
perceive, is by J. A.
Daniels, pA « of easrs. Stogali & Pasiels, at
torneys,
La Crosse,
Wis., and appears in
the La.
_
Chronicle : Sometime since 1 was attacked
with pain in and below one of my knee joints. A
few applications of St. Jacob's Oil quieted the
pain and relieved the inflammation. I regard it us
a valuable medicine.

esr
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PETER HENDERSON & CO.
35 Cortiandt

Street, New

York.
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